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Abstract 

The 1988 Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition at the Museum of 
Modern Art, New York, curated by Philip Johnson and Mark Wigley, was 

with Johnson’s reputation and the extreme formal reduction of the show, 

is often thought to have dealt a death knell to postmodern architecture, 
despite that “there has never been a consensus as to what Post-modern 

1 Yet beyond the beginning or end of a style or movement, 
could Deconstructivist Architecture be considered instead, as Sylvia Lavin 
suggests in her 1988 review of the exhibition, “as a critical methodology and 

2

1 Interiors, June 1988
2
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Deconstructivist Architecture
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Deconstructivist Architecture

Deconstructivist Architecture, second gallery showing Bernard Tschumi, Parc de la 
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Deconstructivist Architecture, third gallery, showing Daniel Libeskind, City Edge, 

Deconstructivist Architecture, third gallery, showing Daniel Libeskind, City Edge, 
(1987), Berlin (left): Frank Gehry Familian House (1978), Santa Monica: and Peter 
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Deconstructivist Architecture, third gallery, showing Zaha Hadid, The Peak (1982), 

Deconstructivist Architecture, looking from Eisenman’s Biocenter back toward the 
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From left to right: Bernard Tschumi, Helmut Swiczinsky, Wolf Prix, Rem Koolhaas, 

Second gallery, showing Coop Himmelblau’s Rooftop Remodeling (1982), Vienna 
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Introduction

 “Although there has never been a consensus as to what Post-Modern 
architecture is; there are a lot of people who now think it is no longer: 
according to them the fad for Post-Modernism has been replaced by a fetish 

the Museum of Modern Art which is organizing an exhibition dedicated 
1 So opens Sylvia Lavin’s June 1988 review of the 

Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition, organized by Philip Johnson and 
Mark Wigley, with the assistance of Frederieke Taylor, and shown at the 

architects, including (in alphabetical order): Coop Himmelblau, Peter 
Eisenman, Frank Gehry, Zaha Hadid, Daniel Libeskind, Rem Koolhaas, 

Texas Architect
for beginning “historical appliqué at a time when the glass curtain wall 

2 The debate 
surrounding Deconstructivist Architecture, it seemed, was already a matter of 

 Despite the drama played out in the press, the installation was 

from inception to completion in less than eleven months—a “remarkably 
Progressive Architecture the month the 

3 It comprised three galleries and ran during the off-season 

1

2 Texas Architect
3 Progressive Architecture 
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galleries, the installation occupied what New Yorker critic Brendan Gill called 
4

gallery was dedicated to a selection of Russian constructivist works from 

“paintings, sculptures, photographs, and books by El Lissitzky, Kazimir 
Malevich, Liubov Popova, Alexander Rodchenko, Vladimir Tatlin, and 

5

dating from 1978 to 1987: Parc de la Villette (1982), Paris, by Tschumi; 
City Edge (1987), Berlin, by Libeskind; Familian House (1978) and Gehry 
House (1978–88), Santa Monica, by Gehry; Biocenter for the University 
of Frankfurt (1987), Frankfurt, by Eisenman; The Peak (1982), Hong 
Kong, by Hadid; Rooftop Remodeling (1982), Vienna, Apartment Building 
(1986), Vienna, and Skyline (1985), Hamburg, by Coop Himmelblau,; and 

the three exhibitions then at the museum, according to critic Thomas Hine of 
the Philadelphia Inquirer, it was nevertheless the one making the “biggest 

6

and Design department at MoMA from 1932, he was forever associated 
with the Modern Architecture: International Exhibition, which he organized 

7 He was also renowned for other landmark exhibitions, including 
Machine Art (1934) and Mies van der Rohe
directorship of the department in 1954 yet had served as a trustee of the 

4

New Yorker
5

6 Thomas Hine, “Surroundings: Architecture Show That’s Causing a Stir Philadelphia Inquirer, 
July 3, 1988; reprinted in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
7

and Stephen Perrella, The International Style: Exhibition 15 and The Museum of Modern Art 

and Philip Johnson, The International Style: Architecture since 1922 
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8 He was later a 

Architecture magazine referred to as “Eisenman’s now defunct Institute for 
9 Founded in 1967 and running through 

and development in architecture and urbanism, for which Eisenman served 
10 In 1979 Johnson’s fame extended beyond 

architectural and museum circles when he was heralded on the cover of Time 
magazine as the trophy-holding kingpin of postmodern architecture with his 

11

1980 Venice Architecture Biennale, The Presence of the Past, which has been 
12 

 Wigley, whom House and Garden’s critic Charles Gandee called 
13 brought an intellectual rigor to the 1988 

dissertation on architecture and deconstruction at the University of Auckland, 
New Zealand, entitled Jacques Derrida and Architecture: The Deconstructive 
Possibilities of Architectural Discourse
 The exhibition, according to the June 1988 press release, presented 

14 The 

8 Metropolitan Home, April 
-

ture View, New York Times
9

Architecture -
tute was “famous for the dense verbiage some of its faculty and attendees fashioned out of the 

10 Eisenman was followed by Anthony Vidler (1982), Mario Gandelsonas (1983), and Stephen 

11 Time, 
12 For an in-depth and contextualizing study of the 1980 biennale, see Léa-Catherine Szacka, 
“Exhibiting the Postmodern: Three Narratives for a History of the 1980 Venice Architecture 

13 Charles Gandee, “The Revolution of ’88?: Postmodernism is Passé According to an Upcoming 
House & Garden

14
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15 As such, Deconstructivist Architecture was said 
to “explore the relationship between the instability of the Russian avant-

16 Its hallmark was “its apparent 

17 

18 Yet these forms were, for Johnson, 

these formal similarities, of our architects to each other, on the one hand, and 
19 For Johnson, the obvious formal 

motif repeated in every work was that of the diagonal, what he referred to as 

20 
For Wigley, deconstructivist architecture exactly excluded such formal 

architecture gained its force “by challenging the very values of harmony, 
21 The press 

15 -
structivist Architecture focuses on seven international architects whose recent work marks the 

experimentation with structure initiated by the Russian Constructivist, but the goal of perfection 

-

16

17

18 Philip Johnson, preface to Deconstructivist Architecture

19

20

21
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22 While 
Wigley and Johnson’s positions were at odds regarding the relationship of 
deconstructivist architecture to the theoretical movement of deconstruction, 
each proposed, albeit differently, that deconstructivist architecture was a 

 23

Its very undertaking, indeed its whole structure, assumes an import and 
centrality of an event that its argumentation inevitably seeks to challenge, 

Deconstructivism is often perceived as the last movement in architecture, 
and the exhibition was thought to have heralded a new style alongside the 

gossip, catapulted by Johnson’s notoriety, issues of authorship, and social and 
deconstructivist 

opened a theoretical debate regarding its relation to Russian constructivism, 

also and arguably unseated Stuart Wrede, then the newly appointed director 

 As Lavin noted at the time, the exhibition had already sparked 

perhaps what was the most “thoroughgoing presentation of Deconstruction in 
24 She was pointing to the London scene 

and a number of initiatives launched in March, including Deconstruction in 
Art and Architecture, hosted by the Tate Gallery and the Academy Group, as 

25 No fewer than eight publications, 

22

23 The Museum of Modern Art, New York: The History and 
the Collection
24

before the exhibition opened given the lead-time for print and its June publication date, indicate 

25

of Academy Editions and then editor of Architectural Design
players in the exhibition and debate, including Peter Eisenman, Zaha Hadid, Bernard Tschumi, 
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Architectural Design’s initial claim 
in March 1988 that deconstruction “has become one of the most talked about 

in part, to Jencks’s original conception of the issue and symposium prior to 
26 This dissertation will follow these 

events, both academic and public, to situate the exhibition within a wider 

substantive power of the exhibition and its catalytic effect, which was much 

 The London scene was an obvious precursor to the show in 

“What is Deconstruction and second, what—if any—is its relationship 
27 In London, at the Architectural Association, through 

Academy Editions and the symposium at the Tate, this rigorous theoretical 

part of the dissertation to trace the European and mostly London-centered 
situation, it was in New York that the phenomenon was catapulted into 

fueled interest alongside the formal reduction to a style, catapulting the small 

many reviews as the other exhibition in the Hines series and twice as much 
28

A  H I S T O R I O G R A P H Y  O F  T H E  R E C E N T  P A S T

This dissertation presents a historiography of the recent past, centered on 

The thesis focuses rather on the way in which an exhibition as a cultural 
construction became instrumental in a discursive shift within architecture 

26 Deconstruction in Architecture (London: Architectural Design, 
1988), published as part of Architectural Design

27

28
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an almost archeological reading of the material at hand, as well as a close 

history insofar as it was the many voices and stakeholders involved with 

the effect of the media in the construction of the exhibition and have relied 

the dissertation documents the exhibition without attempting to present an 
institutional or departmental history, except where and when needed to clarify 

 My background in curating at the Museum of Modern Art from 2000 
to 2007 and my particular interests in understanding architecture exhibitions 

Place 
and Displacement: Exhibiting Architecture at the Oslo Centre for Critical 
Architectural Studies (OCCAS), The Oslo School of Architecture and 
Design, an ideal environment in which to explore the vicissitudes of this 

within MoMA, I was anxious to look at the exhibition from the outside, to see 
what shifts, if any, a small exhibition such as Deconstructivist Architecture 

tutelage, and his documentary historiography The International Style: 
Exhibition 15 and The Museum of Modern Art  I 
wanted to look at another exhibition within architecture and design that 

Deconstructivist Architecture was Philip 
Johnson’s last show and the last show to coin a style seemed worthy of 
investigation, particularly since it included the seven star architects we know 

 Preliminary archival studies at the Museum of Modern Art in New 
York led me back across the Atlantic to take a closer look into what Johnson 

found that it was during Alvin Boyarsky’s tenure as chair of the school that 
the paths and thinking of the seven architects would overlap, coalesce, and 

instrumental in revealing how the apparatus of the exhibition worked to 

 The exhibition thus acts as a single case study through which to 
examine an exhibition’s and a museum’s role in constructing architectural as 
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the term gossip is used to suggest that comments about social relationships 

It must also be acknowledged that history, particularly the history of trends, 
is often determined if not written as much by these social politics as they 

also important not to make the chronicle of internal politics subservient to 
the larger question while at the same time recognizing that social politics 
and relations might in fact be palpably constitutive of the discursive effects 

complexes, and it also must be recognized that the gossip that saturated this 

 The polemics surrounding the show were in large part due to the 
invented term deconstructivist. Situated within the MoMA’s lineage of 
stylistic taxonomies, the term raises two paradoxical yet mutually reinforcing 
questions: while one is aware of the mystique of the exhibition, on the one 
hand—there is no such thing as deconstructivist architecture—on the other, 
one must admit that this mystique in and of itself is real, as is its attribution 

29 While such internal contradictions may stymie 

that is emblematic of and in fact underpins not only the Deconstructivist 
Architecture

Deconstructivist Architecture was 

even canonized far into anthologies on architectural theory, the term was 

The word was one of those not necessarily buried in everyday life but an 
invention that emerged, as Anthony Vidler suggests, through the individual 

and quite often stimulate a discussion that will go on for years and then fade 
30 I will look into this transition of the term as it was transported 

title of the exhibition; the name oscillated over eight suggestions, as archival 
 

29 See Sybil Gordon Kantor, Alfred H. Barr, Jr. and the Intellectual Origins of the Museum of 
Modern Art 
30 Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (New York: Oxford Uni-

Grey Room, 
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 While the words deconstruction, deconstructionism, 
deconstructionist, and even deconstructive began to appear in architecture 
theory and in relation to architecture in the mid-1980s; the term 
deconstructivism was not in use prior to the announcement of the MoMA 

New York Times 
critic 31 
Thematically it refers back to the 1932 Modern Architecture: International 
Exhibition that translated a social imperative to a stylistic one, a style that 

32 Like 
the International Style, deconstructivism as a term would popularize and 
stylize a rigorously theoretically position established by, among others, 
Jacques Derrida in philosophy and Wigley, Eisenman, Tschumi, and 

deconstructionism, deconstructionist, and deconstructive at a time when the 

the term deconstructivist does not enter popular parlance until 1987, with 

was also an invention that set up all the terms of the exhibition as a strategy, 
Deconstructivist 

Architecture 
open and reinvigorate what he and other critics and historians, alongside a 
new generation of avant-garde architects, then described as the moribund 

33 
 How then are we to understand this event, and its mythical status? 

31 Inland Architect 32, 
Elle, June 1988, 

Metropolis

International Herald Tribune New 
York Times -
tion, Home & Garden, New York Times

32 Riley and Perrella, The International Style
33
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E X H I B I T I O N S  A S  A  C R I T I C A L  F I E L D

This dissertation proceeds chronologically to chart a seeming transference 
from Wigley’s investigation of deconstruction and architecture to a 

that surrounded the appropriation of the term deconstruction from philosophy 

drawings, publications, events, and teaching of the diploma units—that 

on the exhibition as an apparatus and cultural phenomenon that distills the 

elements of the apparatus—the media, the installation, the catalogue, and the 
symposium—to situate the exhibition within the museum’s stylistic lineages 

on the reception of the show to ultimately ask how, and if, this exhibition 

The short coda looks at the Doppler effects of the exhibition to argue against 
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 At the time, Wigley pointed toward a new generation of 
34 

architecture, its relation to history and theory, and as articulated through the 
discourse of architectural production in the space of the exhibition and its 

35 While exhibitions and publications have 
always had a strong presence in art history, for architecture’s construction 
and reproduction, the currency of such a plethora of exhibitions, biennials, 
and gallery spaces was now coming to the fore as a critical phenomenon 

appears clear that Deconstructivist Architecture was crucial in opening 

deconstructive discourse in architecture to be not a designation of style but a 

as an institutional apparatus of architecture and of the Museum of Modern 
Art—which are in themselves co-constitutive—Deconstructivist Architecture 
proposed a strategic and methodological approach in which an internal 
and contradictory structure of thought constructed and was constructed by 

34

generation of scholars and professors (namely, Rosalind Krauss) dedicated to an interdisciplinary 

the discussion as follows: “At the very left hand end there is one of the new generation of 
architectural theorists, Jeffrey Kipnis who teaches at Ohio State University and whose work in 
the application of post structuralist thought to architecture is receiving increasing and deserved 

America if not in the world which is Assemblage

the director of the Getty Center for the History of Art in the Humanities and he is here because 
he is a historian who has often applied his historical insight into contemporary theoretical and 

also a historian whose writing dances somewhat dangerously into the more dangerous areas of 

at the City University of New York and who is editor of the exemplary magazine October which 
is responsible for much of the force of contemporary discourse in art in recent years and whom I 
cannot help but say is responsible for the current issue #43 dedicated to AIDS and which should 

35

Architectureproduction, 
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 A new critical method appears implicit within the exhibition, 

built in and through discourse, would not only be seen to mark an end to the 
then-reigning trend of a postmodern style but also to unseat and destabilize 
while reinforcing—to place and displace—the very white-walled modernism 

dissertation on deconstruction and architecture and curated Deconstructivist 
Architecture, his work—situated between academia and the museum—
becomes an integral consideration not only to frame the discussion but 
in the strategy that underpins the transformation from deconstruction to 

Deconstructivist Architecture 
exhibition disrupted modernism from within the institution was congruent 

36 Thus, a third paradox 

situated within a progressive history and seen as a “vehement reaction against 
postmodernism and what are perceived as its conservative dimensions: 
its historicist imagery, its complacent contextualism, its conciliatory and 

37 Nascent during the same time 
period, and though said to be about “fragmentation, dispersion decentering, 

on form, and technology as a way to realize new spatial possibilities and was 
38 

 
Deconstructivist Architecture 

36 Deconstructivist Architecture
Deconstructivist Architects, directed 

37 Mary McLeod, “Architecture and Politics in the Reagan Era: From Postmodernism to Decon-
Assemblage

38
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Bernard Tschumi: Concept and Notation and Frank Gehry were recently 
shown at the Centre Georges Pompidou, respectively April–July 2014 

her relationship with the Russian avant-garde during a talk at the Tate in 
Malevich: Revolutionary of Russian Art 

Deconstructivist Architecture 
(New York, January 2014) and Architecture and Deconstruction: The 
Specter of Jacques Derrida (Belgrade, October 2014), were dedicated to 

these events evidence a growing interest in rethinking and historicizing 
Deconstructivist Architecture, and in particular, its relation to postmodernism 

39 
This perhaps becomes more pressing because of the importance 

Exhibiting architecture, as a profession, as a pedagogy in and of its own right, 
as a recent focus of historical study, and a practice within architecture has 

activity, as Eve Blau has noted, were two concurrent trends: “the repatriation 

40 
Seminal contributions by Barry Bergdoll, Blau, Jean-Louis Cohen, 

Beatriz Colomina, Douglas Crimp, Hal Foster, Phyllis Lambert, Patricia 
Morton, Joan Ockman, Wallis Miller, and Vidler have situated the nascent 
discourse of the exhibition, curation, and circulation of architecture within an 

and challenges confronting exhibiting architecture as historians, collectors, 
and founders, differences of audiences, and exhibitions used as productive 

Felicity Scott, Charlotte Klonk, Léa-Catherine Szacka, Mari Lending, and 
Mari Hvattum—spanning from in-depth studies of certain collections and 
exhibitions to the exhibition apparatuses and traditions—have all been 

39 -
Harvard Design Magazine

40 Journal of the Society of Architec-
tural Historians
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 Miller’s doctoral dissertation looked at exhibitions as historical 

consideration of the 1931 German Building Exhibition examined how “The 

41 Miller’s later work 
on architectural exhibitions, particularly German, reveal that issues such 

techniques of display, and installation aesthetics that seemingly plague the 

emerging in the late eighteenth century from the “acknowledgement by 

case today, exhibitions were not only used to “explain something about 
architecture but also to make statements about their own modern situation 
as regards technological progress, interior design, social roles, solutions to 

42 
 Patricia Morton’s Hybrid Modernities on the 1931 Colonial 
exposition in Paris studying how “architecture summarized the cultures of 

delineate and make concrete “differences between Europe and the colonies 
43 

In particular her method of looking into how “consistency, continuity, and 

41 Wallis Miller, “Tangible Ideas: Architecture and the Public at the 1931 German Building 

42 Nation, Style, 
Modernism

Architecture and Authorship

considered exhibiting integral to their practice insofar as “their existence depended on their being 

Mies in Berlin  (New York: The Museum 

43 Patricia Morton, Hybrid Modernities: Architecture and Representation at the 1931 Colonial 
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44 Her inquiry into pavilions as part of architectural 

Such relations in which architecture as material culture was collected as an 
instantiation of principles and a space where politics are enacted also became 

 Szacka’s study of the 1980 Venice biennale The Presence of the 
Past examines a single exhibition as a historical shift within architecture that 

Biennale was “the most important international architectural exhibition since 
the Deutscher Werkbund Weissenhofsiedlung showcased in 1927 and New 
York’s Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) Modern Architecture: International 
Exhibition
architecture, the post-1968 institutionalization of architecture, and the 

an important point of contrast: in scale it far surpassed Deconstructivist 
Architecture, including over eighty architects and drawing over 40,000 

45

 Lending and Hvattum’s Modelling Time: The Permanent Collection 
1925–2014 chronicles the exhibition Model as Ruin that they curated at the 
House of Artists in Oslo (November 1–December 15, 2013) and includes 
contributions on the display of architectural models from a number of 

an important part of modern exhibitionist culture and exhibited constantly 

to a different modernism: not white and austere but colorful, diverse, 
and full of detail and a mode of collecting that was founded on “absolute 

46 Klonk’s study of the gallery space and changing 
conventions in Spaces of Experience (2009), Staniszewksi’s pivotal The 
Power of Display: Exhibitions at the Museum of Modern Art (1998), and 

 
(2009) examine constituent elements of the apparatus and the institution, 

44

45

46 Modelling Time: The Permanent Collection 1925–2014 
The Permanent Collection of 1925: 

Architectural Histories
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47 These 
studies show that exhibitions and their physical organization “can be an 

48 Still 
Architecture and Techno-

Utopia presents a detailed analysis of Arthur Drexler’s 1975 Beaux Arts 
exhibition and his 1979 Transformations in Modern Architecture
Riley’s The International Style: Exhibition 15 and the Museum of Modern 
Art Autonomy and Ideology, 
which documents the conference “Autonomy and Ideology: Positioning 

precedents, both in their examination of exhibitions and in the constitution of 

 Lately, a number of lecture series, books, and special issues of 

particular nature of displaying architecture, within and outside the museum 

Place 
and Displacement: Exhibiting Architecture in Oslo organized a symposium 
resulting in a book with the same title, published in 2014, gathering a number 

49 The Yale School of Architecture’s 
symposium Exhibiting Architecture: A Paradox, organized in the fall of 2012, 

50 The Centre Georges Pompidou 
symposium Exposer l’architecture (2014) was published in a special edition 
of Cahiers du Musée national d’art modern in 2014.51 Such scholarly 
studies are augmented by a spate of publications and periodicals dedicated to 
curation and exhibitions, by practitioners, among them Hans-Ulrich Obrist’s 
Ways of Curating (2014), A Brief History of Curating (2011), and Everything 
You Always Wanted to Know about Curating (2008) and Jens Hofmann’s The 
Exhibitionist
 

47 Charlotte Klonk, Spaces of Experience: Art Gallery Interiors from 1800 to 2000 (New Haven 
The Power of Display: A 

History of Exhibition Installation at the Museum of Modern Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 
La photographie de vue d’exposition

48 O. M. Ungers: Kosmos der Architektur

49 Place 
and Displacement: Exhibiting Architecture 
50 Eeva-Liisa Pelkonen, Exhibiting Architecture: A Paradox (New Haven, CT: Yale University 

51

Cahiers du Musée national d’art moderne
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 In many ways Deconstructivist Architecture was the beginning of 

would see the absorption of technology into the content and production of 

1980s, in which exhibitions in general and the exhibition of architecture 
and the architecture museums in Europe and American, in particular, began 

condition—one in which the status of knowledge had altered since the 1950s, 

52 The ensuing 
period saw the emergence of what Wigley and Johnson claimed as discrete 
ideological experiments as different positions situated at sociopolitical-
economic intersections of culture by Tschumi, Libeskind, Gehry, Eisenman, 

the Columbia Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation 

often has been termed a postcritical discourse—proposed by Somol and 
Sarah Whiting in “Notes around the Doppler Effect and Other Moods of 

stand apart from the indexical works of Eisenman in favor of a postcritical 
discourse, can now, in light of Deconstructivist Architecture, also be 
rethought; that is, an examination of the Deconstructivist Architecture 
exhibition invites a rethinking not only of its relation to postmodernism but 

involve in turn a rethinking of position within the contemporary theoretical 

S H I F T I N G  G R O U N D S

The Construction of an Exhibition within Architectural Culture: 
Deconstructivist Architecture, The Museum of Modern Art, 1988 proposes 
the exhibition as an apparatus to consider its co-constitutive effect to ask 

52 Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, 
Bennington and Brian Massumi (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984), xxiv, 3, 

La Condition postmoderne: Rapport sur le savoir (Paris: Editions 
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Deconstructivist Architecture construct, and what, 
in turn, constructed it? Number 1489 refers to the archival number of the 

are given a number, this reference alludes not only to other exhibitions but 
to an institutional apparatus that constructs the exhibition through a number 

dissertation charts the development and exportation of this product, from 
the discourse in London and at the AA, and its importation to New York and 

structure of the dissertation is necessarily chronological, to reveal incipient 

 At the time Derrida said, “The deconstruction of architecture in 
the broader sense will yield an architecture which is no longer a closed, 

53 It could be said that the exhibition of 
Deconstructivist Architecture as a discursive medium, as meditative and 
in keeping with the theoretical underpinnings of Wigley, is and is not 
architecture; that is, the exhibition as an apparatus of a critical discourse in 
architecture constitutes and is constituted by the institution of architecture 

a new order of language as text, in which language no longer adheres to the 

 If institutions are built in and through discourse and the exhibition 
is one discursive media among others, then Deconstructivist Architecture was 

does not propose the exhibition as a form of architecture, or architecture as 

exhibitions, lectures, talks, and workshops—this position proposes that the 
fundamental grounds of architecture as it is thought across media, across 
disciplines, in which structures of thinking in architecture, in philosophy, that 

 Deconstructivist Architecture shifted the grounds of discourse, 
which necessitates not only that the ground of architecture be rethought 

53 Jacques Derrida, interview with Jeffrey Kipnis, in Chora L Works, 
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critical method and analytical strategy of exhibitions accompanied a new 
Deconstructivist Architecture 

rethought the grounds of architecture to propose a new contract and economy 

an addition to what had become a disconcertingly stable monument to 
instability, an addition that marks in some way the beginning of the end 

54 
Such a colossal tower, on which I am looking back, spoke to a strategic 
transference of thought between discourses,in which architecture inhabited 
philosophy, and philosophy, architecture, and in which deconstruction and 

54 Mark Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction: Derrida’s Haunt (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
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A  C O L O S S A L  T O W E R  O F  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N

While a colossal tower of interpretation of the transference of deconstruction 
into architecture may have marked if not its end then its closure, one lesson 

Deconstructivist 
Architecture exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art, however, we 
need to grasp the intellectual climate of the time and the appropriation 
of deconstruction from philosophy into architecture, an appropriation 

ion to 
deconstructivism. Deconstructivism was the result of a tug-of-war between 
the philosophy of deconstruction and the exhibition in New York that 

 While the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition was often 
heralded as prophetic and avant-garde, launching a new movement in 
architecture and catapulting deconstructivism as a term into fame, notoriety, 
and the canon of architecture and architectural theory, in 1988 it was a 
historical show, summing up more than ten years of intense theoretical debate 
played out both within museums and in architecture schools in America and 

the exportation of debates that were centered in London, and in particular, at 
the Architectural Association, where an international group of practitioners 

According to Philip Johnson, Boyarsky “acted as the key patron of the seven 
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1 With the show, however, 
MoMA launched the term deconstructivism

the intellectual and architectural climate that led to the Deconstructivist 
Architecture 

In the mid-1980s Mark Wigley, Jacques Derrida, Bernard Tschumi, 
Peter Eisenman, and Daniel Libeskind all explored the relation between 
deconstruction and architecture within which theory, practice, and philosophy 

Derrida, whose name, as theorist Jeffrey Kipnis points out, “is a metonym for 
2

1986 doctoral thesis “Jacques Derrida and Architecture: The Deconstructive 

 Parc de la Villette (1982), Eisenman’s 
Fin d’Ou T Hous (1985), and Libeskind’s Chamberworks (1983), as well as 
Tschumi and Eisenman’s collaboration with Derrida on Parc de la Villette 
(1985) and in particular Derrida’s essay on Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette, 

but rather in a structural relation of thought and in a discursive position 
in which similarity resided in the assembly of difference. The relation 
between architecture and deconstruction would be more accurately termed a 

was submitted precisely as Derrida started to engage with architecture 
and when architecture started to engage with deconstruction, although 
architecture was the last discipline to invoke the name of Jacques Derrida, 

3 The participation of Derrida, Eisenman and Tschumi 

approached Derrida with an invitation to participate in the design of a folie, 
with Eisenman, for the Parc de la Villette competition, which Tschumi had 

1 Philip Johnson, preface to Deconstructivist Architecture
(Boston: Little, Brown, 1988), 
2 Jeffrey Kipnis, interview with Jacques Derrida, in Chora L Works

3 Mark Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction: Derrida’s Haunt (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
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and the publication Chora L Works 4 The concept for this exchange 
between Derrida, Tschumi, and Eisenman was based on the term chora 
from Plato’s dialogue Timeaus

5

taped discussions, chronicled through transcripts, correspondence, essays, 
drawings, and models, and documented in the Chora L Works
became emblematic of a unique reciprocal relationship of philosophy and 
architecture that was a structural transference of thought, an interchange and 

The exchange also resulted in Derrida’s essay “Point de folie—

Folio series and then republished in English in AA Files 
The essay coincided with Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette exhibition at the 

6 These events marked Derrida’s 
entry into architectural discourse in which the term deconstruction was 

Parc de La Villette and was “occupying all 
the spaces of architecture: legal, philosophical, technical, methodological, 

7 The La 

4 Derrida, interview with Kipnis, in Kipnis and Leeser, Chora L Works
5 Grey Room  

khôra in Timaeus, in which Plato 
Khôra means place, location, popula-

At the point everything was ready for the La Villette administration to start the construction 

Diagonal  
6 La Case 
Vide: La Villette 1985, by Bernard Tschumi, Folio 8 

AA Files  12 
 an essay by Anthony Vidler and an interview 

7 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction,
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 Chora L Works, edited by Jeffrey Kipnis and Thomas 

La Case Vide, La Villette
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La Case Vide: La Villette
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8 
 The La Villette folio was one of three folios to introduce the word 
deconstruction
Libeskind in the Folio series, Chamber Works, Architectural Meditations on 
Themes from Heraclitus 9 In 1985, Eisenman also 
publishes Fin D’Ou T Hou S (Folio 5). In an accompanying essay, Kipnis 

remain present at the Architectural Association in the 1970s and 1980s (and 
beyond), during which Tschumi, Eisenman, Rem Koolhaaus, Zaha Hadid, 

overlap and diverge through collaborations, competitions, exhibitions, 
publications, teaching, and lectures, as well as through the AA Files, AA 
Folio series, and AA Events List. 
 There were also other events in which there were encounters 

Derrida appeared in a conversation at the Centre Georges Pompidou 
10 Moreover, the main protagonists on this scene of encounters 

between deconstruction and architecture participated in the exhibition Les 
Immateriaux (1985) at the Pompidou, curated by the French philosopher and 

talk at the Pompidou in 1985 and Les immateriaux the same year situates 
Eisenman, Derrida, Hadid, and Koolhaas, chronologically and physically 

8

, by Peter Eisenman 

a garden for the Parc de la Villette in Paris, designed in collaboration with Jacques Derrida 

9 Events List
Bernard Tschumi’s La Case Vide: La Villette, 1985; Peter Eisenman’s Moving Arrows, Eros and 

Events List

exhibition and publication at the AA: Eisenman’s Fin d’Ou T Hou S was exhibited alongside 
Libeskind’s Theatrum Mundi in the Front Members Room from February 20 through March 
23, 1985 Moving Arrows, Eros, and Other Errors: An Architecture 
of Absences appeared as an exhibition alongside Tschumi’s Le Case Vide: La Villette 

review of Peter Eisenman’s Moving Arrows, Eros and Other Errors, published with Eisenman’s 
AA Files  12. 

10 A partial transcription of a seminar that took place at the Pompidou between Eisenman and 
Cahiers du CCI 1 
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of Peter Eisenman, –  chronicled the coincidence of the encounter 

Domus and Arquitectura Viva 11 In 1987 

12 
 These events spurred what Wigley describes as a “vigorous 

articles, editorials, debates, letters to the editor, published correspondence, 

criticism, interdisciplinary collaborations, academic appointments and 

13 The discourse, however, 
did not simply emerge out of Derrida’s involvement, according to Wigley; 
nor did “the question of architecture simply emerge in Derrida’s work 

a certain thinking of architecture that is manifest, or surfaces, in the word 
14

11 Eva Meyer, “Jacques Derrida: Architetture ove il desiderio può abitare (Architecture Where 
Domus

Deconstruction: Critical Concepts in Literary and Cultural Studies (London: Routledge, 1983), 
Arqui-

tectura Viva
 Projeto

12

 
Cahiers du CCI
13 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction -
tion of Derrida had grown substantially within architectural circles, given the correspondence 

Architectural Design 
1989): 6–11;

Assemblage
Assemblage 12 (August 1990): 14–17; “An evening of conversation with Jacques 
Columbia University, Graduate School of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation 

Newsline

Columbia Documents of Architecture and Theory 1 (1992): 7–27; and an edited transcription 

14 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction
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C O L L A T E R A L  E V E N T S

Collateral and related events that pre- and postdate the Deconstructivist 
Architecture 
the Tate Gallery and Academy Editions symposium “Deconstruction in Art 

 on March 26, 1988, participants included Eisenman, Hadid, 
15 Derrida could not be present but 

opened the conference via a videotaped interview with scholar Christopher 

Academy Editions subsequently published six editions on deconstruction 
and architecture, as well as What is Deconstruction?, by Christopher Norris 
(1988), and The New Modernism: Deconstructivist Tendencies in Art, which 
was edited by Papadakis and included contributions by Derrida and Zoe 

16 Likewise, Archplus in Germany and Aquitectura in Spain17 

 18 He argued that deconstructive 

the relation of deconstruction and architecture, by questioning “how then to 

15 In an interview with Charles Jencks in Venice, June 6, 2014, Jencks said this London staging 

16 Deconstruction in Architecture (London: Architectural Design, 
1988), published as part of Architectural Design

Deconstruction II (London: Academy Editions, 
1989), published as part of Architectural Design

Reconstruction, Deconstruction (London: Academy Editions, 1989), published as part 
of Architectural Design

Deconstruction: Omnibus Volume
Deconstruction III (London: Academy Editions, 1990) ), published as part of 

Architectural Design Decon-
struction: A Pocket Guide 

What Is Deconstruction? (London: Academy Editions, 1988); Andreas Papadakis, 
 The New Modernism: Deconstructionist Tendencies in Art

17 Arch Plus 95 (November–December 1988) 
Arquitectura 69, 

18 Charles Jencks, The Language of Post-Modern Architecture (London: Academy Editions), 
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19 Wigley responds to this 
question by proffering that “translation surfaces in deconstructive discourse 
when Derrida argues that translation is not the transference, reproduction, or 

20

in both the theoretical exploration and the exhibition that marked a tenuous 
relation between deconstruction and deconstructivism
 In the transition from philosophy to architecture, from ideas to 
physicality, even though mostly paper architecture, deconstruction offered 

and Libeskind in which they eschewed translation as a representation 
in form and structure in favor of a mode of thinking: “Let us consider 

conceive architecture as a technique separate from thought and therefore 
possibly suitable to represent it in space, to constitute almost an embodiment 
of thinking, but rather to raise the question of architecture as a possibility 
of thought, which cannot be reduced to the status of a representation of 

21 The emphasis here is no longer on a division of theory and 
practice—a division between architecture and a thinking about architecture—
but on the idea that thought is articulated in and through practice, in and 
through the construction of architecture through its multiple media of 

architecture would be thought, said, and heard as the material articulation 

me that from the moment one separates Theorem and Pratem, one considers 
architecture as a simple technique and detaches it from thought, whereas 
there may be an undiscovered way of thinking belonging to the architectural 

22 In other words, from the moment one 
separates theory and practice, thinking from doing, one considers architecture 

19 Assemblage  8 (Febru-

issue, Architectural Design
The Architecture of Deconstruction: but assumes 

-
lication in Assemblage 
study. Although Wigley went on to publish frequently in Assemblage, it seems this second study 

20

21 Jacques Derrida, “Architecture Where the Desire May Live [Interview with Eva Meyer], 
Domus  671 Deconstruction: Critical Concepts in 
Literary and Cultural Studies
22
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a mere technique rather than doing as a way of thinking in which theory and 

 Although Wigley and Johnson maintained antithetical positions in 
this regard—Wigley’s emphasis was on a theoretical distinction and Johnson 
was admittedly a formalist—deconstruction would eventually be distilled as a 
representational, deconsructivist 
than a strategic transference of thought, architecture would assume a form of 

issue was what this kind of thinking would look like, or mistakenly, how it 

interpreted as exposing central facets of deconstruction, such as the unhomely 
or the infected, that which was destabilized structurally and metaphorically, 

Deconstructivist Architecture was then not only an epitaph to postmodernism 
as critics at the time claimed;23

M A R K  W I G L E Y :  T H E  D E C O N S T R U C T I V E  P O S -
S I B I L I T I E S  O F  A R C H I T E C T U R E

Wigley reworked and published his doctoral dissertation as The Architecture 
of Deconstruction: Derrida’s Haunt
a work in philosophy rather than architecture insofar as deconstruction 
implied the rethinking of an architectural metaphor that had provided the 

Wigley traced “a reading of the architectural argument embedded within 
24 

Maintaining a distinction between deconstruction and architecture, Wigley 
spoke of a deconstructive discourse in architecture, to argue that each 
inhabited the discourse of the other in a sort of strategic transference of 

architectural discourse is not a new architecture, or even a new theory of 

23 Charles Gandee, “The Revolution of ’88?: Postmodernism Is Passé According to an Upcoming 
House & Garden

Artforum
24 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction

Perspecta  23 (1987): 156–172; and “The Domestication of the 
Deconstruction and the Visual Arts: Art, Media, and 

Architecture
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25 While 
Deconstructivist Architecture

into architecture, and deconstruction was distorted and homogenized into a 

 Between the completion of his doctoral dissertation in 1986 and 
the publication of The Architecture of Deconstruction in 1993, Wigley 
published several essays establishing his theoretical position, including “The 

26 The position is one of discourse: architecture is built in and 
through discourse, through thinking, debates, polemics, texts, exhibitions, 
drawings, conferences, publications, symposia, lectures, teaching, and 
building—everything that constitutes architecture and that architecture in 

another important essay followed the show: “The Translation of Architecture, 

deconstruction, translation, and discourse—concepts that also entered into 

essay, and The Architecture of Deconstruction provide the theoretical 
and methodological underpinnings for the construction of the exhibition, 

a shift from a deconstructive discourse in architecture to an architecture of 
deconstruction, opening a question as to the relation between the exhibition, 
the philosophical term of deconstruction and the architectural style of 
deconstructivism
when claiming that deconstruction “begins by questioning the deep laid 

27 Tracing subtexts of space and architecture 
within Derrida’s oeuvre, The Architecture of Deconstruction likewise posits 

25 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction
26

Pratt Journal of Architecture -
oped from a discussion between Wigley and Kipnis on June 11, 1988, that served as the preface 

27 Christopher Norris, The Deconstructive Turn: Essays in the Rhetoric of Philosophy (London: 
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deconstructive discourse within architecture and, in turn, architecture within a 

and the home within philosophy, the construction of space and spatiality 
through language and text, the role of the institution, and discourse as a space 
all posit a deconstructive discourse that inhabits or haunts the institution 

deconstruction and philosophy in general: “The question of architecture 
oikos, spacing interiority, structure, ornament, 

uncanny, parasite, place, and so on) has been obsessively and violently 
extracted from Derrida’s writing, crudely isolated and reassembled in a way 
that forces the sense of a single, albeit convoluted, argument running through 

28

 Wigley emphasizes the contractual agreement between architecture 

of metaphysical grounds has appropriated architectural metaphors in 
their construction, then they must necessarily question and destabilize 

Architecture as in the “The Translation of Architecture, the Production of 

ground as stable, complete, or unitary is continually deferred yet implied and 

of architecture in which the language of economy, contracts, law, oikos, 

also anticipates, if not constructs, much of the language of contemporary 

29 As 
Derrida said of the Parc de la Villette competition:

One cannot exact a technique, method or system of 

28 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction,
29 Mark Wigley with Laurie Hawkinson, Barbara Kruger, Nicholas Quennell, Henry Smith-

ssemblage
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must be done beyond the negative motifs of architectural 

deconstruction of architecture in the broader sense will yield 

must be explored as having to do with relationships, including 
urbanism, of course, but moving beyond to what one calls 

one will be able to prescribe rules or methods for this passage 

30 

 Derrida, writing from the position of philosophy, and Wigley, from 
that of architecture, are both careful to distinguish a deconstructive discourse 

31 In fact, it is 
such a position of style implied in the term that Derrida warns against when 
he says that we “now know something of what deconstructive architecture 

 I think if there were 

32 Instead, both posit 

33 That is, a deconstructive 
discourse in architecture is an interrogation into the ongoing discursive 
role of architecture that must necessarily bear on architecture institutions, 

34 A deconstructive discourse cannot ever reside outside, 

30 Derrida, in Kipnis, Chora L Works
31

1988, Tate Educational Lecture, Academy Forum, Symposium in association with Architectural 

32 Derrida, in Kipnis, Chora L Works
33 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction,
34 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction, 
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35 Consequently, it could 
be said that Deconstructivist Architecture cannot be read as an exhibition 
about deconstructivist architecture per se; rather it inhabited a deconstructive 
discourse within architecture, and that likewise, a deconstructive discourse 

36 
 If deconstruction questions institutional practices and the rules 
by which an institution assumes authority, then such a questioning in 
architecture aims at disturbing conventional relationships and unearthing 

Deconstructivist 
Architecture was a museum exhibition, it must also be seen as, even 
if clandestine or unsaid, an exhibition about the institutionalization of 
architecture that revealed the socio-political forces at work within the 

seem to be independent of it and whose disguise produces this sense of 

 
also embedded within the multiple cultural practices of so-called everyday 

Deconstructivist Architecture
short, Wigley could only unseat modern architecture from within the very 

37 
Derrida understood both text and language as spatial structures: “a system 

38 Insofar 
as writing produces the spatiality of space,39 the exhibitions and the space 
of exhibitions are written in and through the texts that surround them—in 
and through the works in the exhibition, debates, polemics, and relations 

gallery is “not a static receptacle of inscriptions but an effect of ongoing 
40 Considered as text and discourse exhibition spaces are 

35 Wigley quotes Derrida: “The movement of deconstruction does not destroy structures from the 

The Architecture of Deconstruction, 
36 Derrida, in Kipnis, Chora L Works
37 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction, 
38  
39  
40  
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continually constructed and reconstructed in and among the spaces between 
the constituent elements of its apparatus, as written, recorded, spoken, 

Deconstructivist Architecture 

the traditions of the museum occur within a context in which architecture and 

 Rather than an exhibition about deconstructivist architecture, 
Deconstructivist Architecture can be considered a text, the spacing of which 

41 Such a structure could be seen in the constellation of 
constructivism and deconstructivism and in relation to a more philosophical 

what it addresses, disrupting the traditional sense that a text is simply about 
something completely outside it, embedding the text in the very spaces it 

Deconstructivist Architecture could 
only unseat architecture by inscribing it within the very institution that 
canonized modern architecture. 

Looking back, Wigley’s theoretical and practical argument appears as 
an attempt to dislodge the institution of architecture and the architecture 

postmodernism and the Museum of Modern Art—was to usher in a discursive 
shift in architecture, in the way architecture was practiced, theorized, 
historicized, written about, discussed, taught, circulated, materialized, 

as discourse, with discourse and technology, with the discursive effects 
of architecture and the social politics that underpin them, and with the 

themes constituted, and were constituted by, the exhibition, and were 
detectable in Wigley’s curatorial role in Deconstructivist Architecture

 

41
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42 Such a position draws a parallel between architecture and the literary 

nascent positions between history and critical theory would become evident 
at the exhibition’s symposium in June 1988, gathering a new generation of 

The 
Formal Basis for Modern Architecture 43 Here he argued for a logical 
structure of the architecture discourse, in and through the form of building, 

44 Eisenman 
equates such logic, which assumes form in building, with a critical rather 
than a historical attitude, when he presents his dissertation as “essentially 
critical rather than historical, in that it will examine certain propositions 
concerning form in relation to architecture in a theoretical and not a historical 

discourse and to focus attention on consistency of argument, on the manner in 
45

 As we will see Deconstructivist Architecture displayed an 

46 Deconstructivist Architecture—
as an exhibition and a proposal for a movement—at once reinforced 
and undermined the aesthetic traditions of modernism as displayed at 
MoMA, perpetuated through the constituent elements of its apparatus: 
the installation, the installation aesthetic, the press, the catalogue, the 
installation photographs, the institution, the curators, and the black and white 

47

42

Assemblage, 

43

The Formal Basis of Modern Architecture (Baden: Lars 

44 Eisenman, The Formal Basis of Modern Architecture
45

46

47
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mainstream press, Wigley’s work on deconstruction prior to and after the 

 is exemplary: it begins with the construction 
of the discipline of architecture, with an overriding concern with discourse, 

architectural discourse has been “displaced, such that the distinction between 
48 Digital technologies, Wigley claims, have 

parasitically inhabited, infected, and become the body of architecture 
49 This position was not only prescient within 

Deconstructivist Architecture—if only through the strong presence of the 

late insofar as digital technology and computer-aided design entered into 
50 It shows Wigley’s interest 

in the body and body-derived metaphors about to enter into architecture, 
51

exhibited at MoMA in 1989 and were likewise present at the AA in 1988, 

52 

architectural theory as a kind of social politics, underpinning its construction 
as narration: “It seems to me that’s what architectural theorists do, they tell 

48 Mark Wigley, “ Assemblage 15 (August 
 Ottagono

49

50 The introduction of computing into the academy appeared circa 1984 but was still considered 
RIBA Journal, in February 1988 the AA, which has 

and Jan Kaplicky had “kitted its students out with Macintosh desktops, which run a software 
RIBA Journal 

Events List

Prospectus
51

52 The lecture took place on March 7, 1988, and was featured in the AA Events List with an 
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53 Such stories could be seen 
in the construction of the debates and polemics that underlie the construction 
of Deconstructivist Architecture
stories also entered into the social politics that surrounded the show: the 
divergent positions of the two curators intellectually and politically, their 
respective interests in the exhibition, Johnson’s selection of Wigley and the 

A N  A R C H I T E C T U R E  O F  D E C O N S T R U C T I O N

In the catalogue Wigley argues that deconstructivist architecture is and is 

architecture is a disturbed modernism from within—that is, within 
modernism (in large part, and in an American context, the international style 

While this could be read as a critique of architecture and its institutions, it 
may also suggest a more subversive critique of the museum and its role in the 
constitution of architecture history: revealing by reinforcing the very codes 

 If the catalogue essay proposes that deconstructivist architecture 
is and is not modern, The Architecture of Deconstruction suggests that a 

the sense that Wigley is making a very long-winded though philosophically 

or historical style, against the museum and architecture as it has been 
Deconstructivist 

Architecture exhibition could be said to unseat and open a discursive and 
institutional space, to dislodge architecture considered as an apparatus, it 
likewise opens the discursive space of the museum to question its constitutive 
effect—that is, it opens the way in which the museum could be said to 

and in light of the effects of the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition, The 
Architecture of Deconstruction reads as an intellectual plea not only for new 
directions in architecture but new directions in the institutional role in the 

53 Assemblage, 
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explored simultaneously by Tschumi, Eisenman, and Libeskind, alongside 
Hadid, Koolhaas, Coop Himmelblau, and Gehry as alternative directions 

Association would be evidenced, suitably, in and through texts, notably the 
AA Events List, the AA Folio series, and the AA Files

54 It was in these 
spaces—between the AA Files, AA events, AA Folio series, and diploma 
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Chapter 3: From Deconstruction to  
Deconstructivism

Stemming from literary and philosophical deconstruction, the term 
deconstruction took on different connotations in architectural discourse. As 
Sylvia Lavin reminds those anxious to codify the term, deconstruction as 

1

oppositions. Perhaps, for our purposes and considering the question in terms 

in March 1988 is 

2 Speaking from his home in France, 

Deconstruction in Architecture

-

The Language of Post-modern 

1 Interiors
2
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Architecture Decon-
struction in Architecture, as a special issue of Architectural Design, and the 
symposium.3

-
peared prior to the Deconstructivist Architecture 
Modern Art, attempted an accurate and thorough investigation of the relation-

4

-
-
-

-

folie from 

-
5

-

Deconstructivist Architecture 
-

-

-

-
6

-
scends such categories as the Modern, it is no guarantee against historicism, 

3 Deconstruction in Architecture

4

Deconstruction in Architecture
5 Deconstruction in Architecture, 1, 3, 5.
6
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8

9 The rigor and serious investigation of the issues 

 . . . too readily lumped 

10

11

structure of logical discourse. 

 . . . It is 

It is at the same time . . . 12 

8

9 Deconstruction in Architecture, 33.  
10

11

12
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13 It is in relation to the opposition 

14

Exercises in Constructive Assembly from his ‘Spatial Inventory
Complex Factory of Functional Type: Task in Volumetric 

Planning Suprematism

the late 1920s.15

16

13

14

15

16
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as appropriate to the space-time and deconstructionist context of the late 
18

19

20 

The Pleasure of the Text  
différance

practice of negativity (‘not- de- de
‘dis 21

 . . . 22

23

24 

25

26

18

19

20 Deconstruction in 
Architecture
21

22

23
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28

29

30 

title.

-
-

31

28 Deconstruction in Architecture, 66.
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30
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32 The lack of certainty seemingly 
-

deconstructivism

-
tion, ironically played out as a kind of deconstructivist scenario. Lack of clar-

press. The polemics, in turn, fueled interest. 

neologism deconstructivism surfaced in the American popular press in 

Village Voice
33

is a clandestine connection. 34 The mention comes from Stanley Tigerman 

35

36 Tigerman, as 

that the idea of Deconstructivist Architecture

32

Modern Art Archives.
33 Village Voice

34

Garden, New York Times
35

36
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deconstructivism

deconstruction, deconstructionism, deconstructionist, and deconstructive 
had circulated in architecture theory and discourse since the mid-1980s. 

Inland Architect
Ingraham, Metropolis International Herald Tribune

deconstructivism 

38

 . . .

 New York Times. 39 Giovannini still 
 In an editorial for the 

New York Times

40 
Interiors   New Yorker  Brendan Gill, and the 
Philadelphia Inquirer  

41 
 

38 Inland Architect 32, 
Elle

Metropolis

International Herald Tribune
39 New York Times

40

Garden, New York Times
nor can a similar reference. 
41



42 The article suggests an interest 

43

 This article is part of a series 
 New York Times dedicated to 

deconstructivism.44 
 . . .

45

authorship that surrounded the Deconstructivist Architecture 46 
 
deconstructivist forms 

42

43

44 New York 
Times

New York Times

New York Times
New York Times

45 New York 
Times ID Magazine 

Architectural Digest

Elle
series of features on design and architecture, indicative of an increasing trend of architecture and 

46

69, 82.
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part of his discussion on 

deconstructivist 
deconstruction had long circulated 

48 

distortion and appropriation.

Newsweek  
49

Interiors  50 According to 
New York Observer, the title took 

 

51

as Boston Globe

New York Times Magazine
48 New York Times, Book Review

New York Times

recent sessions to literary criticism. 
49

Stroll Newsweek, 

50

51 New 
York Observer
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52 The -ist, Ingraham argued, 

53

 
54 Stroll 

55

and architecture, deconstructionism, the deconstructionists, deconstructivism, 

 . . .
56 

 

tion and . . . unintentionally . . . the 

52 Boston Globe
53

54

55 Stroll
1988, 1.
56
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 . . .
58

 . . .
59 Such a relation, for Ingraham, did 

60 
7 Days

61

62 

explain the origins of the term deconstruction in architecture, asserting 

its origins in the desire to express a certain relationship to Structuralism, 

 63

them face to face.64

paintings proposed a radical rethinking of the architectural conventions 

axonometrics, and composites of so many planes and plans that ground 
65

58

59

60

61 7 Days, August 24, 1988, 1. 
62

Interiors, August 1988.
63

64
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68  that 

69 In fact, at the 
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 . . .  For the 
Los Angeles Times

66

68
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 Forgey found it 

 The controversy surrounded 

 

Los Angeles Times

Interiors Umriss, 
Village Voice

Architectural Record
Architectural 

Review 
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Stroll
New York Magazine New Yorker, 
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ID Magazine

Violated Perfection

80 The title Violated Perfection
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and Artforum  
 

ID Magazine
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86

88

 . . .

89

90

covering the same ground. 
-

Village Voice 
91 
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intent

93 

originators

-

lists to appropriate institutions, including the Museum of Modern Art, in 
94

-

-
Village Voice

95 

93

Art Archives. 
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96

violated and its allusions 

98

derivations of the formalist and stylistic approach of the museum through 

99 

1932 Modern Architecture: International Exhibition

100 Such a desire to 

96
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102

form proved exactly the opposite.103 It is such formal readings alongside a 
desire to codify a cohere a movement that Deconstructivist Architecture

Barr. 

-

himself.104

105

the Deconstructivist Architecture
-

101

102

103

104

Archives.
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-

live. It does not offer an alternative. It is technomorphic.

-
-

notes. 

-

-
-

ence of novel methods of composition developed in electronic mass media 

-

-

style is diluted in excessive theorization and inclusion. The comparison to 
-
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-
tion as early as 1963. In his dissertation for a critical architecture he pits theo-

108

as a structure of logical discourse, and to focus attention on the consistency 

-
109

 By 1988, the terms deconstructionism, deconstructionist, 
deconstructive, and deconstructivism

Deconstructivist Architecture

110 deconstructionism 
deconstructivism

111 Through 1988, the term appeared, 
New York Times

108 The Formal Basis for Modern Architecture
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 In an April 1988 article in the New York Times, 

112

from the sensual comfort most post-modernism aspires to.113

114

115

de-

116

 

112 New York Times, 
April 10, 1988.
113

114

115 Stroll
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Chapter 4: The Apparatus of the            
Exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art

C O N S T I T U E N T  E L E M E N T S

Five primary elements comprised and were comprised by the apparatus of 
the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art: 
the media, including the public information circulated by the museum prior 
to and during the exhibition, the preview and opening reception, as well 
as the press, reviews, interviews, and publicity received by the exhibition; 
the installation, including the art and architecture works, wall labels, 
texts, installation aesthetics, graphic design, and installation photographs; 
the catalogue; the symposium; and the stakeholders. Secondary elements 
that included the graphic identity—the black and red logo with an orange 
background, prominently featured on the entry wall to the installation and 
placed on all material that circulated around the exhibition, such as the 
catalogue, press release, press packets, press folder, press preview and 
symposium invitations, and exhibition letterhead—branded the exhibition.1 
Among the most important stakeholders were: Philip Johnson, Mark Wigley, 
and the Gerald D. Hines Interests.2 
 Hines Interests entered strongly through the credit line, which 
was featured in the catalogue, in the press material, on the title wall of the 
exhibition, at the bottom of the letterhead, and circulated in all press: “This 
exhibition is part of the Gerald D. Hines Interests Architecture Program 

1 The background color choice of orange for the letterhead seemingly to avoid the connotation 

2 A memo from Richard Palmer indicates that the budget for each of the Hines exhibitions was 
$75,000. The project budget for the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition exceeded this 
amount.
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at The Museum of Modern Art.”3 More importantly, however, was that 
the series acted as a framing device for the exhibition. Deconstructivist 
Architecture
a break within the series and was emblematic of MoMA’s then-ambivalent 
position toward postmodernism. The history of Hines Interests allies its 
vested interests with those of MoMA and Johnson.4 

the time. Architects, academics, and editors all had a vested interest in the 
show.5 Many of these included those already mentioned and those Johnson 
credits in his acknowledgments, particularly Alvin Boyarsky and the 
Architectural Association. Others included John Burgee, Johnson’s partner at 
Burgee Johnson Architects (Johnson/Burgee designed the Lipstick Building 
on Madison Avenue, where the exhibition was organized), and Aaron 
Betsky, who “called my [Johnson’s] attention to the telling phrase ‘violated 
perfection’—originating from . . . an exhibition proposed by the team of Paul 
Florian and Stephen Wierzbowski for the University of Illinois, Chicago.”6 
Joseph Giovannini was “another valuable source of preliminary information.” 

3

and at the time, by Ethel Shine, then assistant to the director. The credit line in the catalogue 
read, “The exhibition and catalogue are part of the Gerald D. Hines Interest Program in 
Architecture at The Museum of Modern Art.”
4 Gerald D. Hines founded the Hines Development Corporation in Texas in 1957. By 1984 it 

construction in midtown Manhattan: the new headquarters for E. F. Hutton at 40 West Fifty-
Third Street, designed by Kevin Roche John Dinkeloo and Associates, and 53rd at Third, a 
thirty-four-story granite and stainless steel tower designed by Philip Johnson/John Burgee 
Architects. The former project, situated directly across the street from the museum, was a joint 
venture with CBS Inc., founded and headed by William Paley, who became a trustee of the 
museum in the 1930s and, in 1962, became president. In 1968, he became chair and stepped 
down in 1985. In 1992 the museum celebrated Paley’s collection, which he had donated upon his 
death in 1990. The latter project, which became know as the “Lipstick Building,” would house 

was produced. See correspondence from Zaha Hadid to Johnson at this address, Exhibition 1489, 

5 Johnson expresses gratitude to other institutional lenders and funders in the preface: Thus 

assistance in transporting their project models” and “on behalf of Peter Eisenman and Daniel 
Libeskind, we wish to thank the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of Germany 
for underwriting the transportation of their models from Frankfurt and Berlin.” Philip Johnson, 
preface to Deconstructivist Architecture, ed. Philip Johnson and Mark Wigley (Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1988), 9. Richard Palmer to Stuart Wrede, memo, 
Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives.
6 Johnson, preface to Deconstructivist Architecture, 9
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Both Betsky and Giovannini, as Johnson acknowledges, were working on 
books related to “our” theme. 7  

M E D I A  A N D  P R E S S 

The format and contents of press packets were indicative of the constituent 

and both curators and the architects. Press packets, in keeping with museum 
and general standards, comprised a folder carrying the exhibition logo and 
included nine separate documents: a general press release that described 
the installation, an announcement of the catalogue as “Major Publication 
to Accompany Deconstructivist Architecture,” an announcement of the 
“Deconstructivist Architecture Symposium to be held at the Museum of 
Modern Art,” biographies of Philip Johnson and Mark Wigley, a copy 
of the wall text, a list of architects and projects in the exhibition, and a 
selection of press images.8 Also included was a general fact sheet printed on 
Deconstructivist Architecture letterhead that included a separate mention of 
sponsorship by the Gerald D. Hines Interests.9

 Though packets such as these are of course standard for many 
exhibitions, the images and language demonstrate the integral effect of 
each primary element of the apparatus in the construction and production of 
Deconstructivist Architecture alongside the effects of the media. Exhibition 
letterhead was not used within the Hines series, save for the Deconstructivist 
Architecture exhibition. This distinction possibly alludes to the exhibition’s 
important status within the museum and a deliberate attempt at branding the 
exhibition through the circulation of the logo on correspondence.
 Other promotional material included an American Institute of 

members calendar. At the time, Deconstructivist Architecture was not 
billed within the museum as a major event, even within its rather lackluster 
exhibition program. Ironically, however, and given its size, Deconstructivist 
Architecture eclipsed the Modern Poster exhibition curated by Stuart Wrede, 
which was on view at the same time. The poster show was substantially 

7 Ibid. 
8 Public information, Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives. Press images are 
generally selected by the curators and constitute the images that circulate around the exhibition.
9 While a separate release for the Gerald D. Hines Interests Program was not formally included 
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Figs. 50–51. The museum’s comprehensive publicity report and press release, 
showing the exhibitions logo
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larger, comprising over 350 posters from the design collection, thus giving 
credence to Thomas Hine’s observation that Deconstructivist Architecture 
was the smallest of the three exhibitions at the museum though the one 
making the “biggest waves.”10 

Press Preview 

The preview was held on Tuesday, June 21, 1988, two days prior to the 
public opening of the exhibition. While press previews are standard for 
MoMA exhibitions, within the Hines series such previews were generally 
held on the same day as the public opening.11 For an exhibition of its size 
and within the Hines series, in particular, the Deconstructivist Architecture 
preview was exceptional in scale.12 It was “attended by 175 members of the 
press and special guests,” according to then Director of Public Information 
Jeanne Collins, “more than double that of previous architectural exhibitions 
of comparable size” and with a “budget of almost double that which was 
estimated.”13 The exhibition received over a hundred reviews in print. Within 
the Hines series, Mario Botta for example, received only thirty reviews, 
although they were more positive.14 
 Correspondence from Collins also privileges journalists from 
major publications and indicates the importance of meetings with Johnson 
himself. Reviewers such as Bill Wilson, then senior art critic for the Los 
Angeles Times
His reviews run not only in the LA Times, but are picked up worldwide 
through the Time’s mirror syndicated wire service.”15 Though Collins told 

10 Thomas Hine, “Surroundings: Architecture Show That’s Causing a Stir,” Philadelphia Inquirer, 
July 3, 1988. Reprinted in St. Louis Post-Dispatch, July 24, 1988.
11 Exhibitions 1402, 1435, 1496, and 1511, Museum of Modern Art Archives.
12 “Media Preview,” invitation, Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives.
13 This number varies. The publicity report states that “the media preview, held on 21 June, was 
attended by 175 members of the press and special guests.” In a June 21, 1988, memo to Johnson, 
Jeanne Collins states that it was attended by 169 members of the press. Jeanne Collins to Philip 
Johnson, memo, June 21, 1988, Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives.
14

the national press, thirty-two from the foreign press, nine from electronic media (radio and 
television broadcasts along with video), thirteen freelance writers, and thirteen nonpress 
members. Nineteen journalists attended the evening reception as well. Oftentimes multiple 
representatives from a single publication attended. Collins to Johnson, memo, June 21, 1988. See 
also “Publicity Report,” Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives. According to the 
museum’s publicity report, the Botta Print Media Coverage was thirty-four, out of which eleven 
were magazines and twenty-three were newspapers. Exhibition 1435, Museum of Modern Art 
Archives.
15 Collins to Johnson, memo, June 21, 1988.
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Johnson that Wilson would meet with Wigley, her correspondence to Johnson 
acknowledges Wilson’s status: “He is an extremely important contact for 

16 A 
special preview on Monday, June 20, also hosted several members of the 
press from publications with wide circulation and import, including Paul 
Goldberger from the New York Times, Ellen Posner from the Wall Street 
Journal, Miriam Horn from U.S. News & World Report, Mimi Reed from 
New York Newsday (who interviewed Wigley and Johnson), Benjamin Forgey 
from the Washington Post, and Vittorio Magnano Lampugnani from Domus.17 
 Collins was busy orchestrating the event. Again she asked Johnson 

exhibitions,” wrote Collins, “but we have worked with Miriam on a number 
of stories and she is an excellent reporter. The magazine also reaches an 
extremely large audience.”18 “Paul [Goldberger] said that because so much 
had been written in advance of the exhibition he thought it best to wait and 
review the exhibition itself,” she also told Johnson. For his visit, she likewise 
wrote to Johnson elucidating that while the exhibition was reviewed, and 
the works in the exhibition in particular, the installation itself was often 
overlooked: “I would appreciate your emphasizing to him the importance 
of viewing the installation; critics so often write about the work out of the 
exhibition context.”19 Also present on June 20 was Michael Blackwood, 

Deconstructivist Architects in 1989.20 

exhibition, with an emphasis placed not only on the show but on built works 
of architecture such as Bernard Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette and Peter 

16 Ibid.
17 “Publicity Report.”
18 Collins to Johnson, memo, June 21, 1988.
19 Jeanne Collins to Philip Johnson and Mark Wigley, memo, June 6, 1988, Exhibition 1489, 
Museum of Modern Art Archives.
20 A June 17, 1988, memo from Collins indicates that this video was for a West German 
television documentary. In a January 7, 1988, letter to Dick Oldenburg, George Baker also 
proposed videos for major exhibitions at the museum. He writes, “Done right, the idea would 
give MOMA a way to greatly expand the impact and availability of the museum’s collection 
while generating major new sponsorship opportunities and subscribe support. In a nutshell, I 
propose that the museum consider creating videos around major exhibits as well as videos to 
publicize important MOMA events and developments. With the continued growth of home 
VCRs, now is an excellent time to consider the series we envision. For us, Philip Johnson’s 

visual nature of the subject matter but because we all enjoyed videotaping Johnson and Burgee 
(also with Beverly Sills and Lee Iacocca) as part of a project we did for PPG several years ago.” 
George Baker to Dick Oldenburg, January 7, 1988, Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art 
Archives.
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Eisenman’s Wexner Center.
 Collins’s emphasis on viewing the exhibition highlights what Barry 
Bergdoll would later observe—namely, “that curatorship is a different kind 
of authorship not only because arguments and insights are made with objects 
and images rather than primarily with words but also because collaboration 
is an inherent aspect of the process from conception to installation.”21 The 
content of the show and the installation—what Bergdoll refers to as “the 
medium and the message”—cannot be severed. And thus the installation 
design and the content must be considered in tandem. Reviewers, in turn, 
need to address “the negotiation between content and display.”22 At the time, 
such commentary on installation apart from the works in the exhibition was 
rare. 

The Press Release, Fact Sheet, and Wall Text

The June 1988 press release presented an ambivalent view. It stated that 
Deconstructivist Architecture presented a “radical architecture.” “Though 
working differently,” the seven architects were said to share “striking formal 
similarities. Using twisted volumes, warped planes and clashed lines they in-
tentionally violate the cubes and right angles of modernism.”23 Such opening 
phrases coupled with formal description seemingly privileged a formal read-
ing of the works. Additionally, there was no reference to deconstruction in its 
literary and philosophical version; instead the term deconstructivist was said 
only to apply “to a contemporary artistic phenomenon that derives its forms 
from Constructivism and yet deviates from it.”24 This could be seen as an 
attempt by MoMA to distance the exhibition from theory while reinforcing its 
alliance with constructivism and a more traditional art historical position. Yet 
the absence of any mention seemingly also reinforces, quite simply, a larger 
theoretical point Wigley makes through his negative reference to the term in 
the catalogue essay: “It is not that they [the projects] derive from the mode 
of contemporary philosophy known as ‘deconstruction.’”25 Deconstructivist 
Architecture was said to “explore the relationship between the instability of 

21 Barry Bergdoll, “Curating History,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 57, no. 3 
(September 1998): 257.
22 Ibid.
23 “Deconstructivist Architecture,” press release, June 1988, Exhibition 1489, Museum of 
Modern Art Archives.
24 Ibid. Any reference to deconstruction and Derrida was also absent in releases for the catalogue, 

member’s calendar.
25 Mark Wigley, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” in Deconstructivist Architecture, 10.
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the Russian avant-garde and the stability of high modernism.”26 
 Situating Deconstructivist Architecture between a highly formal 
reading and a more theoretical position, the release nevertheless seemingly 

was associated with the formalism of the International Style show, though 
claimed that the skewed forms of deconstructivist architecture deviated 
from it, Wigley’s theoretical position maintained a contaminated structure 
of modernism from within. Deconstructivist architecture was not an 
“architecture of decay or demolition” but rather “gain[ed] all of its force by 
challenging the very values of harmony, unity, and stability” and proposing 

27 For Wigley, the projects were said 
to mark “a different sensibility” and undermine “basic assumptions about 
building” as they challenged “traditional ideals of order and rationality.”28 
These traditional ideals of order were described in reference as much to 
discrete works of architecture as to the institution of architecture, belying 
Wigley’s broader position within contemporary architectural culture. 
“Architecture has always been a central cultural institution valued above all 
for its provision of stability and order,” as the press release quotes him. These 

composition. It was this “dream of pure [geometric] form [that has] been 
disturbed. Form had become contaminated. The dream [had] become a kind 
of nightmare.”29 
 While the attempt was seemingly to clarify Wigley’s position, 
the release nevertheless obscured it, presenting a paradoxical logic. An 
“apparent instability” was  claimed alongside “structurally sound” projects 
that “seem[ed] to be in states of explosion or collapse,” followed by a quote 
from Wigley that describes overturned towers and titled bridges. Yet the next 

decay or demolition” directly contradicted it. Remarkably this demonstration 

who was least allied with the theoretical movement of deconstruction: Frank 
Gehry, whose house was “an ordinary bungalow bursting with warped and 
twisted shapes.”30

 The release concludes with a quote from Johnson in which he asserts 
that “plurality reigns” and that there are “many—and contradictory—

26 “Deconstructivist Architecture,” press release, June 1988, 2.
27 Ibid.
28 The fact sheet dated March 1988 led with this phrase. Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern 
Art Archives.
29 “Deconstructivist Architecture,” press release June 1988, 1–2.
30 Ibid., 3.
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trends in our environment” in art and architecture: “In architecture, strict-
classicisms, strict-modernism and all shades in between, are equally valid. 
No generally persuasive ‘-ism’ has appeared. It may be that none will arise 
unless there is a worldwide, new religion or set of beliefs out of which an 
aesthetic could be formed. Meanwhile pluralism reigns.”31 Such an attempt 
to refute the idea of a new movement, or ism, had in its very denial the 
ironic effect of conferring that which it denied, an effect reinforced by the 
title of the exhibition. Not only was such a polemical attitude explored in 
writing by Johnson and Hitchcock early on, as Terence Riley notes32 but 
such a denial had a historical precedent. With The International Style, as 
Robert Somol elucidates, “Henry Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson, 
took every occasion to disavow the title under which they and the work they 
promoted would become renowned.”33 Deconstructivist Architecture was thus 

reality, its vitality, its originality” could not be denied. 34

 The “different sensibility” that this architecture obviously marked 
for Wigley was the phrase that opened the March 1988 fact sheet, under 
“Content”: ”Deconstructivist Architecture focuses on seven international 
architects whose recent work marks the emergence of a new sensibility in 
architecture.” Although not overtly, the fact sheet implied that the exhibition 

the utopian ideals of modernism had now been subverted. Not only did 
these architects “recognize the imperfectability of the modern world and 
seek to address,” in Johnson’s words, “the pleasures of unease” but they 
were “obsessed with diagonals, arcs, and warped planes” and “intentionally 
violate[d] the cubes and right angles of modernism. Their projects 
continue[d] the experimentation with structure initiated by the Russian 
Constructivists, but the goal of perfection of the 1920s is subverted. The 
traditional virtues of harmony, unity and clarity are displaced by disharmony, 
fracturing and mystery.”35 Such a position was succinct and perhaps even 
catchy. It went against the International Style while perpetuating a seeming 
formal yet very tangible reading of a new sensibility.

31 Ibid.
32 Terence Riley, “Introduction: The Museum of Modern Art,” in Autonomy and Ideology: 
Positioning and Avant-Garde in America (New York: Rizzoli), 15. 
33 Robert Somol “Statement of Editorial Withdrawal,” in Autonomy and Ideology: Positioning 
and Avant-Garde in American, ed. Robert Somol (New York: Rizzoli, 1997), 19.
34 “Deconstructivist Architecture,” press release, June 1988, 3.
35 Fact sheet, March 1988.
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Wall Text

The wall text was the only text in the exhibition. Its language differed 
36 Instability and 

disharmony were stressed, yet the text also made tremendously clear—
perhaps because of the conciseness of its one-page length—four points: 
the divergent positions of the seven architects pursuing discrete ideological 
experimentation; the claim against a new movement or style; that all these 
projects were in fact buildable; and that the architectural object had now been 

become catch words in practices surfacing in the past ten years—also entered 
in the verbiage.
 Deconstructivist Architecture “marked a new sensibility, that 
radically displaced ideas about the architectural object,” began the 

architecture: structure and function. Ideas of “stability, harmony, security, 
comfort, order, and unity” have been “contaminated, transforming 
architecture into an agent of instability, disharmony and insecurity, of 

movement, nor a single-minded stylistic vision,” the text emphasized “a 
series of discrete ideological experiments about the limits of architecture, 
carried out over the last ten years by independent architects moving in 
divergent directions.” Each project interrogated “the ready-made language 

geometry—the twisted volumes, warped planes, and clashing lines—
developed by the Russian avant-garde in the early twentieth century.” 
Despite the visionary nature of the projects, all were seen as belonging to the 
reality of built form. All the projects were “buildable, and as such constitute 
strategic cultural interventions that produce a certain disquiet by displacing 
the conservative institution of architecture,” the text concluded.
 The wall text maintained a further, theoretical ambivalence, 
however. It proposed a break with the formal language of modern 
architecture, through a deconstructivist architecture of twisted lines 
and warped planes, yet it was these self-same forms that proposed the 

through a formal resemblance. This paradox—that the works could be seen 

of a modern architecture that was not negated but infected, contaminated, 

36 Unless otherwise noted, all quotes in this section are from the wall text for Deconstructivist 
Architecture as documented in Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives.
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and impure. It was also a formal position that was promoted in the catalogue 
by Johnson, who advocated both a break with modern architecture and yet 
a continuation with the Russian avant-garde, a continuation that resided in 
the diagonal. “The most obvious formal theme repeated by every one of the 
artists,” Johnson writes in the preface, “was the diagonal overlapping of 
rectangular or trapezoidal bars. These are also quite clear in the work of all 
of the Russian avant-garde from Malevich to Lissitzky. The similarity, for 
example, of Tatlin’s warped planes and Hadid’s is obvious. The ‘lini-ism’ of 
Rodchenko comes out in Coop Himmelblau and Gehry and so on.”37

and Wigley was likewise asserted and eschewed within the installation 
itself. Statements about “discrete ideological experiments” and “distinct 
positions” would seemingly stand in direct contradiction to the homogeneity 
of a style asserted by the title of the exhibition and reinforced visually in the 
installation’s design aesthetic. This aesthetic was, in turn, perpetuated by 
the homogenizing effect of black-and-white photography in the catalogue. 
Thus, while the wall text claimed a divergence of positions, the constituent 
elements of the apparatus o f the exhibition—the installation, the language in 
the catalogue and press releases, and the images that circulated in the press 
and in the catalogue—reinforced and constructed a homogeneity that would 
result in a matter of style.

T H E  I N S T A L L A T I O N

The black-and-white installation photographs from the museum, in addition 
to the checklist, give a near-accurate reading of what was included in the 
installation: approximately thirty-two suprematist and constructivist works 

38 The 
caption in the installation labeled these “Avant-Garde Russian Work 1913–
1933, From the Collection of the Museum of Modern Art.”39 Works were 
hung on the walls, displayed on pedestals covered with plexiglass vitrines, or 
installed in vitrines that hung from the wall. 
 To the right and behind of the main entry wall labeled with 
the graphic identity were three paintings by Kazimir Malevich. Such a 
juxtaposition spatially and visually equated Deconstructivist Architecture 
immediately with painting and geometric abstraction. These Malevich 

37 Johnson, preface to Deconstructivist Architecture, 7.
38

39 Works in the entry gallery have been since redated and retitled by the museum.
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works included Suprematist Composition, hanging immediately to the right, 
dated 1923–25 at the time (and redated in 1999 to 1918–1920), Suprematist 
Composition: Red Square and Black Square, circa 1915–1920 (renamed 
in 1999 to Painterly Realism of a Boy with a Knapsack—Color Masses in 
the Fourth Dimension), and Suprematist Composition: Airplane Flying, 
circa 1915. These three works formed part of a series of nine Malevich 
paintings and drawings, six of which hung to the right. They included, from 
left to right, Suprematist Composition: White on White (1918), Suprematist 
Element: Circle (1915), Suprematist Architectural Drawing, Houses of 
the Future Leningrad: Pilot’s House (1924), Suprematist Composition 
(1916–17) Suprematist Elements: Squares (1915), and Suprematist Diagonal 
Construction 79 (1917). These nine works were part of a series of twenty-
one works that Alfred Barr brought back or had sent to the museum in 
1935, in effort to preserve numerous Malevich works.40 In 1935, in Hanover 
“[Alexander] Dorner showed Barr a large cache of paintings and drawings 
by Kasimir Malevich that he had stowed in the basement of the Hanover 
museum. He [Dorner] had obtained custody of these works when the Soviet 
artist left them in Germany following an exhibition of his work in Berlin in 
1927,” according to Joan Ockman.41 Suprematist Composition, which forms 
the iconographic work of the exhibition and yet appears without a credit 
line—an absence that connotes a disputed provenance and crediting at the 
time—was deaccessioned from the museum’s collection in 1999 and returned 
to the heirs.42  
 To the right of the Malevich paintings were three works by El 
Lissitsky: Composition (1922), which invoked a wood support; Proun 19D 
(then dated 1922 but recently redated to 1920–21), claimed to be constructed 

40 “Dorner helped Barr to smuggle two canvases out of the museum rolled around his umbrella; 
Barr also carried out two drawings in his briefcase. Dorner succeeded in shipping another group 
to Barr via Holland concealed under some engineering drawings.” Joan Ockman, “The Road Not 
Taken: Alexander Dorner’s Way Beyond Art,” in Autonomy and Ideology, 80–120. The works 

the period, to indicate the year of accession. The works with accession numbers 818.35, 816.35, 
817.35, 808.35, 819.35, and 807.35 appeared without a credit line in the exhibition. Works 
with numbers 248.35, 250.35, and 251.35.a-b were credited as “purchase.” The lack of credit 
line according to museum procedures indicates that the crediting of the works had not yet been 
established or was disputed at the time of the exhibition.
41 Ockman, “The Road Not Taken,” 98–100.
42 It was sold at a Phillips auction in a building across the street from MoMA shortly thereafter. 
Carter B. Horsley, “Phillips Joins The Fray With A Big Splash!,” City Review, http://www.
thecityreview.com/s00phim.html. Ockman interestingly notes the ambiguity of the credit line 
when these works appeared in the 1936 Cubism and Abstract Art exhibition. They read, “lent 
anonymously.” Ockman, “The Road Not Taken,” 100.
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as gesso, oil, paper, and cardboard on plywood), and Untitled (1924–30), 
a gelatin silver print. Like the works by Malevich, the Lissitzky Prouns 
functioned as important iconographic works: “painted reliefs,” as Ockman 
describes them, “intended as ‘the interchange station’ from painting to 
architecture.”43 Further to the right were Ivan Kluin’s Suprematism (1916), on 
wood, and Ilya Chashnik’s Suprematist Composition (c. 1928). Further still 
to the right were a drawing by Alexander Vesnin, Proposal for a Monument 
to Third Congress (1921), his Suprematist Composition (c. 1924), and an 
untitled gouache drawing, dated 1924, by Nadezhda Udaltsova. 
 To the left of the Malevich works were three works by Lyubov 
Popova: Architectonic Painting (1917) and two untitled drawings, circa 1917. 
To the left of the works by Popova was the entry to the architecture galleries. 
It was framed by two works and the singe wall text of the exhibition: a 
1923 relief, Construction 3 by Vasily Ermilov, and on the right a relief of 
wood, brass, varnish and paint. Alexander Rodchenko’s Oval Hanging 
Construction Number 12 (c. 1920), made of plywood, aluminum, paint, and 
wire, hung directly above the doorway forming an interstice between art and 
architecture, between deconstructivism and constructivism and suprematism. 
The wall text hung to the left. Its spatial positioning acted as a preface to the 
latter two galleries while also literally situating deconstructivist architecture 
within the work of the Russian avant-garde and within painting and sculpture. 
 To the left of the wall text hung four works by Rodchenko: two 
nonobjective paintings dating from 1918 and 1919 and, between them, two 
drawings, Line Construction (1920) on the bottom and Line Composition 
(1920) on the top. In the foreground was Gustav Klutsis’s 1922 Maquette for 
Radio-Announcer, a construction of painted cardboard, paper, wood, three, 
and metal brads. Behind the Klutsis and further to the left was Relief Collage, 
a 1919 assemblage by Yuri Annenkov. Further to the left, lining the back 
wall, were two early, pivotal constructivist drawings by Vladimir Tatlin, The 
Counter-Relief (c. 1914–15) and Study for a Counter-Relief (1914), alongside 
Ivan Puni’s Suprematist Relief-Sculpture, a 1920s reconstruction of a 1915 
original. 
 From here one entered the second and third galleries. Models—
what Bergdoll has called “at once the most accessible and yet the most 
deceitful of those architecture representation”—comprised a substantial part 

43 Ockman, “The Road Not Taken,” 91. El Lissitzky, “Proun Room, Great Berlin Art Exhibition, 
1923,” in El Lissitzky: Life, Letters, Texts, ed. Sophie Lissitzky-Küppers, trans. Helene 
Aldwinckle and Mary Whittall (Greenwich, CT: New York Graphic Society, 1968), 361. 
Originally published in G, July 1923.
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Fig. 52. First gallery of the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition, showing the 
logo juxtaposed with the works of Kasimir Malevich.
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Fig. 53. First gallery looking right, toward the works of Kazimir Malevich.
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Fig. 55. First gallery looking left and showing the entry to the architecture galleries..
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Fig. 56. First gallery looking further left and showing works by Alexander 
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Fig. 57. First gallery looking further left along back wall and showing works by 
Vladimir Tatlin and Ivan Puni.
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of the exhibition.44 One encountered to the left Tschumi’s 1982 winning 
competition entry for Parc de la Villette: an “exploded superimposition,” or 
site plan model, centered the wall; a display comprised of nine models, one 
blueprint, eight prints, and two gouache drawings; eight conceptual models 
or follies; and above the models to the left, eight drawings of the different 
elements of the design—gardens, promenades, cubes, and follies along the 
top, their deviations along the bottom. Each set of drawings corresponded 
to the elements of Tschumi’s design—points, lines, and surfaces. The 
presentation of the project as visionary and devoid of an extended text 

project in the context of building and described it as one of the “few schemes 
today that attempts to combine a very strict theoretical approach with the 
constraints of current construction deadlines.”45 Moreover, early drawings 
for the scheme that perhaps looked more traditionally rendered—such as the 
black-and-white line drawing on view at the AA, an axonometric of the site 
through which a strong axis is indicated amid two large preexisting buildings, 
and circuitous, gestural routes—were omitted from the MoMA exhibition.

Further on in the third gallery, also on the left, was City Edge 
(Berlin, 1987) by Daniel Libeskind. The project was shown as four models 
collaged with cut-and-pasted texts, and four photo reproductions. The three 
1:200 site models were placed in the foreground, with a vertical model to the 
right and four photo enlargements in the background. Behind Libeskind’s 
were two projects by Frank Gehry: Familian House (1978) and the Gehry 
House (1978–88), shown as two models of foamcore and balsa wood. 
Familian House sat in the foreground, with Gehry House alongside, were 
shown as a drawing and photo enlargement.
 On the back wall and situated on axis to the entry was Biocenter 
(Frankfurt, 1987) by Peter Eisenman. The project was again shown, primarily 
as models and photo enlargements of plans. Rounding the corner and situated 
to the visitor’s left was The Peak (Hong Kong, 1982) by Zaha Hadid. Hadid 
showed her entry in nineteen drawings, two models, and one painting. The 

install in the gallery, makes reference to Malevich’s use of the corner icon 
in 0,10: Last Futurist Exhibition of Painting in Petrograd.46 It should also be 
noted that Hadid was legally and contractually acknowledged as the “artist” 

44 Barry Bergdoll, “The Paradoxical Origins of MoMA’s Model Collection,” Modeling Time TK
45 AA Events List, September 30–October 4, 1985, 3.
46

Archives.
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of the Peak painting.”47 
 Further along on the left within the second gallery were three projects 
by Coop Himmelblau: Apartment Building (Vienna, 198), Skyline (Hamburg, 
1986), and Rooftop Remodeling (Vienna, 1985). The projects were shown as 
three models and photo enlargements. At the end of the wall was the Apart-
ment Building and Observation Tower (Rotterdam, 1982) by Rem Koolhaas. 
It was shown as a model and a silkscreen triptych (acquired by the Museum 
in 2012), accompanied with two axonometrics in photo enlargements. From 

the entry or through a second door leading into another gallery.
 There was an absence of labels in the gallery, save for the 
silkscreening of project names and architecture on the wall for each project 
to identify the works. This left the architect’s conceptual sketches, design 
drawings, working models, contract drawings, written documents, and even 
period photographs—in what Eve Blau has called “the abstract or cryptically 
coded graphic language” of architects “that requires mediation on the part 
of the curator in order to be understood by a nonspecialist audience”—
opaque.48 The curator, who, in Blau’s opinion, “has to provide two levels of 

to the larger subject of the exhibition itself,” not only seemingly operated 
Deconstructivist Architecture. But the objects in 

themselves became incidental to the overall subject matter of the exhibition, 
a phenomenon that Blau observes: “The objects on display in architectural 
exhibitions—drawings, prints, photographs, and sometimes models—are 
usually not the actual subject matter of the exhibition, but are works that in 
some way elucidate or represent it.”49 Insofar as the exhibition was “a major 
point of contact between the intellectual community and the public at large,” 
the absence of information in the installation became not only problematic 
but polemical, according to Jean Louis Cohen.50 It inspired debate.

47 “Artist’s Declaration,” signed Zaha Hadid, London, May 18, 1988, Exhibition 1489, Museum 
of Modern Art Archives.
48 Eve Blau, “Reviewing Architectural Exhibitions: Exhibiting Ideas,” Journal of the Society of 
Architectural Historians 57, no. 3 (September 1998): 256.
49 Ibid.
50 Jean-Louis Cohen, “Exhibitionist Revisionism: Exposing Architectural History,” Journal of the 
Society of Architectural Historians 58, no. 3, (September 1999): 316.
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Fig. 58. Second gallery looking left and showing Bernard Tshcumi’s Parc de la Villette 
(1982), Paris.
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Fig. 59. Third gallery, looking left and showing Daniel Libeskind’s City Edge (1987), 
Berlin.
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Fig. 60. Third gallery showing Libeskind’s City Edge (left background ) and Gehry’s 
Familian House (1978), Los Angeles (right background) and Peter Eiseman’s Bio 
Center (1987), Frankfurt (foreground).
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Fig. 61. Third gallery showing Gehry’s Familian House (1978) and Gehry House 
(1978–88), Los Angeles (left background) and Peter Eiseman’s Bio Center (1987), 
Frankfurt (right).
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Fig. 62. Third gallery showing Zaha Hadid’s Peak Project (1982), Hong Kong.
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Fig. 63. Second gallery showing Coop Himmelblau’s Apartment Building (1986), 
Vienna, and Skyline (1985), Hamburg (left) and Rem Koolhaas’s Apartment Building 
and Observation Tower (1982), Rotterdam (right).
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Black-and-White Photography

In all instances, the exhibition of architecture results, as Bergdoll has 
claimed, in “a double absence, for the materials on display are asked not 
only to represent absent buildings but also to invoke absent contexts or 
environments in which the architecture participated or participates—
historical, urban, or theoretical.”51 It could also be said that a third and 
fourth absence exists when trying to reconstruct the exhibition—that is, the 
ephemeral nature of the exhibition itself and the material through which it 
was recorded, in this case solely through black-and-white photography.
 Until 1996 the museum recorded exhibitions using black-and-
white photography. Within Deconstructivist Architecture, black-and-white 
photographs were not only used to document the installation but also for the 
reproduction of the works in the catalogue. The black-and-white installation 
photographs function as historical documents and were not meant for 
circulation. Such photographs not only promote a timeless, rather than time-
bound, installation aesthetic but also overtly demonstrate, as Remi Parcollet 
has argued, “that photography and the exhibition are interdependent.”52 
The black-and-white views of MoMA construct our vision of the exhibition 
while effacing our vision of the individual works at hand in favor of an 
overall view. Considered in tandem with those of the individual works, such 
photographs, and in particular black-and-white photogpraphs tend to, as 
André Malraux has argued, “intensify the ‘family likeness’ between objects 

53 
 One need only to compare the color and black-and-white 
photographs of Gehry’s Familian House, for example, or to look at the 
installation photograph to be keenly aware of the homogenizing effects of 
black and white. Volume and materiality are suppressed in the individual 
work, which is subsumed within the overall view the exhibition. Such 
double-homogenizing effects are “paradoxical to the effects and raison 
d’etre of an art installation, which is to radically separate art from its context 
and present rival or even hostile works . . . in art collection [which] is an 
anthology of contrasts.”54 Or perhaps more succinctly said, as Douglas Crimp 

51 Bergdoll, “Curating History,” 257.
52 Remi Parcollet, “La photographie de vue d’exposition,” (PhD diss., Sorbonne, University of 
Paris IV, 2009). 
53 André Malraux, Museum without Walls, trans. Stuart Gilbert (London: Pantheon Books, 1949), 
24. Reproduction was another “more insidious effect,” Malraux claims, and it is that of scale. 
“Because their dimensions on the page are practically the same, very different works of art lose 
their relative scale” (ibid.).
54 Ibid., 15.
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 Fig. 64. Frank Gehry Familian House (1978), Santa Monica. 
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does in On the Museum’s Ruins when he notes that for Malraux, the “notion 
of style” was the “ultimate homogenizing principle . . . hypostatized . . . 
through the medium of photography.”55 Black-and-white photography 
becomes in this sense the ultimate organizing device reducing a “vast 
heterogeneity to a perfect similitude. In becoming color plates or black-and-
white plates, these works when subsumed within photography, as Malraux 
saw it, “have lost their properties as objects” and gained their “utmost 

style that they can possibly acquire.”56 In short, photography, 
and black-and-white photography in particular, impose a “specious unity.”57

 A consideration of photography becomes more pressing insofar as 
the relation to photography and the institution was at issue in the 1970s, at the 
time when deconstruction also entered into the art discourse. Photography, 
as Rosalind Krauss has written, came to have an “implacable hold” on the 
arts discourse within the “pluralism” of the 1970s.58 In bearing what Krauss 
would call photography’s “indexical relation” to its object—in this case, 
the exhibition—such photographs could be considered not only a “type of 
icon” but perhaps more accurately a type of “index.”59 Perhaps even more 
accurately, due to the ephemeral nature of the exhibition the installation 
photograph functions to “substitute the registration of sheer physical 
presence” and yet, in so doing, foregoes any particularity in the exhibition 
of the works themselves.60 As an index, it would be, according to Krauss, 
“the type of sign which arises as the physical manifestation of a cause, of 
which traces, imprints, and clues are examples.”61 It is also subject to what 
any photograph as index is—namely, “the photograph implies a certain 

is a loss of equivalency . . . and the imposition of a quasi-identity.”62 In short, 
the installation photography functions as a form of evidence, of “having-
been-there . . . 63 In a museum 
where “art was made to appear autonomous, alienated, something apart, 
referring only to its own internal history and dynamics,” photography in this 

55 Douglas Crimp, “On the Museum Ruins,” in The Anti-aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern 
Culture, ed. Hal Foster (New York: New Press, 1983), 58.
56 André Malraux, Museum Without Walls, 50. As quoted in Crimp, “On the Museum Ruins,” 58. 
57 Malraux, 52. Crimp, “On the Museum Ruins,” 59.
58 Rosalind Krauss, “Notes on the Index: Seventies Art in America, Part 1” October 3 (Spring 
1977): 68–81. Krauss, “Notes on the Index: Seventies Art in America, Part 2” October 4 
(Autumn 1977): 58–67. Douglas Crimp, On the Museum’s Ruins (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1993).
59 Krauss, “Notes on the Index, Part 1,” 68.
60 Ibid., 81.
61 Krauss, “Notes on the Index, Part 2,” 59.
62 Ibid.
63 Ibid., 66.
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case lets the world in insofar as it “allow[s] art’s autonomy to be revealed as a 
64 

The Galleries

No plans of the exhibition space of the d’Harnoncourt galleries exist. A 

each slightly offset from one another. Each gallery was similar in size, 
attributing a nonhierarchical reading between the galleries and a seemingly 
equal weight to painting, sculpture, and architecture. As with general 
exhibition techniques at MoMA, the gallery spaces were constructed 

the exhibition.65 The walls had no vertical markings, thus permitting a 
horizontal reading within the exhibition. This technique was similar to the 
technique that was used in 1929 when MoMA resided in the Heckscher 
Building, at 730 Fifth Avenue, and, for example, in the 1932 Modern 
Architecture: International Exhibition.66 These techniques would reach their 
fullest realization in Barr’s 1936 installation of Cubism and Abstract Art. 
Photographs show that “the Rockefeller townhouse was stripped entirely 
of its decorative features for the exhibition: the data reduced to a skirting 
board, the adjustable spotlights discreetly hide in casings on the ceiling, and 
the pictures hung more asymmetrically than Barr had ever dared before.”67 
This technique and mode of display at which Barr arrived he “was never to 

of the work on show and offered the visitor a calm, yet dynamic viewing 
experience,” as Charlotte Klonk has shown.68

 In Deconstructivist Architecture there were two entries and exits 

from a more public space of circulation, while the secondary led to and from 
another gallery. The circulation through the exhibition took the form of a 

64 Crimp, On the Museum’s Ruins, 13–14.
65 Though museum’s exhibition department was led by production manager Jerome Neuner, 
production manager.
66 Charlotte Klonk, Spaces of Experience: Art Gallery Interiors from 1800 to 2000 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2009), 138. Klonk and Terence Riley differ on this. Klonk claims this is at 
the Rockefeller Townhouse on Fifty-Third Street. Riley claims that Modern Architecture would 
be the last exhibition at the Heckscher Building (now known as the Crown Building) at 730 Fifth 
Avenue. See Terence Riley and Stephen Perrella, Exhibition 15 and the Museum of Modern Art 
(New York: Rizzoli/CBA, 1992), 65. 
67 Klonk, Spaces of Experience, 138.
68 Ibid.
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Fig. 65. Diagram of the exhibition in plan. Not to scale.
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on axis, at ninety degrees to the primary entry. Such an arrangement required 
the visitor to turn ninety degrees upon entering and established a long axis 

third gallery of deconstructivist architecture. It also privileged the back wall 

demarcating a movement from painting and sculpture to architecture, and a 
chronological movement from the Russian avant-garde to deconstructivist 
architecture of the late 1970s and 1980s.
 The doorways also acted as framing devices and established a 
primary spatial-visual trajectory. They were similarly conceived, as Riley 
describes the 1932 Modern Architecture exhibition, as “framed openings in 
the walls.”69 Such doorways that appeared as apertures in plastered walls 
were a technique that dated back to the original locale at the Heckscher 
Building, in which “many of the features of the location’s former function—
windows and doors, for example—had been hidden behind plastered 
walls.”70 The main entry framed the three Kasimir Malevich works, visually 
juxtaposing them with the exhibition logo that was situated to their left 
immediately outside of the galleries. Such a visual juxtaposition yet spatial 
separation visually equated deconstructivist architecture with painting and 
sculpture and with the work of the Russian avant-garde while spatially 
proposing a disjunction. The separation of architecture in the second and 

visual continuity established through the doorways, the overall spatial 

further posited deconstructivist architecture as both a continuation of and a 

 Walls that stood on axis to doorways often referred to as “target 

to the architecture galleries, the three Malevich works opposite the entry 
and Rodchenko’s Oval Hanging Construction hanging above the doorway 
maintained iconographic positions. Likewise, Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette 
framed on the left by the doorway, Eisenman’s Biocenter situated along 
the long axis on the back wall, and Coop Himmelblau’s projects framed 
on the right by the doorway are given primacy. In the case of Tschumi and 
Eisenman, this is likely because they were the theoretical progenitors of 

69 Riley and Perrella, Exhibition 15, 66.
70 Klonk, Spaces of Experience, 137
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deconstruction and architecture. Placement also established visual, formal, 
and material connections between, for example, Coop Himmelblau and 
Rodchenko’s Oval Hanging Construction or between Koolhaas’s Radio 
Tower and Klutsis’s work.

Installation Design and Aesthetic: Hanging Technique, Palette, and Spatial 
Arrangement

The installation aesthetic and design—the spatial separation and placement 
of the works, visual juxtapositions, and palette for the walls and pedestals—
reinforced both an extension of and a separation from the Russian avant-

modernist aesthetic. Reconstructing the installation aesthetic from the tonal 
variations in the black-and-white photographs, as well as the color sequence 
in the Michael Blackwood’s Deconstructivist Architects
palette of the galleries can be discerned. This palette was that of black, white, 
and gray. This was emphasized by the gray wall color, the darker gray tone of 
the pedestals, and overall black-and-white palette of the works themselves. In 
keeping with MoMA’s tradition of a neutral wall—historically a warm beige-
colored linen called monk, or friar’s, cloth—walls in the two architecture 
galleries were a light gray or white.71 
 Neutral walls with a more or less horizontal hang of evenly spaced 
works have become the signature of the Museum of Modern Art, often traced 
back to Barr’s early inventions.72

which pictures hung in a single row hung against a coarsely woven beige 
material covering the walls, making them off-white and “neutral”—such 
techniques were often thought to be “novel.”73 And yet, as Klonk points 
out, hanging in a single line on an off-white background “had become the 
norm in New York by the 1920s, though Barr’s lower and more intimate 
hanging stills shows his conceptions of gallery-going as a private, interiorized 

71 Ibid., 138. Riley and Perrella, Exhibition 15, 66. Sybil Gordon Kantor, Alfred H. Barr, Jr. 
and the Intellectual Origins of the Museum of Modern Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 2002), 
73. Deconstructivist Architects, directed by Michael Blackwood (New York: M. Blackwood 
Productions, 1989), videocassette (VHS), 89 min.
72 Klonk, Spaces of Experience, 137–138. Mary Anne Staniszewski, The Power of Display: A 
History of Exhibition Installation at the Museum of Modern Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 
1998), 61. Riley and Perrella, Exhibition 15, 65–78. 
73 Margaret Scolari Barr, interview by Paul Cumming, February 22, 1974, and April 8, 1974, 
quoted in Staniszweski, The Power of Display, 62, and in Klonk, Spaces of Experience, 138.
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left to right Libeskind’s City Edge (1987), Berlin, Gehry’s Familian House (1978), 
Santa Monica, Eiseman’s Bio Center (1987), Frankfurt and Hadid’s The Peak (1982), 
Hong Kong.
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experienced.”74 In fact, Paul Sachs at Harvard’s Fogg Museum of Art also 
“established important new aesthetic parameters in the area of installation. 
Students were taught to hang works of art chronologically and in one low 
line, contrary to the European method of ‘skying’ the works and covering 
every available space,” as Sybill Gordon Kantor has shown.75 As Barr 
progressed, he experimented with less symmetrical installations: whereas 
earlier installations alternated light and dark, vertical and horizontal, by 
1932, when the museum had moved to a Rockefeller townhouse on Fifty-
Third Street, walls had become a standard white. But again, this use of white 
walls was, as Klonk argues, demonstrably “common.”76 Nevertheless the 
“townhouse was stripped entirely of its decorative features,” and it was by 
“disguising the domestic features of the townhouse and hanging pictures 
in a more dynamic fashion than he had done previously” that Barr would 
eventually arrive at a mode of display that “he was never to abandon: the 

show and offered the visitor a calm yet dynamic viewing experience.” 77

 It could be said that the color in the Deconstructivist Exhibition, or 
lack thereof, acted like “perceptual cues,” as Ockman has said about Dorner’s 
installations.78 Pedestals in the exhibition were dark gray and thus kept with 
the gray, black, and white palette and yet in their difference to the lighter 

different shades of gray: the front and back walls were a darker tone matching 
that of the pedestals; the wall perpendicular to the entry and fronting the 
architecture galleries, was the same wall color as that of the architecture 
galleries—a light gray or white. The use of similar colors—the dark gray 

architecture galleries, the color of the wall fronting the architecture galleries 
similar to that inside the latter two—connoted both a visual extension and 
equivalence of, yet spatial separation from, deconstructivist architecture with 
the Russian avant-garde. Architecture, painting, and sculpture were allied 
through the equation of wall and pedestal colors. Likewise, the darker tone of 
the front and back walls again echoed that of the pedestals, further connecting 
painting, sculpture, and architecture. This alliance was reinforced by the lack 
of project texts in the gallery; labels for architecture works mimicked those 

74 Klonk, Spaces of Experience, 138. For similar arrangements in New York, see Evelyn Carol 
Hankins, “Homes for the Modern: En/Genering Modern Art Display in New York City, 1913–
39” (PhD diss., Stanford University, 1999), 18–73. 
75 Kantor, Alfred H. Barr, Jr., 73.
76 Klonk, Spaces of Experience, 138.
77 Ibid.
78 Ockman, “The Road Not Taken,” 87.
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for painting and sculpture, omitting reference to site, content, program, and 
function.
 In the architecture galleries, projects by individual architects were 
grouped together, placed either on a length of wall or in a corner of the gal-
lery. Works were categorized and labeled by project, with the titles silk-
screened on the wall. While the spatial positioning emphasized the architects, 
the labels established a hierarchy of project over architect: each project name 
appeared at the top and in larger type, followed by the architect’s name, 
below, in smaller type. This hierarchy differed from the catalogue and press 

Two-dimensional works were hung on the wall behind the models, which 
were situated on pedestals in the foreground, although there were exceptions. 
Models such as those by Tschumi and Hadid were installed on pedestals at-
tached to the wall; there was also a large-scale installation by Tschumi; and 
Hadid’s model extended from the corner. In any case, models acted more or 

panels and the frieze-like arrangement in Modern Architecture rendered the 
installation “consistent,” in keeping with Johnson’s desire, here the two-
dimensional works, as well as the models, varied in size and medium. There 
was nevertheless a strong horizontality to the installation. Two-dimensional 
works were evenly placed at eye-level on a neutral ground, with a strong 
frontality established by the two-dimensional works behind and the three-di-
mensional works in front, alongside the captions on the wall, which directed 
the visitor’s gaze from center to periphery. One’s eye and movement literally 
followed the wall. 
 Such an effect was one of frontality in which the three-dimensionality 
of objects was often effaced and architecture was displayed in large part 
as painting. In lieu of circumambulation and spatial experience around the 
objects, the installation encouraged instead a two-dimensional, visual reading 
of the works. Such a frontal installation stood in contradistinction to histori-

which the installation “extended the viewer’s experience by activating areas 
of space other than the conventional wall planes.”79

El Lissitsky’s “dynamic approach,” the diagram indicates an installation in 

diagonal hang at intersections would efface even these distinctions.80 Here, a 
three-dimensionality was effaced in favor of two-dimensionality of a progres-
sive historical reading—from suprematism and constructivism to deconstruc-

79 Ibid., 102.
80 Ibid.
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tivist architecture—which was congruent with Barr’s earliest installations and 
which, as Charlotte Klonk argues, reach their fullest aspirations in the 1936 
Cubism and Abstract Art 
contemporary development.”81 The idea was then, as it was in Deconstructiv-
ist Architecture, “ambitious, attempting to divert the viewer’s attention away 
from considerations of comfort and practicality towards its stylistic coherence 
with other works on display.”82  
 Mary Anne Staniszewski has argued that the technique—an even spac-
ing of works placed at eye level and hung on a wall of light or dark gray and 
white that privileged a universalized, ideal viewer—has come to articulate 
“a modernist, seemingly autonomous aestheticism,” as a feature of MoMA.83 

artwork,” it also equated media, writes Kantor.84 Works of art “stood on their 
own,” as Margaret Barr would observe, and “were treated not as decora-
tive elements within an overpowering architecture but as elements within an 
exhibition whose aesthetic dimension took precedence over architecture and 

documents underscoring the aesthetic validity of an exhibited work.”85 It was, 
Stanizsewski argues, such an autonomy of objects, subjugated to an overall 
and modernist aesthetic, that situates the work of Deconstructivist Architec-
ture as modern: 

In Deconstructivist Architecture we have four poles, two 
of culture and two of history—art and architecture, early 
and late modern—framed within an idealized environment. 
Deconstructivist Architecture no doubt is a commentary on the 
Platonic, idealized beauty of Machine Art. Instead of “straight 
lines and circles, and shape, plane or solid” we get “twisted and 
warped planes.” But the thesis in the exhibition is clear from 
the installation. Deconstructivist Architecture is implicit and 
continuous with modernism, even if that continuation marks a 
deviation from it. Unlike Machine Art formal, aesthetic beauty 
was not presented as timeless but time bound.86

81 Klonk, Spaces of Experience, 140. 
82 Ibid., 142.
83 Staniszweski, The Power of Display, 61. 
84 Kantor, Alfred H. Barr, Jr., 196.
85 Ibid., 66.
86 Staniszewski, The Power of Display, 61.
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Between Suprematism and Constructivism

gallery became a structuring device for the second two. It situated a 
contemporary deconstructivist architecture between the supremacists’ 
exploration of formal elements—the square, the rectangle, the triangle, and 
the circle—and Tatlin’s exploration of volume and assemblages within what 
the museum termed a modern “culture of materials,” itself situated within 
a lineage of modern abstract art, and within the intellectual origins of the 
museum.87 The spatial sequence and juxtapositions on the wall recalled those 
that Barr charted within the now-canonical diagram that appeared on the 
cover of Cubism and Abstract Art, placing a deconstructivist architecture 
within a progressive lineage of modernism. It was in Cubism and Abstract 
Art that Barr’s vision of installation and modern art had reached its fully 
realized form.88 
 According to this diagram, suprematism and constructivism were 
separate but allied movements. Suprematism evolved out of cubism and 
gave way to constructivism. Both led to the Bauhaus movement and in turn 
to modern architecture. Each was constituted by a machine aesthetic that in 
turn led to (geometrical) abstract art. Cubism was central to this lineage of 
abstract and nonrepresentational art, or as it was termed by Malevich and 
the suprematists, nonobjective art. Moreover, Barr attributed the centrality 
of abstraction to Malevich—“a new art for a new order”—tracing its lineage 

and Popova. Klonk cites this diagram as that which demonstrates a “visual 
 89 It is such relationships, 

direct quotation, if not from the Cubism and Abstract Art exhibition, then 
from the catalogue.
 Although the museum elided the division between suprematism and 
constructivism in the Deconstructivist Architecture press release—claiming 
only that a “selection of Russian Constructivist paintings and sculptures 

“the term ‘deconstructivist’ applies to a contemporary artistic phenomenon 
that derives its forms from Constructivism and yet deviates from it”90—

87 “Revolution,” press release, 1979, Museum of Modern Art Archives.
88 Klonk, Spaces of Experience, 138.
89 Ibid.
90 “Deconstructivist Architecture,” press release, June 1988. 
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Fig. 67. Cover of Cubism and Abstract Art, 1936. 
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suprematist works comprised two-thirds of the installation. The plan of the 

right and constructivist works to the left. That is they were spatially divided 
yet allied in one room and temporally adjacent through the chronological 
installation. Such a preface established Deconstructivist Architecture within 
this lineage and the show as a kind of performance or reenactment of the 
diagram in the gallery spaces in 1988.
 The visitor entered into the Russian avant-garde that began with 
suprematism, and prominently featured the work of Malevich, installed on 
the target wall opposite the entry. Suprematism led to constructivism, and 
in particular, to Rodchenko, as one turned left. Passing under Rodchenko’s 
Oval Hanging Construction, all led to Eisenman’s Biocenter installed on the 
back wall and situated on axis with Malevich. Looking back from Eisenman 

trajectory: one moved from Eisenman to Hadid, Libeskind and Tschumi, 
Coop Himmelblau and Koolhaas, through Rodchenko’s Oval Hanging 
Construction, to what Barr claimed was the beginning of suprematism and 
its purest form, respectively: Malevich’s Two Squares and his Suprematist 
Composition, which appear on axis at the center of the right wall. Moreover, 
it was the suprematist works, in particular the Suprematist Compositions of 

of modernism, for Barr. Such visual and spatial juxtapositions proposed 
not that deconstructivist architecture broke from modernism but cited it 

project. Klonk’s argument for visual continuity, in which Barr’s aesthetic and 
91

 More particularly, the sequence moving left and right beginning 
with Malevich on the target wall again seemingly recounts the teleology 
of modernism as charted in the diagram, establishing the same visual 
chronology as that within the pages of Cubism and Abstract Art. The 
Rodchenko works were installed in loosely chronological order from right to 
left, and emerge from Malevich; likewise, Rodchenko’s Black on Black, hung 
diagonally opposite Malevich’s White on White, seems a spatial mirroring, 
emblematic of Rodchenko’s response to Malevich in the 0.10 exhibition in 
Petrograd and one that Barr juxtaposes again in Cubism and Abstract Art. 
Additionally, the reverse chronological order of works by Rodchenko, created 
by circulating to the left, could likewise be seen to lead one back to the works 

91 Klonk, Spaces of Experience, 141.
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Fig. 70. Diagram of the exhibition in plan. Not to scale.
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Fig. 71. Third gallery, looking from Eisenman’s Bio Center back toward the front 
wall.
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of Tatlin, who Barr cites as the progenitor of constructivism.92 The 1912 
constructions of Tatlin installed on the exit wall, which the visitor would 
encounter as a “beginning” upon exiting, also proposed another chronology, 
aside from that of Malevich: looking at the gallery in reverse order, the 
spatial position of the Tatlin proposed a progressive modernist history, one in 
which Tatlin led to Rodchenko and Malevich. Beginning with the exit wall 
and working counterclockwise through the galleries, one would begin with 
the constructivist works of Tatlin that led in two directions, to the suprematist 
works of Malevich as one turned left and to the constructivism of Rodchenko 

insofar as it was these constructions that implied an inherent reference to 
cubism, according to Barr. 
 Works by Tatlin were notable for the use of materials and their 
relation to cubism,93 for it was after visiting Picasso’s studio in Paris and 

and counter reliefs (1914–195),” writes Magdalena Dabrowski.94 During 
this time, he also began

95 
This use of materials again draws a congruence between the media as it was 
used in the architectural works.

modernism for Barr, and it was this centrality and alliance to deconstructivist 
architecture—the radical experimentation with pure geometric form—that 
is reinforced in the entry to the exhibition, although it remains unsaid by 
the curators. Malevich’s Suprematist Composition: Red Square and Black 
Square is juxtaposed with the logo of Deconstructivist Architecture. This 
not only equates the exhibition of architecture with painting—a relation 
that is reinforced as much through the spatial adjacency as it is by the black 

92 Barr includes Tatlin’s work in the Cubism and Abstract Art catalogue as “constructions.” The 
sources for the controversial history of Russian construction “lay without question in the Cubism 
of Picasso. It developed along two channels, the work of Tatlin, 1913–17. And of the brothers 
Gabo and Pevsner, 1915–17. The Tatlin works were not included in the 1936 exhibition. Alfred 
H. Barr, Cubism and Abstract Art (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1936).
93 The majority of these of were accessioned into the MoMA collections through a gift of the 
Riklis Collection of the McCrory Corporation and exhibited in Contrasts of Form in 1985. 
94 Magdalena Dabrowski, Contrasts of Form: Geometric Abstract Art, 1910–1980; From the 
Collection of the Museum of Modern Art including the Rikls Collection of McCrory Corporation 
(New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1985), 278.  
95 Dabrowski, Contrasts of Form, 271.
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and red color and diagonal of the logo’s design—but immediately equates 
deconstructivist architecture with the emblematic modern work of Cubism 
and Abstract Art. Likewise, it is Malevich’s Suprematist Composition: 
Red Square and Black Square that replaces the chart of the 1986 reprint of 
Cubism and Abstract Art, again equating an iconic image of deconstructivist 
architecture with the museum’s contemporaneous icon of modernism. Such 
a comparison and congruence became important, as it explicitly situated 
Deconstructivist Architecture within a modern lineage of art, architecture, 
and exhibitions at MoMA.  
 Barr found in suprematism and in particular the work of Malevich 
the purist forms of abstraction and hence of modernism: “[Malevich] was the 

forms.” 96 His emphasis on a new language of painting—on “elementary 
geometrical forms,” “a new system,” and a “fundamental vocabulary”—

Non-Objective Painting, but 
his fundamental ideology and formal approach to modernism. It was this 
purity of form that Johnson, like Barr, found in Plato’s Philebus: “straight 
lines and curves and the shapes made . . . by the lathe, ruler and square.”97 
Moreover, it is the radical experimentation with pure geometric form of 
modern architecture that deconstructivist architecture is claimed to violate, 
on the one hand, but which, within the space of the installation, is allied with 

MoMA’s early years. 
 Such an alliance was asserted and eschewed by one element—the 
diagonal—reinforced in the installation as much as in the black-and-white 
photography that accompanied that show. At the time, Catherine Ingraham 
claimed that the diagonal was the “weak” yet formal link that “did nothing 
to help but drift” the architecture away from the works of the Russian avant-
garde.”98 Yet it was Johnson who not only made reference to the diagonal 
alliance in his preface to the catalogue but during the installation, according 
to Ingraham and others, requested any work with a diagonal in it.99 Barr 
seemingly made the same claim when stating in Cubism and Abstract Art that 
the diagonal was a foundational formal element of modern art. The analogy 

96 Barr, Cubism and Abstract Art, 122.
97 Kasimir Malevich, The Non-objective World: The Manifesto of Suprematism, trans. Howard 
Dearstyne (London: Dover Publications, 2003). Barr, Cubism and  Art, 14. See also Philip 
Johnson, Machine Art (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1934). 
98 Catherine Ingraham, “Milking Deconstruction or Cow Was the Show,” Inland Architect 32, no. 
5 (September–October 1988): 62.
99 Ibid.
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Suprematism and in turn, of abstraction.” 

 Not only did the diagonal form a strong composition element in 
Malevich’s Suprematist Composition that framed the entry to the installation 

constructions of Rodchenko’s Oval Hanging Construction, it formed the 
abstract image of the graphic identity, which also adopted the red-and-black 
palette of Malevich. In fact, it was the diagonal that accounted for much 
of the perceived formal resemblance between the works. The framing and 
black-and-white photography of the press images and catalogue, coupled 
with a predominantly black-white-and-gray aesthetic within the galleries, 
minimized materiality, volume, and palette, heightening the diagonal as 
the most prominent compositional element. This exaggeration was an overt 
editorial objective, involved in the framing and cropping of images, as Editor 
of Publications Jim Leggio stated in an early memo to Wrede regarding 
Gehry and Eisenman: “The overhead view of the stage model,” he wrote 
of Gehry, “seems like a rather tame, regular, rectangular, stable thing—

in a [sic] book about deconstructivism.”100 On Eisenman, he queried, “Do 
we need four photographs of the same model? They all do seem to be taken 

stand in a row; this tends to undermine the reader’s sense that the project 
illustrates the aesthetic that the show is about.”101 In an overt reference to 
the construction of style, he continues, “The four photos emphasize what is 
most un-deconstructivist here; I think the project would look more daring if 
the regularity were not given such thorough visual documentation.” Leggio 
continues to question the regularity not just of the models but of the plans 

the fact that there is little diagonal thrust of tilt to the structures.”102 Such 
a distillation homogenized the works. It exacerbated a resemblance, even 
if tenuous, between the works of architecture to one another, and to the 
Russian avant-garde. Formally it situated them between suprematism and 
constructivism and, once again, allied them with suprematism in the 1936 
chart. 
 Although the installation began with suprematism, and suprematist 

100 Jim Leggio to Stuart Wrede, memo, March 9, 1988, detailing plate layout of Deconstructivist 
Architecture, 1–2, Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives.
101 Ibid.
102 Ibid.
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Figs. 72 and 73. Excerpts from Cubism and Abstract Art, showing Malevich (top) and 
Rodchenko’s Black on Black and Malevich’s White on White (below).
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Fig. 74. Excerpts from Cubism and Abstract Art, showing the diagonal as distilled in 
the composition of a poster.
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Fig. 75. Kazimir Malevich. Suprematist Composition, c. 1923-25.
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Fig. 76. Excerpts from the catalogue photos, showing the extreme distillation and 
exacerbation of the diagonal in works by Coop Himmelblau (bottom) and Zaha Hadid 
(top).

logue photos, showing the extreme distillation and 
works by Coop Himmelblau (bottom) and Zaha Hadid 
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Fig. 77. Excerpts from the catalogue photos, showing the extreme distillation and 
exacerbation of the diagonal in works by Daniel Libseskind (left), OMA (right 
botttom) and Frank Gehry (right and center top). 
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constructivism that was polemicized in the press. Rodchenko’s Oval 
Hanging Construction, which appears as an interstice in the exhibition and 
which forms the frontispiece to Ingraham’s article, was emblematic, as was 
the wordplay between deconstructivist and constructivism.103 The visual, 
spatial, and temporal juxtapositions in the gallery constructed numerous 

deconstructivism,104 that everything intersects in Rodchenko’s Oval Hanging 
Construction, and that there is “an obsession with twisted shapes, warped 
planes, and folded lines” that “intentionally violate[s] the cubes and right 
angles of modernism” and “resume[s] the radical experimentation with 
form initiated by the Russian Constructivists.”105 As Johnson reasserts in 
the catalogue: “No forms come out of nowhere. . . . [They] are inevitably 
related to previous forms,” so it is not strange that “the new forms of 
Deconstructivist architecture harks back to Russian Constructivism.”106

 Again, such a relation to constructivism within MoMA had a 
long lineage. Prior to the appearance of the term constructions in Cubism 
and Abstract Art, constructions were one category, alongside painting and 
sculpture, 
as they were neither “modeled nor carved.”   Barr’s early theorizations of 

from the Russian avant-garde, material invention, and the relationship to 
cubism. “Constructions derive their forms,” he stated, “from the Russian 
constructivist movement of 1920 which had its genesis partly in Cubism but 
more especially in mechanics and experiment with modern materials.”107 
For Barr, early constructions included Antoine Pevsner, “one of the original 
constructivists,” with his use of celluloid interpenetrating planes, Belling’s 
“half-cubist, half-constructivist Head with polished forms of machinery,” 
and Calder’s mobiles, which invoked moving parts.108

103 MoMA’s June 1988 press release quotes Wigley as saying that the term “deconstructivist 
applies to a contemporary artistic phenomenon that derives its forms from Constructivism” and 
that works such as Libeskind’s employ a “Constructivist motif . . . the diagonal overlapping of 
rectangular bars.” “Deconstructivist Architecture,” press release, June 1988, 2. 
104

Coop Himmelblau’s rooftop constructions reach skyward, and Koolhaas’s observation tower 
seems to broadcast like a Klutsis. Models and sculpture are similarly made from painted wood, 
wire, and brads.
105 “Deconstructivist Architecture,” press release, June 1988, 1. The fact sheet, wall text, AIA 

106 Johnson, preface to Deconstructivist Architecture, 3.
107 Ibid., 19.
108 Ibid.
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nevertheless implies not only a use of new materials, but in comparison to the 
lineage of Rodin and sculpture, a positivist sense of building up rather than 
the tradition of carving away.109 
 By 1936 Barr claimed that the sources of constructivism “lay 
without question in the Cubism of Picasso” and “developed along two 
channels, the work of Tatlin 1913–17 and of the brothers Gabo and 
Pevsner, 1915–17.”110 Moreover, it was the sources of constructivism, like 
constructions, that still lay “without question in the Cubism of Picasso,” 
which made “a radical leap from the sculptural tradition (carving or 
modeling) to a new technique of assemblage” and could be seen, most 

together from cardboard, paper, string, and wire, materials that he cut, folded, 
threaded, and glued and resembled no sculpture ever seen before.”111 It was 

most recently, Leah Dickerman.112 In each instance it can traced to cubism 
and summed up in two or three words: geometric abstraction or geometrical 
abstract art, where abstraction connotes an “impulse away from ‘nature’” and 
was allied with the purity of modernism. 113

 With the installation of Deconstructivist Architecture, such relations 

deconstructivist architecture bears an alliance with constructivism, and 
second, that it resides within a genealogy that extends from Tatlin to cubism, 
again situating deconstructivist architecture within a progressive lineage of 

109 The absence of any reference in 1934 is most likely due to the fact that Russian constructivist 
works did not enter the collection until Barr’s trip in 1935.
110 Barr, Cubism and Abstract Art, 11, 132.
111 See Anne Umland, ed., Picasso: Guitars 1912–1914 (New York: Museum of Modern 
Art, 2011); “Focus: Picasso Sculpture (July 3–November 3, 2008),” Museum of Modern Art, 
accessed July 28, 2015, http://www.moma.org/visit/calendar/exhibitions/100. The two guitars by 
Picasso were acquired by the Museum in 1971 and 1973.
112 The term constructivism can be charted through 1988 and appears in catalogues and 
press releases for following exhibitions: Modern Works of Art: Fifth Anniversary Exhibition 
(1934), Cubism and Abstract Art (1936), The Object Transformed (1966), Revolution, (1978), 
Transformations in Modern Architecture (1979), Contrasts of Form (1985), and Inventing 
Abstraction (2012). The term and acquisition of works can also be been traced through MoMA 
catalogues and recent websites, including Painting and Sculpture in the Museum of Modern Art, 
ed. Alfred H. Barr Jr. (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1977); and Painting and Sculpture 
in the Museum of Modern, ed. Alicia Legg with Mary Beth Smalley (New York: Museum of 

Dickerman, remain consistent.
113 Barr prefers the term abstraction to nonobjective, arguing that “the square is as much an 

Cubism and Abstract Art, 11.
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Fig. 78. Vladimir Tatlin Relief Construction (1914) (top) and Corner Counter-Relief 
Construction (1914–15) (bottom) shown in Cubism and Abstract Art.
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Fig. 79. Tatlin drawings shown in the exhibition The Counter-Relief (c. 1914–15) 
(left) and Study for a Counter-Relief (1914) (right).
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modernist art and architecture. This lineage becomes clear, again in relation 
to Cubism and Abstract Art, as it is spatialized within the installation. The 
two Tatlin drawings shown in the exhibition The Counter-Relief (c. 1914–15) 
and Study for a Counter-Relief (1914) reference images of Tatlin’s Relief 
Construction (1914) and Corner Counter-Relief Construction (1914–15) 
that were included in the Cubism and Abstract Art catalogue, although not in 
the exhibition. These “painterly reliefs,” which Tatlin later called “corner” 
and “counter-reliefs,”114 “differed from traditional reliefs by virtue of their 
forward projection into the viewer’s space.” Freed from “the surface agitation 
of collage Cubism,” eliminating the “framed background and also the solid 
base or pedestal of conventional free-standing sculpture,” and “composed not 
of traditional media such as bronze or marble but of industrial materials such 
as glass, wire, sheet metal or concrete,” they connoted a sense of construction 
or assemblage, radically inverting traditional notions of sculpture as a carving 
away.115 
 It is this sense of construction and constructivism as assemblage—a 
radical experimentation with new materials, a building up of a sculptural 
form that resided between two and three dimensions and that eradicated 
an existing ground—that the exhibition Deconstructivist Architecture 
references. When Sigfried Giedion famously proposed cubism in relation to 

two major endeavors: “There is the hovering, vertical grouping of planes 

transparency the permits interior and exterior to be seem simultaneously, 
en face and , like Picasso’s ‘L’Arlesienne’ of 1911–12.”116 
The argument in the installation was analogous: cubism was to modern 
architecture what constructivism was to deconstructivist architecture. Given 
its implicit reference to cubism, and within the space of the installation, 
deconstructivist architecture appeared not separate from modernism but as 
both modern and not; or rather, deconstructivist architecture was situated 

project could be said to be both one of the Russian avant-garde, the museum 
itself and of the architects in the exhibition.

diagram of the Cubism and Abstract Art catalogue. The 
Two Squares in 

114 “Revolution,” press release, 1979, Museum of Modern Art Archives.
115 Barr, Cubism and Abstract Art, 132.
116 Sigfried Giedion, Space, Time and Architecture: The Growth of a New Tradition (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1941), 402–403
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Suprematist Composition

constructivism, again in Cubism and Abstract Art as constructions. Within 
Deconstructivist Architecture, the two Tatlins lead to the Puni in the role of 

but to Ermilov and to Klutsis. 
 The white-and-gray aesthetic of the installation resonates with the 
aesthetic and palette of the Cubism and Abstract Art exhibition catalogue, 

seemingly mirrors the book and text, which in turn mirror the installation 
photographs. Not only, then, do each of these media serve to reinforce a 
powerful gray-and-white aesthetic language of the museum’s modern but 
each serves to assert the equivalence between media and mediums in which 
the exhibition circulates. The mirroring of text here is not excluded, as 
an association between the black and white of print, as image, cannot be 
excluded from this domain. Literally and metaphorically, it suggests that 
the museum’s conception of modernism is written through black and white, 
that of the text and image, or suggests a reading of the exhibition as text. 
The mirroring also begs the question as to whether, intentionally or not, both 
shows are designed to act as black-and-white photographs—that is, to confer 
a certain historicism and homogeneity across the work to lend a timeless 
effect.

M O D E R N  H A U N T S

him most.117 Two shows were emblematic: the 1932 Modern Architecture: 
International Style
Barr conceived, and he did the “propaganda and the screaming”—and 
the 1934 Machine Art exhibition celebrating the purity of Platonic form, 
which Johnson organized but Barr conceived.118 Barr considered Modern 

117 Patricia C. Phillips, “The Greatest Show Unearthed,” Stroll, June 1, 1988, 1.
118 Martin Filler, “Philip Johnson: Deconstruction Worker,” Interview, May 1988.
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Architecture one of the museum’s most important accomplishments insofar as 
“modern architecture in its relation to painting was the symbolic embodiment 
of all that Barr and the Museum represented.”119 This lineage was represented 
in Johnson’s formal position as the reduction of the social imperatives of 
modernism to a formal style and machine aesthetic, the belief that art and 
architecture were allied and interdependent arts, and an installation aesthetic 
in which Barr’s technique would become typical of the installation methods 
Johnson would explore throughout his career.120

must also be taken at his word when he said that Hitchcock “was teacher 
and theorist for both Johnson and myself.”121 It was Hitchcock, according 
to Barr, who afforded Johnson and Barr their “chief critical guidance.”122 
Hitchcock’s approach was “primarily anchored in the visual rather than 
theoretical.”123

Hitchcock, however. For it was Barr and Hitchcock who were, in turn, 

rhythm and order governed by a mathematical spirit,” “an underlying 
harmony that sought eternal truths” and that stretched architecture toward “a 
new spirit.”124 Such a spirit manifested itself in a formal purity and an alliance 
between art and architecture.  The alliance of painting with architecture 
that reappeared in 1988 harked back to what Kantor describes as a “vital 
connection between the avant-garde painters and the revolutionaries [that] 
developed synchronically. In France, Le Corbusier was himself both a painter 
and architect; in Russia maturation in the painting of Malevich, Tatlin and 
Lissitzky spilled over into the architecture projects of the suprematists and 
constructivists.”125 Not only was the new architecture at the “core of Barr’s 
modernist aesthetic” but painting and sculpture related to a wider culture.126

  It is such alliances that Deconstructivist Architecture both asserts 
and eschews within the space of the exhibition. The alliance occurred quite 
simply because of the antechamber of Russian constructivist works. It was 
exaggerated by the overt juxtaposition with the title of the exhibition. It 

119 Kantor, Alfred H. Barr, Jr. 222.
120 Ibid.
121 Ibid.
122 Ibid., 243.
123 Ibid., 248.
124 Ibid., 249.
125 Ibid., 265.
126 Cubism and Abstract Art show here, as the front 
right-hand corner of the gallery “showed the way in which stylistic elements developed within 

Spaces of Experience, 141, 256. 
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was also asserted through what could be described as the formal purity and 
abstraction of the architectural works themselves, as well as through the 
use of multimedia in the display of architecture, and works in architecture, 
such as the paintings of Hadid, which were legally attributed as art.127 As 
many critics mentioned at the time, the architecture projects were presented 
without captions and without program, thus exaggerating a formal, if not 
painterly or sculptural, reading of the works. This lack of context was again 
exacerbated within the project texts, which were highly theoretical and 

works that referenced a built work of architecture, these models were 
presented as works in themselves—as sculptural objects, as Krauss would say 
during the symposium.128 What at the time was criticized as an architecture 
devoid of social and political references, once again, harked back not only 
to the International Style, but to Barr and Hitchcock. Even more than Mies 
van der Rohe and Le Corbusier, as Kantor writes, Barr and Hitchcock saw 
international modern architecture in purely aesthetic terms.129

 While a sort of formalism or formal resemblance was asserted 
within the space of the gallery, it was nevertheless a formalism that 
supposedly “contaminated” the pure forms of modernism, according to 
Wigley. If a common aesthetic and visual language appropriated by the 
early pioneers of the MoMA could be traced back to both Le Corbusier and 

130 it was these same forms that 
deconstructivist architecture was seen to violate with its “titled arcs and 
warped planes.” Yet it was also this same diagonal, seen to violate the right 
angles of modernism, that Barr likewise attributes as one of the foundational 
elements of suprematism and thus of modernism. Such developments in art 
and architecture were synchronic, if not formally ambivalent. 

A N  I N T E R R U P T E D  M O D E R N  V I S I O N

Within the acquisition history of the museum’s collection, Barr’s vision 
of constructivism and the Russian avant-garde was not realized until the 
late 1970s and mid- 1980s. Although “Barr’s fascination with the Russian 
avant-garde artists was supplemented by his purchase in Germany of the 

127 “Artist’s Declaration,” signed by Zaha Hadid, London, May 18, 1988, Exhibition 1489, 
Museum of Modern Art Archives. 
128 Transcript from the symposium, Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives. 
129 See Kantor, Alfred H. Barr, Jr.
130 Ibid., 250.
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most complete descriptions available of avant-garde art in Russia, Konstanin 
Umansky’s Neue Kunst in Russland, 1914–1919,131 his vision could not be 

of Russian avant-garde works within the Deconstructivist Architecture 
exhibition, only eleven had been acquired by 1936. The remaining works 
were acquired and exhibited during the late 1970s and early 1980s. Such an 

within the physical space of the gallery and museum was itself an interrupted 
modern project. Its realization was anachronistically contemporaneous with 
Deconstructivist Architecture, an exhibition and architecture that, according 

modern project of the Russian avant-garde. The acquisition history also 
corresponded with the department’s overall growth; as Bergdoll notes, “from 

132

the museum’s inception, in 1935, 1936, and 1940, respectively. So in some 
ways, Deconstructivist Architecture was a celebration of new holdings. 
Seventeen of the works in the exhibition were acquired after 1970, and in 
particular, twelve were acquired only four years before the exhibition, in 
March 1984, through the donation of the Riklis Collection of the McCrory 
Foundation. The press release for Magdalena Dabrowski’s 1979 Revolution: 
Russian Avant-Garde, 1912–1930 (October 12, 1978–January 2, 1979) 
announces the beginning of these acquisitions: “While the art of the Russian 
avant-garde is much discussed in artistic and critical circles, it has been 
comparatively little seen. A large share still remains sequestered by the 
Soviet authorities.”133 The museum holdings, which were the result of Barr’s 
interest, had been recently augmented by the Lauder Foundation’s gift of two 
watercolors by Tatlin. In the press release, William S. Lieberman, director 
of the Department of Drawings, references these paintings, as they not only 

131 Ibid., 183. Umansky included in the book Tatlin’s Monument to the Third International, 
which as Kantor describes as a “symbolic tower representation of all that was salient in the 

constructivism, dynamism, the importance of the machine.” Umansky highlights Tatlin’s relation 
to Cubism: “Tatlin developed Machine Art which stems from Picasso and Braque’s experiments 
in 1913. Art is dead—Long live art, the art of the Machine with it construction and logic, its 
rhythms, its components, its metaphysical spirit—the art of the Counter Reliefs.
132 Barry Bergdoll, “75 Years of Architecture at the Museum of Modern Art,” A+U 4, no. 451 
(April 2008): 72.
133 “Revolution: Russian Avant-Garde, 1912–1930, Rare Works from Museum Collection on 
View,” press release, October 1978, Museum of Modern Art Archives.
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augment the vision of Barr but are also the only two of Tatlin’s works in 
collections in the West: 

The Museum of Modern Art was able to acquire a substantial and 
unique collection of paintings, sculptures, drawings and prints that 
illustrate crucial points in the Russian artistic evolution during the 
second and third decades of this century. These holdings have been 
considerably augmented during the past few years, most recently 
by The Lauder Foundation’s gift of two watercolors by Vladimir 
Tatlin, the only examples of his work held in a public collection in 
the West.134 

The 1985 exhibition Contrasts of Form, also curated by Dabrowski, was 
dedicated to the showing the McCrory gift, which totaled 284 works. As then 
Director Richard Oldenburg states in the preface to the catalogue, “With the 
addition of the Riklis Collection of the McCrory Corporation, the Museum 
has now certainly the largest and complete representation of Constructivist 
and geometric abstract art in this country.”135 Contrasts of Form, along with 
Dabrowski’s 1979 precursor, Revolution
Cubism and Abstract Art to outline the museum’s position on constructivism. 
 The display and invocation of images from the Russian avant-
garde continued into the 1980s. In 1986, Cubism and Abstract Art was 
reprinted with a new preface by Robert Rosenblum, in which Malevich’s 
Painterly Realism of a Boy with a Knapsack—Color Masses in the Fourth 
Dimension replaces Barr’s progressive chart on the cover and thus reasserts 
suprematism’s centrality within the lineage of abstraction, and as the museum 
would describe it, formal abstraction. Wrede’s exhibition Architectural 
Drawings of the Russian Avant-Garde, selected from the Shchusev Museum 
of Architecture in Moscow, followed in 1990. This sequence of events, in 
addition to the fact that MoMA had never dedicated a show to constructivist 
works per se prior to the 1979 Revolution
while in theory MoMA was dedicated to this facet of modern art, its vision 
of constructivism as exhibited was contemporary with the Deconstructivist 
Architecture

historicized an inherently modernist position. 

134 Ibid.
135 Richard Oldenburg, preface in Magdalena Dabrowski, Contrasts of Form (New York: 
Museum of Modern, 1985), 5. 
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of events in a number of venues in Europe and the United States, asserting 
a rediscovery of the Russian avant-garde. It was celebrated in a series 
of exhibitions, including the burgeoning discourse at the Architectural 
Association, and within the works of many of the architects that were 
included in the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition.136 This “rediscovery 
of the Russian avant-garde,” as Jean-Louis Cohen notes, “led to studies in 
Western Europe beginning in the 1960s. In the 1970s, a spate of exhibitions 
and publications in the United States, Canada, and England focused largely 
on Soviet constructivism coincided with preparations for the bicentennial 
celebration of the anniversary of the American Revolution—an event 
that raised question about the symbolism and vitality of architecture 
produced following political revolutions and prompted comparisons with 
the U.S.S.R.”137 Again the images of the Russian avant-garde, of the 
architectural vision that for the most part remained on paper and propagated 
by the exhibition were in some ways late, again, almost ten years after the 

1970s were the drawings and models of fantastic monuments of the early 
1920s,” Phyllis Lambert observes, “El Lissitsky’s Lenin Tribune, Tatlin’s 
Monument to the Third International, Melnikov’s projects and pavilions, 
the constructions of the Sternbergs and Klutsis, Chernikov’s architectural 
fantasies, and the vigorous theater sets by Popova and the Vesnins.”138 
 Exhibitions such as the 1971 exhibition Art in Revolution: Soviet 
Art and Design Since 1917 (February 26–April 18) at the Hayward Gallery 
in London became emblematic of such in interests,139 as did the emphasis 
on constructivism and the burgeoning discourse around Soviet works at 
the AA in the 1970s, including the talks by Koolhaas in the late 1970s, his 
exhibition on Leonidov at the Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies, 
Frampton’s the  on Hadid, and regular articles and talks by 
Cohen and Catherine Cooke. The discourse was celebrated in the arts up until 
Deconstructivist Architecture. In the eighteen months prior to the exhibition, 
as Artforum would note, “the situation of the Soviet avant-garde ha[d] 

136 Magdalena Dabrowski, Contrasts of Form (New York: Museum of Modern, 1985), 8. 
137Quoted in Phyllis Lambert, “Foreword,” in The Lost Vanguard: Russian Modernist 
Architecture 1922–1932, by Richard Pare (New York: Monacelli Press, 2007), 6.
138 Ibid..
139 While the events in the West demonstrated the opening up of the Soviet Union in the 1970s, 
the “After Lives of (Russian) Constructivism,” as discussed at the Princeton Conjunction, May 
2013, came considerably earlier in Eastern Europe.
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and economic restructuring—has freed Soviet artists ….”140 

T H E  C A T A L O G U E

The catalogue for Deconstructivist Architecture was announced by the 
museum as a major publication that accompanied the exhibition and the 

141 Johnson placed the 
work included in the publication in the context of a “contemporary artistic 
phenomenon.”142 Larger that the others in the Hines series, the catalogue 
was a 104-page paper-bound volume with 153 black-and-white illustrations 
and included a foreword by Wrede, a preface by Johnson, and an essay 
by Wigley.143 Wigley’s essay was featured as discussing “Deconstructivist 
Architecture in-depth, particularly as it relates to Russian constructivist work 
of the twenties and modernist architecture.”144 The majority of the publication 
was, however, dedicated to images. The catalogue credits the exhibition 
as “directed by Philip Johnson, guest curator and Mark Wigley, associated 
curator.”145 This verbiage differs from the press release, which assigned 
him the title of director that Johnson assumed for Modern Architecture: 
International Exhibition.146 Correspondence indicates that Johnson helped to 
fund the catalogue.147 

140 Andrew Solomon, “What in the World: On the Art of Perestroika,” Artforum, November 1988, 
9
141 “Major Publication to Accompany Deconstructivist Architecture,” press release, Exhibition 
1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives. The catalogue was published by the Museum of 
Modern Art. Roger Conover of MIT Press also made a bid to MoMA for the distribution of all 
publications in the Hines series, including Deconstructivist Architecture. 
142 Johnson, preface to Deconstructivist Architecture, 4, 6. 
143 Other contributors to the catalogue included editor James Leggio, designer James Wageman, 
and producer Susan Schoenfeld.
144 “Major Publication to Accompany Deconstructivist Architecture,” press release.
145 Johnson, preface to Deconstructivist Architecture, 4, 6.
146 This title was indicated on the letterhead printed for Modern Architecture: International 
Exhibition, Exhibition 15, Museum of Modern Art Archives.
147

could not be found (Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives). There were precedents 

assumed the newly created post of director of architecture back in 1930, he paid his own salary 

His largesse didn’t stop there. Over the years, he has also donated a sizable chunk of his art 
collection to the museum. He designed the museum’s 1949 annex, 1949 guest house, 1954 
garden court, and 1953 sculpture court (since partially subsumed in Cesar Pelli’s expansions).” 
Victoria Geibel, “‘The Unbearable Lightness’ of Philip Johnson,” Metropolis 7, no. 10 (June 
1988): 24, 27.
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The Cover

 A notable exception to the black-and-white plates and black-and-white print 
of the catalogue was the color cover: an orange-and-red reproduction of a 
“detail of a project sketch by Coop Himmelblau, transmitted by fax.”148 It 
was this abstract orange-and-red cover of the catalogue, along with the title, 
that perhaps had the most canonical, memorable effect. The image of a fax, 
divorced from traditional representational modes of architecture diverged 
dramatically from the covers of the other exhibition catalogues within the 
Hines series, which featured either photographs or traditional drawings. It 

circulation, and content of architecture, as well as the abstract and formal 
lineage of the Museum of Modern Art. 
 Faxes in the late 1980s were black and white. Koolhaas and Hadid 
sent numerous faxes to facilitate the selection of works. Hadid’s faxes were 
not only akin to those of Coop Himmelblau but seemed identical to her work 

compositional technique. The faxes also problematized the representational 
aspect of an architectural image insofar as they were without scale and 
reference. The faxes, without an indexical reference, asserted the work of 
the drawing as architecture. Such nonreferentiality against, or without, scale 

origins of MoMA, in which painting, sculpture, and architecture were allied 
and interdependent arts. It also mirrored the exhibition in concept and within 
the installation, which combined painting and architecture but situated 
architecture within a progressive lineage of modern abstract art and the 
Russian avant-garde.
   The fax was a manifestation of new technology that would enter 
into the production, circulation, and content of architecture in the ensuing 

Lyotard adopted in the exhibition Les Immateriaux at the Centre George 
Pompidou in 1985 to four discrete connotations. Media referred at once to 
digital technologies, the press, media as mediums—that is, the plurality of 
artistic mediums, including drawings, painting, sculpture, and architecture—
and the exhibition as one medium among others, as Les Immateriaux would 

148 Johnson, preface to Deconstructivist Architecture, 4. Faxes at the time were black and white. 
Color seems a break with an otherwise black-and-white aesthetic the permeated the installation, 
catalogue, press images, and subsequent installation photos.
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Fig. 80. Deconstructivist Architecture catalogue cover. 
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come to connote, a “manifestation sur l’état actual des savoirs.”149 The 
Museum of Modern Art appropriated the term media in the tradition of the 
Bauhaus to categorize work and to determine the “multi-departmental nature 
of the museum.”  Departments are divided according to media: painting, 
sculpture, architecture and design, photography, drawings, prints and 

150

structure of the museum but also an the early emphasis on the use of media, 
or as Johnson would phrase it in 1931, advertising in the promotion of 

ways in which the Museum might attract attention to itself would bring 
out many interesting suggestions. Such details as placards at the entrance, 

to future exhibits, even a placard in the elevator might lead to interesting 
results.”151 
 Digital technologies would, after 1988, not only radically alter the 
production, circulation, content, exhibition, and collecting of architecture but 

representation, the direction of the collection, and installation techniques that 

computer-aided technologies.

“Deconstructivist Architecture”: The Catalogue Essay

“Deconstructivist Architecture,” the catalogue essay by Wigley, outlined 
the theoretical basis of the exhibition. It attempts to clarify the relationship 
of deconstruction and constructivism to deconstructivist architecture. In 

unexplained points within the press release and wall text. Individual project 
descriptions accompanied the more general essay. These descriptions were 
thin on programmatic, functional, and even contextual description, instead 
remaining abstract and theoretical.

149 Jean-Francois Lyotard in conversation with Alain Arnaud, “Le Partage des Consequences,” in 
Les Immateriaux (Paris: Centre Georges Pompidou, 1985).
150 Kantor, Alfred H. Barr, Jr, 276
151 Johnson also listed, by number, all the other components of an exhibition, which is standard 
practice of the museum and comprises the constituent parts of the apparatus that seemingly 

education . . . and a more extensive program of lectures; 4. Museum publications; 5. Library; 
6. Advertising; 7. Membership.” Philip Johnson to Mrs. Cornelius J. Sullivan, March 27, 1931, 
Exhibition 15, Museum of Modern Art Archives. 
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 Wigley focuses on a discussion of the avant-garde, both to 
situate the Russian avant-garde in the context of the overriding claim that 
“deconstructivist architecture does not constitute an avant-garde; even 
though it threatens this most fundamental property of architecture.”152 The 

breaks, or negations of previous practices often attached to the works of 
the Constructivist and Suprematists.153

deconstruction and architecture negatively, according to what it is not. 
Deconstruction is not destruction and is, he writes, “often misunderstood as 
the taking apart of construction. Consequently, any provocative architectural 
design which appears to take structure apart—whether it be the simple 
breaking of an object or in the complex dissimulation of an object into a 
collection of traces—has been hailed as deconstructivist.”154 The former, 

Wines/SITE’s Best Products Showroom, Arden Fair Mall (Sacramento, 
1977) and Gordon Matta-Clark’s Splitting: Four Corners (1977). The latter, 

Fujii’s Ushimdo International Arts Festival Center (Ushimado, Japan, 1984) 
and Eisenman’s Moving Arrows Eros and Other Errors (Venice Biennale, 
1985). Wigley acknowledges that these strategies had produced formidable 
work, yet they remain “simulations of deconstructive work . . . because they 
do not exploit the unique condition of the architectural object.”155 For New 
Yorker
such “entertaining architectural feats” by Wines and others from the show 
while divorcing “deconstructivism in architecture, whether a dream or a 
nightmare,” from deconstruction.156

 The problem was one of translation and direct application, in which 
deconstruction was understood to be unproblematically architectural: “There 
seems to be no translation, but just a metaphoric transfer, a straightforward 
application of theory from outside architecture to the practical domain of the 
architectural object . . . in which architecture is understood as a representation 
of deconstruction, the material representation of an abstract idea.”157 The 
metaphorical representation surfaced when deconstruction was interpreted 

152 Wigley, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” 18.
153 R.E. Somol, “Statement of Editorial Withdrawal.”
154 Wigley, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” 11. 
155 Ibid.
156 Brendan Gill, “Deconstructivism,” New Yorker, September 5, 1988.
157 Mark Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction: Derrida’s Haunt (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 1993), 2. Mark Wigley, “The Translation of Architecture: the Production of Babel,” 
Assemblage, no. 8 (February 1989): 1.
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as a literal taking apart, a demolition of structure or of the building itself. 
Yet deconstruction is and was not demolition, or dissimulation. Rather, as 
Wigley asserts, “a deconstructive architect is . . . not one who dismantles 
buildings, but one who locates the inherent dilemmas within buildings.”158 
Though deconstruction is bound to a structural instability, it diagnoses 

very values of harmony, unity and stability by proposing a different view 
159

are moments of instability, diagnosed within a structure and integral to it. 
Such a reading proposes that the unity, coherence, and stability heretofore 
perceived within architecture—formal, geometric, and structural purity 

incoherent—and that structure and stability necessarily embody principles 
of instability. Deconstruction in this sense does not lead to the destruction 
of structure but instead to a revelation of a structure’s paradoxical logic, 
internal to the structure itself. “If deconstructive discourse is anything, 
it is a form of interrogation that shakes structures in a way that exposes 
structural weaknesses.”160 Cautioning again against a representational reading 
or a metaphorical transfer, Wigley states, perhaps rather ambiguously, 
the relationship of these forms to deconstruction, arguing that it is not 
that they “derive from the mode of contemporary philosophy know as 
‘deconstruction.’ They are not an application of deconstructive theory. 
Rather, they emerge from within the architectural tradition and happen to 
exhibit some deconstructive qualities.”161 Although “deconstructive qualities” 

architecture insofar as “form is interrogated.”162

and then draws to the surface, either by gentle coaxing or violent torture, 
repressed impurities within the purity of architectural form. 
 Wigley draws on what could be interpreted, on the one hand, as a 

and Johnson himself through the International Style exhibition. The basis of 
both is a white-walled formal purity, as Wigley would fully elaborate in his 
1995 White Walls, Designer Dresses: “The identity of modern architecture 

158 Wigley, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” 11.
159 Ibid.
160 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction, 34.
161 Wigley, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” 10–11.
162 Ibid., 11.
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seems inseparable from the whiteness of its surfaces.” The modern movement 
attempted to purify architecture by stripping off the ornament of the classical 
tradition to reveal the naked purity of the functional structure beneath. 

163 A machine 
aesthetic produced a functionalist style. Classical and modern architecture 
both articulated a “surface of form that marked its purity” in which 
“architecture remained an agent of stability.”164 Such a perceived stability of 
architecture arose from such formal purities, as the museum’s press release 
would quote him: “Architecture has always been a central cultural institution 
valued above all for its provision of stability and order. These qualities 
are seen to arise from the geometric purity of its formal composition.”165 
Buildings are constructed from the pure simple geometric forms of cubes, 

whole but to a “consonant geometric structure which becomes the physical 
structure of the buildings—its formal purity is seen as guaranteeing structural 
stability.”166 In deconstructivist architecture, this purity has not been negated 
but rather contaminated. While architecture has historically “produced pure 
form and protects it from contamination,” the projects in this exhibition 
marked a “different sensibility, one in which the dream of pure form has been 
disturbed. . . . It is the ability to disturb our thinking about form that makes 
these projects deconstructive.”167 
 The argument made in the gallery is that the architects reveal these 

avant-garde. Insofar as “Russian Constructivism constituted a critical turning 

object was placed in doubt. But “the radical possibility was not then taken 
up.”168 Koolhaas’s positions on Leonidov, in which tenets of modernism 
became overlooked and then unrealized, reinforce Wigley’s claims here 

overlooked, contradictions and “impurities,” and second, that the architects 

Russian avant-garde, which was aborted and changed in the face of Stalinism.

163 See Mark Wigley, White Walls, Designer Dresses: The Fashioning of Modern Architecture 
(Cambridge and London: The MIT Press, 1995), xiv and chapters 1 and 2.
164 Wigley, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” 16.
165 “Deconstructivist Architecture,” press release, Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art 
Archives, New York, 2. 
166 Ibid., 10.
167 Ibid.
168 Ibid., 11.
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 For Wigley, the artists of Russian avant-garde both asserted and 
eschewed the purity of geometric form: that is, while they appropriated the 
purity of geometric form on the one hand, they broke with the classical forms 
of traditional composition on the other. Artists such as Malevich, Rodchenko, 
Lissitsky, and Popova employed the cube, the circle, and the square but the 
forms were combined in a way that contaminated “the balanced, hierarchical 

169 This paradox 
between the purity of geometric form and the impurity of its compositional 
effect—a composition which undermines the very tenets it asserts through 
the forms that it employs—provides the basis of Wigley’s argument of a 
contaminated purity, and a disturbed order: “Pure forms were now used 
to produce ‘impure’ skewed, geometric compositions.”170 Malevich and 

traditional route of the exhibition and who constructed three-dimensional 

geometry,” became cases in point.171 
 It was not that an asymmetry could be reduced to a single unstable 
formal element—the diagonal—but rather that such compositions eschewed 
any hierarchy of form, thus leaving them open to multiple readings. Meaning 

axes and forms.”172 It was these prerevolutionary structures of Malevich and 
Rodchenko, for example, that were featured prominently in the exhibition 
and that entered to advance revolutionary goals. “Having been lifted up out 
of the early drawings and into the counter-reliefs, the unstable geometric 
forms multiplied until they created a new kind of interior space and seemed 
about to become architecture. Tatlin’s monument in which pure geometric 
forms become trapped in a twisted frame, seemed to announce a revolution 
in architecture.”173 Others such Rodchenko’s radio station and Kriinski’s 
communal housing followed but were never realized. 
 For Wigley, it was the translation of this formal purity into a 
visionary project of architecture that introduces instability on the one hand 
but, when fully realized in built form, returns to a formal purity on the other:

169 Ibid., 10.
170 Ibid., 11.
171 Ibid., 13.
172 Ibid.
173 Ibid.
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The early work was not concerned with destabilizing structure. 
On the contrary, it was concerned with the fundamental 
purity of structure. Its irregular geometry was understood as 

than as an unstable structural condition intrinsic to the forms 
themselves. The purity of the individual forms was never called 
into question; their internal structure was never tampered 
with. But by attempting to turn the early formal experiments 
into contorted architectural structures, Tatlin, Rodchenko and 
Kriinski transformed dynamism into instability. Their designs 
therefore constitute an aberration, an extreme possibility beyond 
the spirit of the early work.174

While Tatlin, Rodchenko, and Kriinski’s designs were never realized, 

designs, which according to Wigley, “had never been proposed as a 
structural possibility.”175 So the Vesnin brothers maintained the purity of 
structure in their built works. As a consequence, the traditional condition 
of the architectural object went undisturbed and architecture maintained 
its traditional role, leading Wigley to conclude that “the radical avant-
garde project failed in architecture” and that the “Russian avant-garde was 
corrupted by the formal purity of the modern movement.”176 Thus, as the 
exhibition’s press release announced, Wigley situates the projects in the 
exhibition between “the instability of the early Russian avant-garde and the 
stability of high modernism.”177 
 For Wigley, however, this argument seemingly relied on the 

an avant-garde: “Each project employs the aesthetic of high modernism but 
marries it to the radical geometry of the pre-revolutionary work. They apply 

the avant-garde. Locating the tensions of the early work under the skin of 
modern architecture, they irritate modernism from within, distorting it with 
its own genealogy.”178 The distinction lies with the intent and the thinking 
behind the form, rather than with the pure appropriation of form itself. In this 
way, deconstructivist architecture is generative in its structure from inherent 

174 Ibid., 15.
175 Ibid.
176 Ibid, 16. 
177 Ibid., 16.
178 Ibid.
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contradictions in its formal or geometric logic rather than appropriative in 
its stylistic elements that merely look deconstructivist or rather were “the 
material representation of an abstract idea.”179

as a “dynamic formal aesthetic . . .
forms.” Nor does a disturbance result from an “external violence.” It is not a 

from within.”180 
 Wigley asserts that these architectural projects make such gestures 
structural rather than purely aesthetic and thereby return them to the social 
milieu. The use of “the formalist vocabulary of Constructivism is . . . not 
a historicist game which deftly extract the avant-garde works from their 
ideologically charged social milieu by treating them just as aesthetic 
objects.”181 Again, this does not reside in appropriation, enlargement, or 
three-dimensionality but rather in “a fundamental subversion of architectural 
tradition. The aesthetics are employed only in order to exploit a further 
radical possibility, one which the Russian avant-garde made available but 
did not take advantage of.”182

when “contorted architectural designs were proposed,” as an aberration in the 
history of the avant-garde. The projects in the exhibition—Tschumi’s Parc de 
la Villette, Libeskind’s City Edge, or Eisenman’s Biocenter, for example—
complete this enterprise by twisting the constructivist project; this is the point 
of the de-.
 In particular, Coop Himmelblau’s rooftop remodeling project shown 
in the second gallery of the exhibition and visible upon entering the show 
demonstrates a form that has been clearly distorted and becomes exemplary. 
Form, now infected with a writhing, disruptive animal, a skeletal monster, 
struggles. “Some twisted counter relief infects the orthogonal box,” he writes. 
The distortion, however, belongs to the form; the disruption has always 

deviation, and distortion, rather than one of demolition, dismantling, decay, 
decomposition, or disintegration. It displaces structure instead of destroying 
it.”183 

displacement becomes a key concept. It is displacement rather than 

179 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction, 2.
180 Wigley, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” 16. 
181 Ibid., 17.
182 Ibid., 16.
183 Ibid., 17.
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destruction that subverts the traditional hierarchies and hegemonic systems 
within architecture.184 In this way, perfect and imperfect form are inextricably 
linked, as in, for example, the work of Eisenman. Traditional architectural 
structures, walls, and windows, which divide inside from outside, are called 

entire condition of enclosure breaks down, is disrupted, and displaced. “There 
are no simple windows, no regular openings puncturing a solid wall . . . 
the form no longer simply divides an inside from an outside,” not simply 
by eradicating the wall but by breaking the wall open in a very ambiguous 
way.185 These entanglements—the stability and coherence associated 
with pure form and that of instability and impurity, a secretly monstrous 
perfection—produce a sense of unease. 
 Such a rethinking of enclosure, and the traditional bounds of 
architecture, did not ignore context or “the modern understanding of social 
responsibility as functional program” that “has been superseded by a concern 
for context.”186 Context was a concern for Robert Venturi, for example, and 
this can be dated back to his 1950 master’s thesis at Princeton: “The thesis of 
the problem in short is that its setting gives a building expression; its context 
is what gives a building meaning. And consequently change in context causes 
change in meaning.”187 But the concern for context, Wigley asserts, has been 
used as “an excuse for mediocrity, for dumb servility to the familiar.”188 
Rather, “since deconstructivist architecture seeks the unfamiliar within the 
familiar, it displaces context rather than acquiesces to it.”189 These projects 
were not anticontextual but, like Eisenman’s Biocenter, situated within the 
urban context of Frankfurt, or Hadid’s Peak, situated and taking a cue from 

190

 In the essay “The Translation of Architecture, the Production 
of Babel,” Wigley turned to what he called the conspicuous surfacing of 
translation in deconstructive discourse with Jacques Derrida’s “Des Tours de 
Babel” (1987), arguing that “translation is not the transmission, reproduction 

184 Ibid.
185 Ibid., 18.
186 Ibid., 17. 
187 Robert Venturi, “Context in Architectural Composition,” in Iconography and Electronics upon 
a Generic Architecture: A View from the Drafting Room (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1996), quoted 
in Emanuel Petit, Irony, or, the Self-Critical Opacity of Postmodern Architecture (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2013), 50. 
188 Wigley, Deconstructivist Architecture,” 17.
189 Ibid.
190 Ibid.
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or image of an original meaning that preceded it.”191 Drawing on Benjamin’s 
1923 essay “The Task of the Translator,” Derrida proposes the contrary: that 
the original implied in translation never existed. “A text, as Benjamin puts 
it, ‘calls for’ a translation that establishes a nostalgia for the purity, plenitude 
and life it never had.”192 The same can be said of an architectural drawing 
or the works and models in the exhibition: that they are not a reproduction, 
transmission, or image of an “original” building but rather—and given their 
display without reference, textual or visual, to a building—assert their own 
primacy as architecture and original, and thus even as art. 
 Deconstructivist architecture, as Wigley proposes it, could be said 
to be congruent with what Derrida termed a “deconstructive discourse in 
architecture.” Deconstructivist architecture, if considered a translation of 
deconstruction, would not seek to reproduce, nor to represent through built 
form, the original meaning of deconstruction; rather it reveals in its relation 
to modernism that the purity and coherence attributed to it are displaced 
within its very structure. Deconstruction does not negate nor overturn but 

construction of the purity of modernism was a construction of the apparatus 
of the museum itself. In this way, the exhibition, inasmuch as revealing the 
impurities repressed within modern architecture, also revealed modernism as 
a construction of the Museum of Modern Art, in which the exhibition, read 
now through a deconstructive discourse, could itself be called into question: 

193 What is liberated from the text is 
 . . . an unstable movement.”194 It 

is such multiple meanings, within a text or as architecture read and proposed 
as a text, that Tschumi and Eisenman, for example, explore.
 To posit the question of the relationship between architecture and 
deconstruction implies that architecture is itself a language, which gives 
rise to the construction of texts. In language, translation is possible “only 
inasmuch as each is always divided, inhabited by the other and constantly 
negotiating with it.”195 To speak of a deconstructivist architecture would be to 

191 Jacques Derrida, “Des tours de Babel,” trans. Joseph F Graham, in Psyche: Inventions of 
the Other, ed. Peggy Kamuf and Elizabeth Rottenberg (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
2007), 1:191–225. Originally published as Jacques Derrida, Psyche: Inventions de l’autre (Paris: 
Galilee, 1987).
192 Wigley, “The Translation of Deconstruction,” in The Architecture of Deconstruction, 3.  
193 Ibid.
194 Ibid., 4.
195 Ibid.
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speak of a deconstructive discourse in architecture rather than deconstruction 

lecture.196 When asked by Christopher Norris whether there “can be such 
a thing as deconstructionist art or indeed deconstructionist architecture,” 
whether “these terms refer to a given style or a project, or a body or 
work,” or if “they rather signify a way of looking at certain objects, a way 
of interpretation, an attitude, a way of seeing, a challenge to established 
ideas of form and value and structure,” Derrida’s immediate response 

the deconstructive discourse in architecture.”197 And yet this in itself 

thinking the appropriation of deconstruction in art and architecture was 
somewhat of a “displaced discourse, and something more analogical than 

putting deconstruction at work was going through art and architecture. . . . 
Deconstruction is not simply a matter of discourse, of displacing the semantic 
content of the discourse or concepts.”198 Rather, it was a matter of the 
displacement of certain institutional structures. “Deconstruction goes through 
certain structures, social and political structures, meeting with resistance 
and displacing institutions and so on.”199 To displace traditional theoretical, 
philosophical, and cultural assumptions about art and architecture, to 
“deconstruct them effectively,” was, then, a matter of displacing solid 
structures. But these structures were “not only solid in the sense of material 
structure,” Derrida cautioned; thus, they could not be restricted simply 
to the exemplary material projects in the exhibition, whether built or not. 
Rather, these solid structures are those “in the sense of cultural, pedagogical, 
political, economical, structure, and all the concepts which are . . . the target 
of deconstruction such as teleology.”200 In short, these structures were those 
of the Museum of Modern Art that had been displaced, leaving both Johnson 
and Wigley, the star and curator of the show, to play their respective roles. 
 As Hilton Kramer would observer in the New Republic, the physical 
installation, while a catalyst in theory, became, incidental to its “galvanic 
effect,” as did the content. “It isn’t, however, what’s in the show that makes 
it an event of interest,” wrote Kramer. “It is because of the way it illuminates 

196 Jacques Derrida, “Jacques Derrida, Deconstruction in Art and Architecture” (videotaped 
interview, presented at International Symposium on Deconstruction, Clore Gallery, Tate Britain, 
London, March 26, 1988).
197 Ibid.
198 Ibid.
199 Ibid.
200 Ibid.
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the shifting and cynical politics of the architectural professions that the show 
is so remarkable, and in this respect the real star of the show is its titular 
curator, the ominous and ubiquitous Philip Johnson.”201 Moreover, if it not 
were “the celebrity and clout of Mr. Johnson, ‘Deconstructivist Architecture’ 
would never have been shown at MoMA, and the joke is that he can hardly 
be said to believe in the stuff himself.” Kramer also concludes, “The real 
curator of the show is Wigley,” the New Zealander who was Johnson’s “eager 
assistant and propagandist,” according to Peter Schjeldahl.202

 For Derrida, it is the “subordination of the sensible to the 
intelligible” that was “effectively displaced in what [he] understands to 
be a deconstructive architecture.”203 Deconstruction in this way would 
be said to inhabit architecture, just as deconstruction is understood to be 
unproblematically architectural.204 There is no application of theory from 
outside the discourse. As Wigley writes, “In these terms, any translation 
between deconstruction and architecture does not simply occur between 
the texts of philosophical discourse and those of architectural discourse. 
Rather it occupies and organizes both discourses. Within each there is at 
least an ongoing architectural translation of philosophy and a philosophical 
translation of architecture.”205 Such an organization of discourse could only 
take place from within the institution that was effectively displaced and then 
reorganize the institution of architecture.

T H E  S Y M P O S I U M

The symposium—which, according to critic Michael C. Crosbie, generated 
an “unheated summer” debate—was held a week after the exhibition opened, 
on June 20, 1988, in the museum’s larger auditorium, the Roy and Niuta 
Titus Theatre 1.206

201 Hilton Kramer, “Twerpy MoMA Architecture Show Another Nihilist Stunt by Johnson,” New 
York Observer, July 4–11, 1988, 1.
202 Peter Schjeldahl, “Hemlines for Skylines,” 7 Days, August 24, 1988, 1.
203 Jacques Derrida, “Jacques Derrida, Deconstruction in Art and Architecture” (videotaped 
interview, presented at International Symposium on Deconstruction, Clore Gallery, Tate Britain, 
London, March 26, 1988).
204 Wigley, “The Translation of Deconstruction,” 3. 
205 Ibid., 5–6.
206 Michael Crosbie, “Deconstructivist Show Opens, Generates Unheated Summer Symposium,” 
Architecture 77, no. 8 (August 1988), 28, 30. “Deconstructivist Architecture Symposium to Be 
Held at the Museum of Modern Art,” press release, Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art 
Archives, New York. Unless otherwise noted, all subsequent references in this paragraph refer to 
this release.
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Forster, director, The Getty Center of Arts and Humanities; Michael Hays, 
lecturer, Princeton University; Jeffrey Kipnis, assistant professor, Ohio State 
University; Rosalind Krauss, professor, Hunter College, City University of 
New York; and Anthony Vidler, professor, Princeton University. Johnson did 
not participate.207 
 Introducing the symposium, Wigley claimed a new generation of 
architectural theorists, naming Kipnis, “whose work in the application of 
post structuralist thought to architecture is receiving increasing and deserved 
attention in recent years,” and Hays, editor of Assemblage, the only magazine 
Wigley thought was worth reading, as members of the “new generations 
of architectural historians.”208 His opening words reveal the strategy and 
objective behind the exhibition: to revive an architectural discourse by 
starting an argument. “The purpose of the exhibition was to in a sense revive 
what I consider to be the dormant discourse of architecture. So the idea of the 
exhibition was to start an argument. And this panel this evening represents 
one aspect of that argument and it seems to me the best thing for us is to 
begin by arguing and end at the moment we become civilized.”
 While Forster situated the work historically, Hays proposed that 
it was “a counter memory of modernism.” Unlike postmodernism, this 

supposedly authentic language, is “a conception of practice that is deathless, 

impersonal delirium of euphoria.” Hays’s point is that this counter memory of 
modernism is “potentially a potent kind of critical practice.” 
 Kipnis was disappointed by Forster’s and Hays’s initial approaches, 
stating that “the show is not simply a development in architecture. I believe 
it represents a fundamental breach in the way that we represent ourselves 

response to the fact that a group of people found architecture “spiritually 
and intellectually destitute and bankrupt.” The institution to which he was 
referring was postmodern architecture, which he likens to the spiritually 
bankrupt monarchy of England. Kipnis claims that the intense reaction 
to the exhibition merely proves his point: “If people did not feel whether 
consciously or unconsciously a sense of the destitution of architecture, then 

207 Stuart Wrede to K. Michael Hays, Kurt Forster, Jeffrey Kipnis, Rosalind Krauss, and Anthony 
Vidler, May 11, 1988, Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives, New York.
208 All quotes in this section are from a recording of the symposium, Exhibition 1489, Museum of 
Modern Art Archives.
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the predictable reaction would be one of indifference.” Instead, as Kipnis 
observes, “every sector of the press has been . . . outraged at the show, it 
cannot solve the problems of the real world, it must be forbidden, it must be 
prohibited, whether it is the right or the left.” The outrage, Kipnis concludes, 
is the mark of its relevance, the sign that form is never outside politics.209 
“Since indifference is the measure of the irrelevance of the show,” quipped 
Kipnis, “the fact that we see a wholesale lack of indifference, is the measure 
of the import of the show.” Kipnis’s position, however, not only defended the 
import of the show but also implied that the installation was, in fact, beside 
the point. The point was rather, again, a discursive one, achieved through 
the media and polemics; quite simply, and as had been Johnson’s objective, 
the exhibition got people talking about architecture, “not just a small group 
of people concerned with the destitution of architecture but a large group of 
people.”210

 Krauss entered on a somewhat grimmer note to interrupt what she 
called the celebration at the table. Introducing the “thresh-holes” of Matta-
Clark, she exposited in detail on this term that Matta-Clark used to describe 
his “surgical interventions into the structural life of the architectural object, 
the abandoned building, to transform it into sculpture by cutting away certain 
parts of its structure.” Krauss’s point was to expound on “late capital and 
its peculiar relations to the production of waste” that had been left out of 
consideration of the exhibition.”
 Wigley’s summing up after two and half hours provided what 
was perhaps the most insight into the issues surrounding deconstruction 
and architecture: despite or perhaps because of the curators’ protest to the 
contrary, deconstructivist architecture had become a new style, and the 
exhibition, rather than presenting a radical new sensibility, was, in fact 
and like its precursor the International Style, a summing up of the past ten 

movement that was now near its end: “We began dealing with deconstruction 
about ten years ago,” said Wigley, when “the big issue was how do we apply 
deconstruction to architecture.” We entered the second phase when “we 
discovered that architecture held some secrets that weren’t fully accounted 
for by deconstructive theory” and when we went back to ask “what kind 
of architectural displacement, or displacement of traditional architecture 
was pregnant with Derridean theory.” In 1988, at the time of the exhibition, 
we had now moved into a third phase, which according to Wigley, was to 
displace deconstruction itself, and then perhaps even its colossal tower 

209 Mark Wigley, in discussion with the author via Skype, May 2014.
210 Martin Filler, “Philip Johnson: Deconstruction Worker,” 1.
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of interpretation—that is, to question “what objects can we construct that 
radically displace the kind of platitudes that we now associate with the all to 
familiar slick style know in American as deconstruction.” That the exhibition 
displaced deconstruction along with modernism and postmodernism belied 
the exhibition as a tactical strategy enacted through its polemics that fueled 
the press. With the symposium, such tactical ploys became palpable.

T H E  G E R A L D  D .  H I N E S  I N T E R E S T S  
A R C H I T E C T U R E  P R O G R A M

If Deconstructivist Architecture displaced the museum and deconstruction 
itself, it also had a greater effect within the Hines series, in which it was the 

(1985), 
Mario Botta (1987), Emilio Ambasz Steven Holl (1988–89), and Tadao Ando 
(1990). Deconstructivist Architecture represented not only a break in the 
series but was decidedly the least successful, although the most controversial 

postmodernism, and the power of Johnson to create a stir. 211 As Daralice 
Boles wrote under the apt title of “The Decon Seven: Dismantling a 
Movement,” “Curated by any other individual, including the several 
architects and journalists who claim to have discovered Deconstructivist 
Architecture before [Philip] Johnson and MoMA took it up, this modest show 
of ten projects by seven architects would have as little impact as, say, the 
other installments in the ongoing Gerald Hines series of architectural exhibits 
at MoMA.”212 
 , Mario Botta, Emilio Ambasz Steven 
Holl, and Tadao Ando proposed a rejection of modernism alongside its 
revitalization and coupled with a return to tradition and historicism, the 
vernacular or mythopoetic side of architecture coupled with modernist traits. 

a crisis of its attitude toward postmodern architecture. It could also be said 

of Drexler, Wrede, and Johnson. Paradoxically, while Deconstructivist 
Architecture received more reviews than any show in the Hines series, it 

211 Tina Di Carlo, “Exhibition 1489 and the Museum of Modern Art,” in “Exposer l’architecture,” 
ed. Léa-Catherine Szacka and Stéphanie Dadour, special issue, Cahiers du Musée national d’art 
moderne, no. 129 (Fall 2014).
212 Daralice D. Boles, “The Decon Seven: Dismantling a “Movement,” Progressive Architecture 
69, no.8 (August 1988): 25.
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Gerald D. Hines Interests Program, including from left to right: 
Leon Krier, Mario Botta, Deconstructivist Architecture, Emilio Ambasz and Steven 
Holl, and Tadao Ando. 
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Figs. 82-85. Installation views of  (top left) Mario Botta 
(bottom left), Emilio Ambasz and Steven Holl (top right), and Tadao Ando (bottom 
right). 
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also received the harshest, most negative reviews and did not travel, unlike 
the Botta show. 213 Moreover, while twenty works from nine projects from 
Botta were acquired into the collection at the time, only one work from 
Deconstructivist Architecture was acquired in 1988—Franky Gehry’s 
Familian House—reinforcing the idea that at the time Botta was perceived by 
Wrede to have been met with “great critical acclaim.”214

 Yet while Deconstructivist Architecture is often seen to have been a 
prophetic break within the series and to have ushered in a future direction, it 
could also be said that it harked back to earlier positions in the department, 
especially those established by Drexler, and thus be seen as both congruent 
and not with those historically associated with postmodern architecture. 
Wigley’s position was one in which a purist modernism was riddled with 
complexity. He also brought psychological overtones to architecture, often 
using clinical terms: parasite, infection, surgical, scar, a perfection infected 
with a monstrous imperfection, as critics noted at the time.215 Yet such 
principles could equally be described in the terms of complexity that Drexler 
discusses within Transformations in Modern Architecture (1979).216  
 By 1979, Drexler proposed that transformations in modern 
architecture had replaced “a supposedly coherent set of modernist codes . . . 
by a set of knowingly ambiguous, allusive and decidedly unstable and 
multivalent ones.”217 For Drexler, there was widespread, though by no 
means universal, feeling not only that the modern movement was over but 

213 Mario Botta was the only exhibition in the Hines series to travel. It showed at the San 
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, originally planned to run from August 20 through October 
4, 1987, but extended through October 17, 1987. It also showed at Rice University, in Hines’s 
native Houston, from March 3 to April 17, 1987. The cost of the exhibition to the SFMOMA 
was $10,000. Gerald D. Hines Interests, San Francisco, funded the San Francisco exhibition. 
Hines also sponsored the exhibition at Rice. Vicki Kendal (administrative assistant, Exhibition 
Program, Museum of Modern Art to Graham Beal (chief curator, SF MOMA), June 12, 1987, 
Exhibition 1435, Museum of Modern Art Archives. A press release issued by SF MOMA on July 
27, 1987, read: “Presentation of the exhibition at SF MOMA is made possible by a generous 
grant from the Gerald D. Hines Interests, San Francisco.” An August 20, 1987, memo from 
“Dick [Palmer] to Beal” indicates that the standard credit line format was changed, per Graham 
Beal’s request: “A representative of Hines, who is also on the museum’s board, felt that it 
sounded awkward to mention Hines twice as the organizing sponsor and the sponsor of the San 
Francisco showing as well.” Exhibition 1435, Museum of Modern Art Archives. 
214 Stuart Wrede to Dr. Ernando Garzoni (Bank of Gotthard), February 23, 1987, Exhibition 1435, 
Museum of Modern Art Archives.
215 See, in particular, Gill, “Deconstructivism.”
216 Robert Venturi, Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture (New York: Museum of 
Modern Art, 1967). Arthur Drexler, Transformations in Modern Architecture (New York: 
Museum of Modern Art, 1977).
217 Felicity Scott, Architecture or Techno-utopia: Politics after Modernism (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press, 2007), 60.
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exceptions.”218 Deconstructivist Architecture stylistically breaks from the 
Hines series while harking back to the modern and intellectual origins of the 
museum. Yet it carries forward the principles of complexity and pluralism, as 
promoted by Drexler. If, as Felicity Scott has argued, “questions concerning 
language, communication and meaning were important to Drexler’s 
thinking—bound up with the potentials of new technologies” and the forces 

toward the work of Tschumi, Eisenman, Gehry, Hadid, and Libeskind, whose 
work is situated at these intersection.

T H E  T R A N S L A T I O N  O F  A R C H I T E C T U R E

Ruminating on the collaboration between Derrida and Tschumi, Wigley 
observed,

The architect’s material is at once incorporated, rearranged, and 
extended, or rather, the essay inhabits the architect’s material; 
teasing, tasting but not judging. In no way presenting itself as 
criticism, the text, in a kind of strategic transference, assumes the 
form of what it describes. It both rehearses many of the architect’s 
arguments and literally begins to shape itself according to the 
spatial logic of the architectural design in order to articulate the 
somewhat uneasy relationship between a certain kind of thinking 
and a certain kind of space.219 

Describing the relation of text to architecture, such an analogy could be made 
between deconstructivist architecture and the exhibition Deconstructivist 
Architecture. Wigley’s method asserted a both/and, proposing that 
deconstructivist architecture is and is not part of the modern project, and the 
exhibition assumed the very form of the architecture and theoretical positions 
he was trying to describe. A paradoxical logic rehearses the very arguments 
of the exhibition, which in turn, inhabits the form of the architecture it 
proposes.
 Michael Hays comments on Wigley’s early essay: “‘The Translation 
of Architecture’ is one mark of an important moment in architecture theory, 
a moment when architecture was understood as, inter alia, a ways of 

218 Drexler, Transformations in Modern Architecture, 3.
219 Wigley, The Architecture of Deconstruction, xi.
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doing philosophy—not representing or illustrating philosophical concepts 
but rather thinking philosophical problems through architecture.”220 The 
paradoxical positions asserting that “there is nothing more architectural 
than deconstruction,” on the one hand, and that “there was nothing less,” 
on the other, allies Wigley with both positions. This paradoxical position 
he maintains as a curator of the exhibition itself, and it is evidenced in the 
catalogue essay, the wall text, and project descriptions. As Hays states, “that 
the philosophical problems are now architectural (ornament/structure) rather 
than linguistic (form/content) entails that questions of meaning give way 

which architecture and philosophy constantly appeal to one another for the 
ground they cannot generate out of their own internal economies.”221 It can 
be said that Deconstructivist Architecture, considered as an apparatus and 
as architecture, maintains this position. It was a way of thinking through 
the philosophical problem, the relation of deconstruction and architecture, 
through the exhibition itself as a ground of appeal to the institution of 
architecture. It was a discursive effect.

220 K. Michael Hays, ed., Architecture Theory since 1968 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1998), 
658.
221 Ibid.
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Fig. 86. “Decon Job,” review by Michael Sorkin, Village Voice, July 5, 1988.
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Chapter 5: Polemics

The media build-up for the exhibition was “long and relentless,” according 
to Patricia C. Philips in her November 1988 Artforum review.1 It propelled 
what the International Herald Tribune’s Benjamin Forgey termed a “galvanic 
exhibition” into the press for over a year.2 Thus, rather than ten weeks, 
it could be said that the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition, from 
conception to completion, endured for over a year, from late autumn 1987 
through January 1989. As Robert Janjigian observed in the pages of London-
based ID Magazine, “New York Times critic Paul Goldberger along with a 
host of Paul Goldberger ‘wannabes’ kept the presses running on this one.”3 
The spate of reviews eclipsed the installation itself.

“shorty” in the Village Voice on December 1, 1987, in the form of a blazing 
exposé and indictment surrounding the authorship and conception of the 
exhibition.4 Sorkin fed the rumors. According to him, the idea originated 
sometime in 1984 with “two young architects from Chicago, Paul Florian 
and Stephen Wierzbowski.”5 Philip Johnson had lifted the idea from Florian, 
Wierzbowski, and Aaron Betsky, who later joined them, and derived the title 
from Joseph Giovannini. The “cult” was enacted at the “boys-only dinner 
at—where else?—the Century Club where Johnson, alongside [John] Burgee, 
[Peter] Eisenman, [Frank] Gehry, Betsky, [Joseph] Giovannini, Peter Zweig 
and [Mark] Wigley, circulated ‘pad in hand,’ asking who was ‘in or out.’”6 
Claiming the exhibition was not just an assembly but an event, architect 
James Wines later quoted Sorkin’s candid summarization: the exhibition was 

1 Patricia C. Phillips, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” Artforum, November 1988.
2 Inter-
national Herald Tribune, July 2, 1988.
3  Robert Janjigian, “Deconstructive Architecture,” ID Magazine, September/October 1988.
4 Herbert Muschamp, “Ground Up,” Artforum, April 1988. Sorkin, “Cannon Fodder.”
5 Sorkin, “Cannon Fodder.”
6 Ibid.
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destined to result in “the reduction of an architecture of polemics, contention, 
and vitality to the necrophiliac realm of motif, the transmutation of research 
into fashion, the librarian of form from content so as to make it useful for 
appropriation by hacks.”7 In fact, Wines had a vested interest in the show: 
earlier that year he had written to Johnson no less than three times arguing for 

Wines, who had also authored a book called De-architecture (1988), saw 
the appropriation of deconstruction into architecture as “absurd.” His attack 
launched against Wigley and Wigley’s assumption that “SITE and Matta-
Clark’s work is strictly about crumbling buildings” Wines claimed was “as 

than an artist’s rendition of skinny, war-torn, people.”8

 A feature of Johnson in the New York Times entitled “36 Creative 
Artists Discuss Their New Works” followed Sorkin’s review on January 3, 
1988.9 The statement ran under a photograph of a Corbusier-style-spectacled 
Johnson leaning over his desk, looking directly into the camera with a photo 
of his Chippendale-topped AT&T building in the background to the left, one 
of Mies van der Rohe’s Seagram Building to the right, and a Rodchenko 
book in the foreground. The photo literally situated Johnson between 
modernism, postmodernism, and constructivism. “I am putting models 
and pictures together,” wrote Johnson, “for a show I am guest curating the 
Museum of Modern Art.” Describing it as featuring the work of about “10 
young architects . . . from all over the world” in which “Frank Gehry is the 

movement since 

in 1932, so I thought doing this show nearly 60 years later had a sort of 
amusing symmetry because it will be my last.”10 The point is that it is a 
“new direction, a new approach to building. It doesn’t look like anything—it 
doesn’t look post-modern or like eclecticism or historicism or like anything 
that’s happened. It is almost the opposite in many ways of the International 
Style that was all cubes and right angles. This is all diagonals, lines, arcs 
and warped planes. I believe still that eclecticism and historicism and 
contextualism are all important, but this is a very strong movement that needs 
recognition.”11 It was this symmetry with the International Style and the 

7 James Wines, “The Slippery Floor: America’s Preeminent De-Architect Talks about Philip 
Johnson, Gordon Matta-Clark and Deconstructivism,” Stroll, June 1988.
8 James Wines to Philip Johnson, March 25, 1988. Stuart Wrede to James Wines, April 11, 1988.
9 Philip Johnson, “36 Creative Artists Discuss Their New Works,” New York Times, January 3, 
1988.
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
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Fig. 87.  Philip Johnson in “36 Creative Artists Discuss Their New Works,” 
New York Times, January 5, 1988.
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proclamation of new a movement that Johnson and Wigley would likewise 
refute in the wall text, catalogue, press releases, and subsequent interviews.
 By the time of the March 26, 1988, conference at the Tate Gallery, 
“deconstruction and architecture” were “already in the air,” and by June 
“the exhibition had already sparked controversy and debate,” posing two 
separate fundamental questions: what deconstruction was and what, if 
anything, was its relation to architecture.12 By November, Catherine Ingraham 
claimed that it was an appeal to “formalist virtuosity—the manipulation 
of form rather than an inquiry into assumptions about form” that made the 
show antithetical to “the critical projects that deconstruction spells out for 
architecture.”13 In November and December of the same year, there were 
still reviews in the press of the catalogue. The ripple effects continued 
into 1989, 1995, and 1999. Prominent critics such as Paul Goldberger and 
Herbert Muschamp returned to the exhibition as a reference in their columns 
in the New York Times 14 It appears in 
Goldberger’s review of Emilio Ambasz and Steven Holl in January of 1989 
and Muschamp’s review of Terence Riley’s Light Construction of 1995 and 
his Un-private House of1999. As Janjigian noted in November 1988, “If the 
importance of a museum show is measured by how much ink is spilled on 
its behalf, then the Museum of Modern Art’s Deconstructivist Architecture 
exhibition . . . could be considered a monumental achievement indeed.”15 
 From the 175 attendees at the media preview, the exhibition 
received more than one hundred reviews in print.16 Of these, approximately 

12 Andreas C. Papadakis, ed., Deconstruction in Architecture (London: Architectural Design, 
1988), published as part of Architectural Design 58, no. 3–4 (1988) and originally conceived by 
Charles Jencks.. Sylvia Lavin, “Viewpoint,” Interiors 148, no. 11 (June 1988): 17.
13 Catherine Ingraham, “Milking Deconstruction or Cow Was the Show?” Inland Architect 32, 
no. 5 (September–October 1988): 61.
14 Herbert Muschamp, “Architecture Review: Buildings that Hide and Reveal,” New York Times, 
September 22, 1985.
15 Janjigian, “Deconstructive Architecture.”
16 While the museum’s extensive publicity report included more than a hundred articles, 

approximately one-third of these articles. This might imply, among other things, that 60 
percent of the articles that surrounded Deconstructivist Architecture were “lost,” save within 
the archives of the museum. In other words, the way in which the museum has historicized 
the exhibition is disproportionate to the way it was perceived outside the museum. It may 
also indicate that much of the press coverage, over 60 percent, took place within the popular 
press and local and international newspapers that are not chronicled in such databases. Several 
articles were also overlooked within the museum’s report: among them, early articles by 
Joseph Giovannini surrounding the origins of the title, as well as several articles published in 
international periodicals, including Spain, Sweden, Japan and Finland. Nevertheless, searches on 
deconstructivism and deconstruction and architecture do reveal substantial press on the general 
topic pre- and postdating the exhibition.a
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90 percent appeared in the national press, and 10 percent appeared in Italy, 
Germany, Spain, Russia, Israel, China, Japan, Finland, and the Soviet Union, 
among others. Publications ranged from House & Garden to Vogue, Vanity 
Fair, Artforum, Interview, New York, the New Yorker, Elle, Architecture, 
Newsweek, US News & World Report, the New York Times, and the New York 
Post and reached various, particularly American publics. Often the same 
periodical or newspaper covered the exhibition multiple times: Interiors, for 
example, published three articles, in June, August, and October; Artforum 
ran articles in April and November; Architecture ran three articles, two in 
June and one in October, as did Architectural Record, topping the list with 
four articles in May, July, August, and October. The New York Times ran over 
six articles, including the feature of Johnson in January, a review by Paul 
Goldberger in June (reprinted in Daily Commerce, Los Angeles, on July 4), 
and six articles by Giovannini, two of which ran in February and June, along 
with the 1990 editorial that claimed proprietorship of the term.17 The Village 
Voice reran Sorkin’s initial December 1987 indictment in July 1988, just a 
week after the exhibition opened. The same article was reprinted in April in 
Interiors and published in Austria in Umbiss. Often the same writer covered 
the exhibition multiple times: Goldberger wrote on the exhibition three times, 
as did Sorkin, Philips, and Victoria Geibel. Wines and Muschamp, along with 
others, covered it twice. Writers quoted one another, often citing the harshest 

Hilton Kramer’s in the New Republic. Geibel, Ingraham, and Wines, as well 

that claimed authorship and his early article in Architectural Digest, which is 
not part of the museum’s comprehensive publicity report. Magazines paired 
articles that were seemingly polemical. In June, for example, Stroll published 
a March 7 interview with Johnson by Phillips. The subtitle, “America’s 
Preeminent Architect Talks about His Career, His Vision and His Upcoming 
Exhibition at MoMA,” had a response: the “Slippery Floor,” by Wines, who 
was, according to the subtitle, “America’s Preeminent De-Architect” talking 
“about Philip Johnson, Gordon Matta-Clark and Deconstructivism.”18 Stroll 
and its focus on the “deconstructivist show” was in turn featured by Carol 
Vogel in the July New York Times magazine. William Wilson, who reviewed 
the show for the Los Angeles Times in a column that, according to Jeanne 
Collins, then director of public information, would circulate internationally, 
gave the exhibition one of the harshest reviews. The article was reprinted in 

17  Joseph Giovannini, “On Deconstructivism,” letter to the Home Section, Home & Garden, New 
York Times, June 7, 1990.
18 James Wines, “The Slippery Floor: America’s Preeminent De-Architect,” Stroll, June 1988.
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the Miami Herald. 
  “While most of us were simply trying to stay cool this summer,” 
Paul Gapp reminded Chicago, “or enjoy our vacation, or laugh at the 
campaign malarkey of presidential candidates, a considerable number of 
America’s architects were working themselves into a lather over something 
called deconstructivism. . . . 
York’s elite,” resulting in, according to Ingraham, “the proliferation 
of embarrassing references to ‘deconstructivism’ in every fashion 
magazine, cocktail party, and trendy gathering in the American world.”19 
Deconstructivism, it seemed, had become vogue.

H Y P E  A N D  O U T R A G E

Much of “the hype preceded its arrival,” the New Yorker’s Brendan 
Gill observed after the exhibition’s close in September 1988. 20 “In a 
rush to record this season’s architectural fashion, preview reviews of 
‘Deconstructivist Architecture’” had, according to Progressive Architecture’s 
Daralice Boles, “appeared in fashion magazines, newspapers, and even some 
architectural journals weeks or months before the show opened in June at the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York.”21 In addition to the press, there was 
gossip and interest in academic circles: Lynn Nesmith quotes Sorkin who, 
among several others, quotes Eisenman who, during a lecture at Columbia 
University, heralded “the upcoming exhibition as the most important event 
since the 1932 International Style show.”22 According to Gill, the gossip was 
that the “show would be as radical in its implications as the famous show of 
modern architecture held at MOMA in 1932.”23 What Goldberger would later 
describe as “the museum’s much-vaunted and quickly forgotten” exhibition 
became, according to the Boston Globe’s Robert Campbell, “one of the most 

19 Paul Gapp, “Fractured Design: Deconstructivism Flap Tries To Come To Terms,” Chicago 
Tribune, September 25, 1988. Ingraham, “Milking Deconstruction or Cow Was the Show,” 62.
20 Brendan Gill, “Deconstructivism,” New Yorker, September 5, 1988. In fact, 30 percent of the 
press predated the exhibition, 30 percent ran during the installation, and 30 percent postdated the 
show.
21 Daralice D. Boles, “The Decon Seven: Dismantling a ‘Movement,’” Progressive Architecture 
69, no. 8 (August 1988): 25.
22 Lynn Nesmith, “Deconstructivist Architecture Show to Open at MoMA Late This Month,” 
Architecture 77, no. 6 (June 1988): 26. Michael Sorkin, “Philip Johnson’s MOMA Hustle,” 
Viewpoint, Interiors 147, no. 9 (April 1988): 30.
23 Gill, “Deconstructivism.”
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talked about, most dreaded architecture shows in many years:”24 
  “To hear all the shrieking going on over Johnson’s show . . . you’d 
think that garlic cloves would be dangling from every neck that ever bent 
over a drawing board,” Muschamp mused in his April 1988 Artforum 
column.25 At issue, according to Roger Kimball from Architectural Record, 
were “rumors and rivalries, the clashing egos, the reputation mongering, 
the unbecoming jealousies and betrayals that attended the exhibition’s 
organization, its contents, even the selection of its title.”26 Muschamp 
quotes Sorkin to explain that “people are outraged that Johnson, a trustee 
of the Modern, apparently got the idea from interviewing a prospective 
candidate for the director’s job at the museum’s department of Architecture 
and Design.”27 A lot of people are “shocked” and “outraged” that “the 
museum doesn’t care how bad this looks—as an abuse of power, intellectual 
shoddiness, and the subjection of work of strong conviction to the curatorial 
whim of an architect without moral or esthetic ideals.”28 Moreover, it was 
scandalous that architects such as Daniel Libeskind, Zaha Hadid, and Coop 
Himmelblau would agree to participate under such circumstances. “We know 
how Johnson operates,” said Muschamp. Johnson had “long ago decided that 
he could get more mileage out of being bad. Our outrage only fuels him.”29 At 
that time, according to Geibel, a show gained “the much needed momentum 
from savvy marketing. . . . Johnson’s name is a sure attention getter.”30 In 
short, Johnson’s antics fueled the press.
 Johnson’s passion did not “preclude promotion,” he told Calvin 
Tomkins in a 1977 New Yorker 

world view turns at right angels. It took me years to get across the idea of 
the International Style. Now the whole switch happens from one year to 
the next.” Yet, he acknowledged, the media as a force was “as potentially 
unpredictable as he was.”31 According to Interview’s Martin Filler, with the 
exception of a few “sycophantic journalists with close ties to the New York 

24 Paul Goldberger, “Two Architects Who Tap into Our Deepest Moods,” Architecture View, 
New York Times, February 12, 1989. Robert Campbell, “The Dreaded Deconstructivists,” Boston 
Globe, June 28, 1988.
25 Muschamp, “Ground Up.”
26 Roger Kimball, “Philip Johnson’s Revenge,” Architectural Record 176, no. 8 (August 1988): 
53.
27 Muschamp, “Ground Up.”
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 Victoria Geibel, “The Unbearable Lightness’ of Philip Johnson,” Metropolis 7, no. 10 (June 
1988): 27.
31 Ibid. Nayana Currimbhoy, “Books,” Interiors, October 1988.
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power establishment” Johnson had been taken to task in the media with 
“increasing frequency, since the unveiling of the startling, pedimented ATT 
building scheme in 1979.”32 Despite what seemed to many, in Filler’s words, 

building, Johnson/Burgee’s “cynical, confused . . . freewheeling eclecticism” 
from one project to the next and “symbolic . . . debased architectural attitudes 
mirroring a similar corruption of social values in the nation at large,” they 
were the most “sought after skyscraper architects in the US”33 in the early 
1980s. Johnson is a “star if ever there was one,” Gill concluded. “Having 
spent a long lifetime sassing his critics and being sassed back, he will no 

34 The reviews, however, were relentless. 

I M M E D I A T E  R E C E P T I O N

When “Deconstructivism, architecture’s new wave, washed up on the 
shores of the Museum of Modern Art,” Sam Hall Kaplan told Los Angeles, 

two. And as such detritus tends to do after a few weeks, it smells.”35 The 
“much ballyhooed” exhibition, for Geibel, received, according to Gill, a 
“savaging in the press.”36 The general reviews were exceptionally harsh, 
“so harsh in fact,” that, for Gill, “even the Broadway euphemism mixed 
reviews would amount to an overly benign summary.”37 It was arguably 
“very small—only two rooms,”38

of Architecture, indeed a “meager exhibition” with, according to Kimball, 
a “handful of models and plans.”39 The Wall Street Journal’s Ellen Posner 
found it “small, unglamorous.”40 Kramer called it a “mouse” of a show, 
deriding it as “twerpy”41 in his headline for the New Republic, a term that 

32 Martin Filler, “Philip Johnson: Deconstruction Worker,” Interview, May 1988.
33 Ibid.
34 Gill, “Deconstructivism.”
35 Sam Hall Kaplan, “Architecture as Sculptural Objects,” Los Angeles Times, July 24, 1988.
36 Geibel, “‘The Unbearable Lightness’ of Philip Johnson,” 24. Gill, “Deconstructivism.”
37 Gill, “Deconstructivism.” Of over one hundred reviews it received, 20 percent lauded it, 80 
percent panned it or took it to task, either for Johnson’s politics, for its theoretical position, or 
for both, and 20 percent  saw it as incidental. Hilton Kramer, Ingraham, Gill, and Wilson, among 
others, are emblematic of those in both the popular and architectural press that took it to task.
38 Michael Crosbie, “Deconstructivist Show Opens, Generates Unheated Summer Symposium,” 
Architecture 77, no. 8 (August 1988): 28.
39 Kimball, “Philip Johnson’s Revenge,” 53.
40 Ellen Posner, “Deconstructive Criticism,” Wall Street Journal, July 18, 1988.
41 Hilton Kramer, “Twerpy MoMA Architecture Show Another Nihilist Stunt by Johnson,” New 
York Observer, July 4–11, 1988.
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Gill picked up, cited, and seconded, claiming that the “twerpy, little show” 
42 

And referring to the “big megillah,” Wilson wondered, “What’s all the fuss 
about?” It was, according to him, like being in a “family argument,” nothing 
more “risible, confusing and silly. . . . It scarcely seems to warrant the 
agitated ink that is being spilled over it—just three quiet galleries.”43 While 
on the one hand, Eisenman and those who quoted him circulated the idea 
that Deconstructivist Architecture
years, on the other, critics such as Gill saw it fading as fast as it had come: 
“If museum exhibitions followed the practice of Broadway,” wrote Gill, 
Deconstructivist Architecture “would have closed within a few days of its 
opening last June.”44

 There were still others, such as Vogue’s Peter Lemos, who found 
the exhibition delightful and “edgy.”45 Gill described Bernard Tschumi’s 
work as “lighthearted” and “playful.” Such reactions countered the emotions 
of “terror” that a “dismembered, decomposed, and of course, distorted” 
Deconstructivist Architecture was supposed to arouse, according to Gill. 46  
Goldberger, while acknowledging that the show was small, likewise found 
it “visually spectacular, densely packed with models that seems as much 
to startle the eye as engage it.”47 Comments from the general public were 
also telling. Jeffrey Scott Penn, for example, in an editorial to Architectural 
Record
“disturbed,” and “more humane.”48 Still others, such as Carter Wiseman 
for New York magazine, noted that “the spirit of chic disarray could be 
sensed in a crop of exhibitions”: “Present Tension: 25 Years of Irreverence 
in Architecture” at the Clock Tower and the “summer extravaganza” on 
Gehry at the Whitney Museum.49 Gehry, Gill said, was a “minor presence” 
at MoMA and his “gifts” were “far more impressively on display” at the 
Whitney.50 
 

42 Gill, “Deconstructivism.”
43 William Wilson, “Debating Pros and Cons of the Deconstructivists,” Los Angeles Times, June 
25, 1988. Reprinted in the Miami Herald, July 3, 1988.
44 Gill, “Deconstructivism.”
45 Peter Lemos, “Room with a Viewpoint: Seven Architects in Search of a New Modernism,” 
Vogue, June 1988. 
46 Gill, “Deconstructivism.”
47 Paul Goldberger, “Theories as the Building Blocks for a New Style,” Architecture View, New 
York Times, June 26, 1988. Reprinted in Daily Commerce, Los Angeles, July 4, 1988.
48 Jeffrey Scott Penn, note to the editor, Architectural Record, October 1988.
49 Carter Wiseman, “The New Look,” New York Magazine, June 13, 1988.
50 Gill, “Deconstructivism.”
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 Still others, such as Sorkin, saw more apt illustrations of 
deconstructivism that also belied a politics at work: Gordon Matta-Clark’s 
Splitting (1974), for example, was paired with an installation photo of 
Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette model in Sorkin’s “Decon Job” article, which 
ran on July 5 in the Village Voice.51 “Matta-Clark’s memory looms over 

52 
This same image of Matta-Clarks’s Splitting appears in the Village Voice 
with the caption “Decon no” and likewise appears in Wigley’s essay in the 
exhibition catalogue to illustrate what Decon is not. Sorkin writes in favor 
of Matta-Clark’s work, claiming that it “was a genuinely radical critique of 
architecture, not simply an effort to invent or appropriate a formal language 
merely connotative of instability.”53 Wigley’s point was, however, that “any 
provocative architectural design that appears to take structure apart . . . 
the simple breaking of an object” has been hailed as “deconstructive.”54 
According to Sorkin, Matta-Clark’s omission was more political: Eisenman 
had suppressed Matta-Clark’s participation in the 1976 “Idea as Model” show 
after Matta-Clark “arrived with a set of photographs of housing projects in 

every pane in the exhibition room.”55 
 Others, such as Giovannini and Gapp, pointed toward unknown or 
ignored names and projects such as Helmut Jahn’s State of Illinois Center in 
Chicago, Tomas Leeser’s Gold Bar in the East Village, or Margaret Helfand, 
who designed a Jennifer Reed fashion show.56 And still others, such as 
Ingraham, found that the exhibition was a “secret of political yearnings . . . 
gathered under a vague rubric” and that “the aura of production was a 
mélange of pretty distasteful political desires—none of which qualify as 
radical or even interesting.”57 There were still others, such as Muschamp, who 
were resigned to what were perceived as Johnson’s antics. Likening him to a 

older than the rocks among which he sits—Muschamp wrote that Johnson 

51 Michael Sorkin, “Decon Job,” Village Voice, July 5, 1988. The installation photo that appeared 
in this article is only one of two that was published on the occasion of the show. Judging from 
the angle, it was not taken by MoMA. 
52 Michael Sorkin, “Decon Job.”
53 Ibid.
54 Mark Wigley, “Deconstructive Architecture,” in Deconstructivist Architecture, ed. Philip 
Johnson and Mark Wigley (Boston: Little, Brown, 1988), 11. 
55 Sorkin, “Decon Job.”
56 Paul Gapp, “Fractured Design: Deconstructivism Flap Tries To Come To Terms,” Chicago 
Tribune, September 25, 1988. Joseph Giovannini, “The Limit of Chaos Tempts a New School of 
Architects,” New York Times, February 4, 1988.
57 Ingraham, “Milking Deconstruction or Cow Was the Show,” 62–63.
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“has been dead many times and learned the secrets of the grave. It’s going to 
be a great show, the best architecture show MoMA has done in years, so why 
fuss? . . . Give the guy a break, he is 81 years old.”58

I S S U E S  A N D  H E A D L I N E S 

Of the articles that were published on the exhibition, the headlines were 
constituted by, and constituted, the plethora of issues surrounding the 
exhibition: “Canon Fodder,” Sorkin’s December 1987 Village Voice article 
on the “scandal of appropriation,” which was reprinted as “Philip Johnson’s 
MoMA’s Hustle” in Interiors, spoke to the imminent canonization of the 
exhibition due to the power of the institution and the man, alongside its 
explosive politics and questionable ethics.59 “36 Creative Artists,” which ran 
shortly thereafter in the New York Times
fed, Johnson’s power as a star curator and artist to coin a movement, given 
the “symmetry to his 1932 International Style” exhibition.60 Its timing might 
also suggest a potential alliance between power structures. The tongue-
and-cheek “Break-Up at the Modern,” which ran in the New York Post, and 
“The Greatest Show Unearthed” captured the stir the show was causing. 61 

Likewise, the question of a shift—the death of an old movement alongside 
the heralding of a new—was claimed, or at least queried in articles such as 
House and Garden’s “The Revolution of 88? Postmodernism is Passé”62 and 
Progressive Architecture’s “The Decon Seven: Dismantling a Movement.”63 
Each made, as Peter Blake’s title would suggest in Interior Design, “the 
case against postmodernism.”64 In the case of House and Garden, a double 
entendre both heralded a shift and drew a connection to the revolutionary 
nature of the Russian avant-garde. In Germany and Spain, a similar stance 
was provoked in the pages of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung under 
a headline that read, “The Glorious Seven: The Museum of Modern Art 

58 Muschamp, “Ground Up.”
59 Ingraham, “Milking Deconstruction or Cow Was the Show,” 62.
60 Johnson, “36 Creative Artists Discuss Their New Works,” New York Times, January 3, 1988.
61 Carter B. Horsley, “Break-Up at the Modern,” New York Post, June 23, 1988. Patricia C. 
Phillips, “The Greatest Show Unearthed,” Stroll, June 1, 1988.
62 Charles Gandee, “The Revolution of ’88?: Postmodernism Is Passé According to an Upcoming 
Exhibition at MOMA,” House & Garden 160, no. 5 (May 1988): 37.
63 Daralice D. Boles, “The Decon Seven: Dismantling a ‘Movement,’” Progressive Architecture 
69, no. 8 (August 1988): 25.
64 Peter Blake, “The Case against Postmodernism,” Interior Design 59, no. 1 (January 1988). 
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Celebrates a New Building Epoch.”65 Whether the exhibition was “a new 
twist on architecture,” a “new architectural -ism that lets part fall whereever,” 
“the new look,” or a new fashion in the guise “Theories as the Building 
Blocks for a New Style” was debated in the headlines of US News and 
World Report, Exponent, the San Diego Union, New York Magazine, and the 
New York Times.66 Fashion, or style, was at issue, as Peter Schjeldahl wrote 
in 7 Days. Projects ranging from “cold structural analysis to crackbrained 
fantasy” had been selected and repackaged as a “global smorgasbord of with-
it sensibility.”67 What was going on there, according to Schjeldahl, “was the 
soft well of exciting new ‘Hemlines for Skylines.’” Deconstructivism had 
become a style.
 Titles such as Douglas Davis’s “Slaying the Neo-modern Dragon,” 
in Art in America, and “Room with a Viewpoint: Seven Architects in Search 
of a New Modernism,” in Vogue, raised the question of modern origins in 
both architectural and popular circles;68 while others such as “The Limits 
of Chaos Tempts A New School of Architecture,” by Giovannini in the 
“Home & Garden” section of the New York Times, and “Function Follows 
Deformation” in Design Book Review, raised the issue of, if not its demise, 
then its rethinking.69 Other articles drew on the supposed reference to the 
term deconstruction: “The Agents of Instability,” “The Center Cannot 
Hold,” “Deconstructing Deconstruction,” “Deconstructing Deconstructivism 
Deconstructing Deconstruction,” “The Leaning Tower of Theory,” “The 
Slippery Floor,” “Deconstructing Architecture: And the Walls Came Tumblin’ 
Down,” and “Milking Deconstruction or Cow Was the Show” all pointed to a 
theory that questioned the stability of modern ideology or referred to a literal 

65 Michael Monninger, “Die glorreichen Sieben: Das Museum of Modern Art feiert eine neue 
Bauepoche,” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, August 2, 1988.
66 Miriam Horn, “A New Twist on Architecture,” US News and World Report, July 18, 1988. 
Kay Kaiser, “New Architectural ‘Ism’ Lets Parts Fall Wherever,” Bozeman (MT) Exponent, April 
7, 1988. Carter Wiseman, “The New Look,” New York Magazine, June 13, 1988. Goldberger, 
“Theories as the Building Blocks for a New Style.” 
67 Peter Schjeldahl, “Hemlines for Skylines,” 7 Days, August 24, 1988.
68 Douglas Davis, “Slaying the Neo-modern Dragon,” Architecture, Art in America 77, no. 1 
(Jan 1989): 43–49. Peter Lemos, “Room with a Viewpoint: Seven Architects in Search of a New 
Modernism,” Vogue, June 1988.
69 Joseph Giovannini, “The Limits of Chaos aTempts a New School of Architects.” Raymond W. 
Gastil, “Function Follows Deformation,” Design Book Review, no. 15 (September–November 
1988): 65–66.
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translation of destruction as demolition. 70 
 Still others, such as the Boston Globe’s “The Dreaded 
Deconstructivists” and the International Herald Tribune’s “Vengeful 

brought with it a sense of “unease” and “discomfort,” what Gill derided as 
onomatopoetic waxing or “agglutinative alliterations” of a psychoanalyst 
that had architecture “lying immobile . . . on [the] couch.”71 Such clinical 
and psychological plays on Wigley’s theoretical position were complimented 
by others such as “Decon’s Repressed Texts,” featured in Progressive 
Architecture.72 
 Others referenced the term while alluding to, or playing on, the social 
politics, power, and what were perceived as Johnson’s pranks or stunts. 
“Philip Johnson’s Coda: The Architecture of Angst,” “Philip Johnson: 
Deconstruction Worker,” “‘The Unbearable Lightness’ of Philip Johnson,” 
“Decon Job,” “Philip Johnson’s MoMA Hustle,” “Debating Pros and Cons 

Show Another Nihilist Stunt by Johnson” all stand as cases in point.73 Still 
other titles alluded to modernist origins, pranks, antics, and the perhaps 
pivotal effects of the show, namely: Newsweek’s “From Bauhaus to Fun 
House,” the San Diego Union’s “Building Houses of Cards,” Architectural 
Record’s “Improprieties of the Deconstructivist,” and Artforum’s “Ground 
Up.”74 Still others, such as “Artful Architecture,” 75 alluded to a connection 

70 Raymond W. Gastil, “The Agents of Instability,” Blueprint, no. 50 (September 1988): 74–75. 
City Week, July 11, 1988. Steven Holt and Michael 

McDonough, “Deconstructing Deconstruction,” Art News 87, no. 6 (June 1988): 79–80. Jane 
Dodds, “Deconstructing Deconstructivism Deconstructing Deconstruction,” Stroll, June 1988. 
Herbert Muschamp, “The Leaning Tower of Theory,” New Republic, August 29, 1988. James 
Wines, “The Slippery Floor: Deconstructivist Architecture at the Museum of Modern Art,” 
Platform, Interiors, August 1988. Mark Woodruff, “Deconstructing Architecture: And the Walls 
Came Tumblin’ Down,” Taxi, July 1988. Catherine Ingraham, “Milking Deconstruction or Cow 
Was the Show,” 61–65.
71 Gill, “Deconstructivism.” 
72 Thomas Fisher, “Decon’s Repressed Texts,” Progressive Architecture, December 1988.
73 Ziva Freiman, “Philip Johnson’s Coda: The Architecture of Angst,” Metropolitan Home, April 
1988. Filler, “Philip Johnson: Deconstruction Worker.” Geibel, “‘The Unbearable Lightness’ of 
Philip Johnson,” 24, 27. Sorkin, “Cannon Fodder.” Sorkin, “Philip Johnson’s MOMA Hustle,” 
28, 30, 32. Wilson, “Debating Pros and Cons of the Deconstructivists.” Kramer, “Twerpy MoMA 
Architecture Show.”
74 Cathleen McGuigan, “From Bauhaus to Fun House,” Newsweek, July 11, 1988. Kay Kaiser, 
“Building Houses of Cards: The Word Now Is ‘Deconstructivism,’” San Diego Union, February 
28, 1988. James Russell, “Improprieties of the Deconstructivist: An Interview with Mark 
Wigley,” Architectural Record 176, no. 8 (July 1988): 33–35.
75 “Artful Architecture,” , July 1988.
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between art and architecture. Two titles mentioned politics. One ran in the 
China Daily: “Show displays building ‘chaotic as life’” read the headline.76 
The other was “A Salute to Disorder: Deconstructivism Rooted in Politics,” 
which ran in the Boston Business Journal.77 Another by Goldberger 
ruminated on politics, but it ran after the show closed and, though it 
mentioned deconstructivism, it did not mention the exhibition in title.78 
Finally there were still others, such as Blake’s “Star Wars at MoMA, that 
alluded to the impending “starchitect culture”79

 The museum’s publicity report focused on American coverage and 
included far fewer international reviews, such as those from Israel, China, 
Germany, and France. There was also coverage in Finland, Germany, Spain, 
and Italy. Titles conveyed similar sentiments: “Down with Postmodernism, 
Live Deconstructivism,” wrote Alberto Saldarriaga for Proa in Spain; 
Connaissance des Arts was “Rethinking Tradition”; Modo in Italy claimed 
“Deconstructivist Architecture, as Dynamite against Dogma,” publishing 
an interview in English with Wigley; and Arquitectura was “At the End of 
the Line.”80 Nonetheless, international coverage was less substantial than in 
America, although deconstructivism was at issue.
 In sum, the issues problematized by the exhibition were endlessly 

historical and philosophical questions: Was Deconstructivist Architecture 
the end of postmodernism? Did it posit a new movement, a new style, a 
new ism, or was it simply a continuation of modernism? Was it new at 
all? Could a movement be claimed now? What, if any, was the relation to 
Russian constructivism and the literary movement of deconstruction? Was 
the exhibition the reduction of a philosophical idea to a formal position? Did 
this belie an apolitical position? Was there a formal relationship between 

76

was tied to the local, national, and international circulation. Features in the New York Times, 
Vogue, Vanity Fair, the New Yorker, the LA Times, Boston Globe, Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung, Newsweek, US News and World Report, and Interview, all of which proclaimed the 

Architectural Record 
and Progressive Architecture, insofar as they reached a broader public.
77 Lawrence Bluestone, “A Salute to Disorder: Deconstructivism Rooted in Politics,” Boston 
Business Journal, August 15, 1988.
78 Paul Goldberger, “80’s Design: Wallowing in Opulence and Luxury,” Architecture Review, 
New York Times, November 13, 1988. 
79 Peter Blake, “Stars Wars at MoMA,” Interior Design 59, no. 11 (August 1988): 221–223
80 Alberto Saldarriaga, “Abajo el postmodernismo, viva el deconstructivismo,” Proa, no. 374 
(August 1988): 49–50. Phillip Jodidio, “Repenser la tradition,” Connaissance des arts, no. 437–
438 (July–August 1988): 8–9. Luca Neri, “Dinamite contro il dogma del progetto: Archittettura 
decostruttivista,” Modo
línea,” Arquitectura 69, no. 270 (January–February 1988): 92–104.
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the architects, or between deconstructivism and constructivism? Such 
questions were exacerbated by others: What was the relationship to Johnson’s 
International Style show? How did Johnson’s personal politics inform the 
exhibition? Did he steal the idea? Did it matter? Was this a stunt that spoke 
to the money and power of the man and the institution? Was, as Schjeldahl 
put it, the subject matter lifted “from the mud of money and power where 

81 There 
were underlying, less overt issues that would be teased out beneath the 
headlines: Was it an American movement? Was it male dominated, in which 
Rosalind Krauss was at the symposium “a self-described American abroad on 

trade.”82 And there were still other issues seemingly absent from the headlines 
and the reviews—namely, the import and status of the installation itself. 
 While the headlines pointed to the myriad polemics surrounding 

called the “lexical alchemy” of Giovannini’s title and second, the “power-
brokering” Johnson. It could be further said that Johnson exacerbated, if not 
preempted, the former.

P H I L I P  J O H N S O N ’ S  M O M A  H U S T L E 

If the exhibition was contentious, it seemingly came down to two factors: 
Johnson’s pranks and stunts, which included the politics surrounding the 
selection of who was in and who was out, the scandal of authorship, and 
the more historical question of whether in fact deconstructivism was a new 
movement—a question problematized by Johnson’s personal and professional 
history both within the museum and as an architect. The perceived symmetry 
to the International Style show was palpable and catalytic.
 “Why is everyone so interested in this?” asked Johnson, as Posner 
quoted him. “Part of the answer,” she responds, “is Mr. Johnson himself. 
There is simply no one better at stirring things up, creating controversy, 
or making people angry in the world of architecture.”83 The controversy 
“had little to do with what was on view and more to do with . . . Johnson’s 
decision to mount the exhibition and the means by which it was mounted,” 
wrote Janjigian.84 Johnson was the veritable “pope of American architecture, 

81 Schjeldahl, “Hemlines for Skylines.” 
82 Crosbie, “Deconstructivist Show Opens, Generates Unheated Summer Symposium,” 28.
83 Posner, “Deconstructive Criticism.”
84 Janjigian, “Deconstructive Architecture.”
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with a time-proven knack for setting its agenda”—its “grand doyen.” 85 As 
an “eminent architect and eminent grise,” Johnson was, according to Geibel, 
“the architecture world’s most famous provocateur setting up styles only to 
unsettle them all when the pace gets too predictable.”86 Johnson downplayed 
his role, however: “I am not a Pied Piper. I am not a leader,” he told Geibel. 

If they want to believe I’m the dean of American architecture, how perfectly 
absurd. I am the oldest. But by no means am I a dean.”87 Yet according to 
Wilson, the architecture community was “abuzz because of its organizer, 
Philip Johnson,” who had been regarded for decades “as the single most 

88 
 The physical installation, while a catalyst in theory, became incidental 
to the exhibition’s catalytic effect, as did the content, according to Kramer: 
“It isn’t, however, what’s in the show that makes it an event of interest. . . . 
It is because of the way it illuminates the shifting and cynical politics of the 
architectural professions that the show is so remarkable, and in this respect 
the real star of the show is its titular curator, the ominous and ubiquitous 
Philip Johnson.” Moreover, if it were not for “the celebrity and clout of 
Mr. Johnson, ‘Deconstructivist Architecture’ would never have been shown 
at MoMA, and the joke is that he can hardly be said to believe in the stuff 
himself.” After which Kramer concludes, “The real curator of the show is 
Wigley”89—the New Zealander who was Johnson’s “eager assistant and 
propagandist,”90 according to Schjeldahl. These shifting social politics 
dominated the exhibition.
 Newsweeks’s Cathleen McGuigan, Muschamp, Filler, alongside 
Johnson all said that this exhibition “nicely bookends” Johnson’s “long, 
trend-spotting career.”91 “The octgogenarian architect considers it his 
curatorial coda,” said Ziva Freidman, for whom if Deconstructivist 
Architecture had any of the impact of the International Style show, it would 
be “an eye-opener providing food for thought, fodder for hacks and fuel for 
heated debate.”92 Johnson again downplayed its effect, insisting, according 
to Wilson, that he was” just plain fascinated by the aesthetic bite of the 

85 Freiman, “Philip Johnson’s Coda: The Architecture of Angst.”
86 Victoria Geibel, “Design and Dissent,” Elle, June 1988.
87 Ibid.
88 Wilson, “Debating Pros and Cons of the Deconstructivists.”
89 Kramer, “Twerpy MoMA Architecture Show.”
90 Schjeldahl, “Hemlines for Skylines.” 
91 McGuigan, “From Bauhaus to Fun House.” Muschamp, “Ground Up.” Filler, “Philip Johnson: 
Deconstruction Worker.” Johnson, “36 Creative Artists Discuss Their New Works.”
92 Freiman, “Philip Johnson’s Coda.”
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Decons . . . and their resemblance to the Russian Constructivists.”93 Yet his 
authorial role and formal position polemicized the event. 
  “The exhibition had aroused great anticipation,” Filler tells us in 
Interview, “not only because of its symmetrical relation to the landmark event 
that began Johnson’s career, but also because of the controversy surrounding 
the genesis of the new show” and the charge that “Johnson stole the concept 
for the show from them. Johnson maintains the idea was as much ‘in the 
air’ as the architecture itself.”94 Wines said the exhibition came down to a 
personal politics, served by some of the most  “specious rationales” and “self-
serving political interests.”95 Schjeldahl thought the “chutzpah” of the show 
was “astonishing for even Johnson—the last of the lyrically cynical, cultural 
mulching giants.”96 Still there were those, such as Thomas Hine of the 
Philadelphia Inquirer, who saw that, beyond his “all important patronage,” 
Johnson’s role in the exhibition as “quite modest.”97 McGuigan said, in the 
pages of Newsweek, which was at the time the second-largest news weekly 
magazine in the United States, that it was “an irrelevant point” whether 
Johnson had lifted the idea or not.98 The accusations of theft again merely 
fueled the press. 
 In any case, these accusations of “theft [left] Johnson, as outwardly 
unperturbed as the parallel claims that his architecture itself has been no 
less derivative at every point during his 45 years of professional practice 
since graduating from the Harvard Graduate School of Design in 1943,”99 
according to Filler. Geibel calls Johnson “a thunderbolt piloting the course of 
this show, ignoring controversy and rumor.”100 For Goldberger, such polemics 

confronted two challenges: “the work itself,” much of which was “arcane, 

101 The 
politics and rumors threatened to eclipse the show. 
 Johnson’s bad-boy persona inevitably raised the question as to 
whether the show was simply a marketing ploy, a sham, or a stunt. This 
was implied in review titles that invoked a “hustle,” “funhouse,” or even 
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“Johnson’s revenge.” For Gill, the exhibition amounted to a “prank,” which 
is “intellectually indefensible,” save as a “parlor game, in which by turning 
one’s ear one signals, ‘Sounds like, sounds like!” For Kramer, it was a matter 
of ethics: this was the kind of “unprincipled gesture” we had come to expect 
from Johnson. Gill concurred, quoting Kramer on Johnson and agreeing that 
it “obviously pleases him to stage such nihilistic stunts from time to time, and 
so he has taken a brief intermission from his labors as the principal designer 
of schlock architecture for corporate America in order to bring us this nothing 
exhibition.”102 The joke, as Kramer told it, was that Johnson could hardly 
be said to believe in the stuff himself. Schjeldahl said it was a “sly” and 
“brilliant” attempt by Johnson to “expedite a more “stylistic” revolution in 
the international look of building.103 For Kimball, it was Johnson’s “revenge.” 
Wines thought of it as a “manipulative event” in which Johnson “needed a 
trendy cause to round out his career as an arbiter of taste and style.”104 Yet 
whether it was a prank or not, the politics drew attention.
 There were those in academia, such as historian Anthony Vidler, who 
at the symposium said the show was “a label for marketing a concept of 
architecture” a “plea for absent architects, architects who are absent even 
from the labels, and just another example of how culture had lost the art of 
reading the difference between a column and a column.”105 According to 
Blueprint’s Raymond Gastil, Wigley agreed that deconstructivism “was a 
magazine editor’s catch phrase for varied work,” though it did not “determine 
the seriousness of the work itself.”106 But, for Gastil, if “this is marketing . . . 
the salesperson would go hungry.”107 For Carter Wiseman, it meant that 
Johnson was “still reveling in his role as label-maker of movements.”108 Once 
again Johnson was all disclaimer, telling Geibel, “I don’t know what label 
making does. I don’t really care. We no longer believe that you sit around a 
baize-covered table and make reasonable decisions about the world. I think 
that is broken. So we are trying to put—the kids are, I mean—back the 
pieces.”109 Yet it was such label making that was catalytic, resulting in the 
construction of the exhibition, despite and perhaps because of, what most 
critics said.
 Ingraham, for example, saw this “overdrive of political ambition” as a 
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missed opportunity on two counts. First, the organization of the show was 
terribly “weak”—so weak, in fact, that “nobody appeared to have curated 
it.” It was “this aura” of politics that, for her, obscured the architecture: “It 
swallowed up the opportunity for coming on the more remarkable moments 
of play and intelligence in some of the architectural projects.” Notable 

“explosions.” Moreover, Ingraham said, it was Wigley’s more insightful 
readings and “penetrating observations”—his “discussion of architectural 
ornament as a kind of pharmakon, that is, both a cure for and a poisoning 
of architecture’s love of geometric purity”—that were “subordinated” to 
a series of political desires, ambitions, and stakeholders. These included  
“the display of Johnson’s and Giovannini’s desires to be ‘founders of a 
movement’; the Museum of Modern Art’s desire to update its images in the 
contemporary art/architecture world; New York’s desire to be the place where 

be legitimized and so on.”110 In short, the show was a construction of vested 
interests by Johnson, as well as the museum and the city itself.

P E T E R  E I S E N M A N  A N D  T H E  I N S T U T E  F O R 
A R C H I T E C T U R E  A N D  U R B A N  S T U D I E S 

Eisenman had a long history within MoMA and with Johnson. It could 
also be said that he likewise had a vested interest in the exhibition of 
Deconstructivist Architecture, particularly given the theoretical tenor of 

of Eisenman as the cocurator of the exhibition, to the exclusion of Wigley, 
could have been a mistake, as his article is riddled with errors. Most likely, 
however, it pointed to the fact the Eisenman had Johnson’s ear and had a long 
professional and personal history with him and the museum. Emanuel Petit 

publications and exhibitions in which Johnson and Eisenman are intertwined. 
Such an alliance and combined effort entered into the authorship, the 
selection of Wigley as the cocurator, and the participants of Deconstructivist 
Architecture. Sorkin’s internal dialogue with Johnson is worth quoting:

 Johnson:  The show represents a direction that interests us.
 Sorkin:   But what is it about, I wondered?

110 Ingraham, “Milking Deconstruction or Cow Was the Show,” 63.
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 Johnson:  That’s what we’re trying to work out. That’s why I’ve  
    got Wigley.
 Sorkin:  And where’d you get Wigley?
 Johnson:   From Peter.111

When Sorkin asked what the participants had in common, Johnson 
replied, “The work looks similar. . . . It recalls Constructivism. And it’s 
antipostmodern, antimodern, and all that. It’s no big deal really, this is not a 
new International Style show.” Sorkin says that “Peter’d been saying it was.” 
To which Johnson replies: “Maybe for Peter it is.”112 
 In 1967 Eisenman, along with a group of practitioners, founded 

independent agency concerned with research, education, and development 
in architecture and urbanism.”113 According to the 1979 IAUS catalogue, the 
MoMA exhibition The New City: Architecture and Urban Renewal led to 
the formation of the institute. Arthur Drexler and Eisenman were trustees, 
and Eisenman was director and a fellow. A series of publications came out of 
the institute, including the journals Oppositions, begun in 1973, and Skyline, 
in 1978. Each occupied and appealed to a different audience. Oppositions 
“constructed a unique appearance on the American publishing scene,” as Joan 
Ockman argues, “its provenance being neither academic nor professional, and 
its orientation being strongly European.”114 Skyline, in the form of a tabloid or 
newspaper was a “lively and informative monthly” that contained “a calendar 
about buildings, books, lectures, and exhibitions current in New York and the 
surrounding area.”115 
 If the faculty and list of trustees and fellows was a roster that included 
the main stakeholders within the particularly male architectural elite, they 
also represented different positions within the modern and postmodern 
debate. Within the “Continuing Education: Open Plan” and teaching “Style 
and Meaning in American Architecture” courses in 1979 were Johnson, 
Robert A. M. Stern, Vincent Scully, and Charles Jencks, to name just a few. 
Key architects were joined by key critics who would go on to be major 

wrote for two of the most powerful publications in New York, the New 
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York Times and the New Yorker. Gill taught “The Anglo-American Suburb: 
Village; House and Garden,” and Goldberger, alongside Eisenman, Charles 
Gwathmey, Richard Rogers, Aldo Rossi, Jorge Silvetti, and Paul Rudolph, 
taught “The Interior Landscape: The Theory of Design of Rooms.” Three of 

Krauss, Vidler, and Kurt Forster—taught “The Modernist Vision.” Denise 
Scott Brown and Robert Venturi taught, along with others, “Forum on New 
York: The Place of Urban Design.” Rem Koolhaas and Vidler taught “The 
Metropolitan Visions of New York and Paris,” and Vidler also taught “The 
Arts in Revolution Russia in the Twenties and Thirties.” Wines and Koolhaas, 
with Stern and Gwathmey, taught “The Mind of Design: Memory and 
Imagination.” In short, the roster at the IAUS red like a roster of those that 

Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition. 
 The exhibitions at the IAUS were prophetic and seemingly intertwined 
with the imperatives of MoMA. In 1971 the IAUS “presented an exhibition 
and an accompanying catalogue on art and architecture in the Soviet Union 

of the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition. The same year the IAUS 
produced the MoMA exhibition Another Chance for Housing: Low-Rise 
Alternatives and in 1976 A Space: A Thousand Words, which featured the 
work of Tschumi. In 1978 they hosted the exhibition Ivan Leonidov: Russian 
Visionary Architecture, 1902–1959, with an accompanying publication by 
Koolhaas and Gerrit Oorthuys. The model of NARKMPROMSSAKDH, 
directed by Koolhaas, is in the MoMA collection. In the same year they also 
hosted Philip Johnson: Processes of Architecture and subsequently published 
Philip Johnson: Processes; The Glass House, 1949, and the AT&T Corporate 
Headquarters, 1978. Johnson/Burgee Architects were members of the 
Architects’ Circle.
 Eisenman’s relation with Johnson and the museum was further 
complicated by Eisenman’s early categorization as both postmodernist 
and as a “white” modernist. Eisenman was grouped alongside Charles 
Gwathmey, Michael Graves, John Hejduk and Richard Meier as one of the 
New York Five who had an allegiance to a white modernism, harking back 
to Le Corbusier of the 1920s and 1930s. The term referred to the group 
whose work was the subject of a Committee of Architects for the Study of 
the Environment or CASE meeting at the Museum of Modern Art organized 
by Drexler and Colin Rowe in 1969. The work was subsequently featured in 
the publication Five Architects, published by Wittenborn in 1972 and then 
by Oxford Press in 1975. In the May 1973 issue of Architectural Forum the 
book received staunch criticism in a group of essays called ‘Five on Five,’ 
written by architects who would become know as the “greys,” including: 
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Romaldo Giurgola, Allan Greenberg, Charles Moore, Jaquelin T. Robertson, 
and Robert A. M. Stern. The “greys” attacked the “whites” on the grounds 
of context, that the pursuit of a pure modernist aesthetic became indifferent 
to site, function, users and daily life. They were aligned an emerging interest 
in vernacular architecture and early postmodernism. It cannot go unsaid that 
the aesthetic within the installation, whether intentionally or not, was that of 
“white” and “gray.” 
 In 1982 Eisenman conducted an interview with Johnson for Skyline, 
for which Johnson subsequently paid Eisenman a “kill fee” of $10,000, 

according to Sorkin, “is virtually never spoken of . . . is symptomatic . . . 
of a broader dissociation of architecture from its context, the denial of its 
connection to politics. Johnson’s historic role has been precisely to narrow 
our discourse. Just as the International Style was about (among other things) 
the contraction of the meaning of modernism, about its reduction to no more 
than strip windows and white planes, about preparing it for promiscuous 
recombination, the current grasping after an easy canon will likewise narrow 
the meaning of work that draws strength from critique and form the way 
that work expands the vision of architecture.”116 In 1996, the magazine 
ANY, edited by Eisenman’s wife, Cynthia Davidson, dedicated an issue to 

and Eisenman.

A  T W E R P Y  L I T T L E  S H O W

While the exhibition stirred debate and interest, the installation not only 
received exceptionally harsh reviews but garnered substantially less interest 
than the issues it generated.117 “Some exhibitions are more interesting to 
read about than to actually see,” wrote Kramer. “The twerpy little show 
called Deconstructivist Architecture is certainly one of the them.”118 The 

most interesting work to be seen—Mr. Gehry’s—has virtually nothing to do 
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with Deconstructivist Architecture.” While it “was hailed in certain quarters 
as bringing us the dernier cri in contemporary architectural thought and 
generating a veritable mountain of gossip and publicity about who would be 
in and who would not, the show itself turns out to be a bit of a mouse.”119 
 The installation, it seems, could not stand up to the hype. In fact, it was 
at the time and for years after largely deemed a failure, “a small, unglamorous 
show,” despite “the commotion,” as Posner noted.120 Davis said that “below 
the wit, skill, and modern-making panache” of the chosen architects, the 

old ginger ale.”121 It was, as Gill wrote, a “triumph of a lack of clarity.” For 
PJ Matarchi, “it received the bad review it apparently deserved.”122 

A Portmanteau Word

The relation to constructivism asserted through the title—what Charles 
Gandee described as the “au courant font of architectural inspiration”—
proved just as contentious.123 Kramer described the appropriation of 

movement that could be “cannibalized.”124 Janjigian said that, with the 
constructivist works, the curators seemed to be playing “a game of compare 
and contrast.”125 Davis said that “the link everywhere implied . . . between 
the neo-conservative 1980s and the revolutionary Marxists esthetics of the 
1920s is patently absurd. Where the Russians were partisan, determined and 
absolutist (they meant to extend perfect geometry, not destroy it), the MOMA 
architects are witty, erudite and academic. They break no new ground.” 
Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette was a case in point. The red disconnected 
pavilions—“kiosks” scattered throughout a 125-acre site—functioned as 
galleries, restaurants, and information centers. “Here are both a site and a 

wrote.126

 Ingraham’s critique of a “confused historical reference” to 

character, its dusty and old revolutionary patina, the shapes and compositions 
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made so familiar to us vis a vis modernism—was so radically different 
from the exhibition of architectural models that it was hard, under any 
circumstances, to imagine that these two bodies of work are formally 
linked.”127 The presence of the diagonal as a compositional element in 
both paintings and models was gratuitous, according to Ingraham. It did 
“nothing to help drift these two collections away from each other. In any 
event, diagonals share nothing automatically with other diagonals. There is 
no such thing as a generic diagonal.” The Russian constructivist movement 
was, according to her, “politically radical and devotedly formalist. . . . 
Radical formalism turned out to present a kind of paradox of subsequent 
architectural movements that picked up formal and composition characterists 
but not the political radicalism.” Ingraham continues: “It was precisely the 
depoliticized formalism that made the oppressive structure of modernism 
possible (the false purities, idealities, white-on-white totalities).” She 
concludes: “Deconstructivist formalism is not less totalitarian than modernist 
formality—but an attempt to restrain radical inquiry.”128 The “tone” of 
these “revolutionary projects,” as Davis sums up, “was neither destructive 
nor combative.”129 Gehry’s house was, for example, amiable, not remotely 
reminiscent of Tatlin’s proud impassioned tower, which nearly all of the 
MoMA works strained to recall (rather like postmodernists stretching to 
resemble Palladio).
 Likewise, Phillips thought that the architecture works paled in 
comparison to the works of the Russian avant-garde. It represented a 
“curatorial slight-of-hand” that “these possible (and proposed) antecedents 
were presented in a suggestive but evasive way.” She was “instantly struck 
at how pale these contemporary projects looked in comparison the Russians’ 

were generated by risk, spontaneity, and political vision;” by contrast “the 
new deconstructivists have calculated their errors.”130 It was such risk taking 
that set architecture apart from art.  

a “bewildering two” galleries of drawings and models by architects. The 
antechamber, as Kramer observed, lent “an aesthetic weight” yet also set an 
“aesthetic standard” that nothing in the show came close to meeting. The 
“pathetic little Deconstructivists,” he derided “approached their tasks in the 
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spirit of a disappointed utopianism.”131 As Posner summed up, the “works by 
Malevich, Lissitzky, Rodchenko, Tatlin, Popova, Vesnin and others add up to 
a very interesting little show of their own. They actually happen to be about 
something—about junking established symbols of authority, about exploring 
new urban and technological possibilities and about matching art and 
architecture to a new social vision after the Russian Revolution.”132 Yet how 
much they had to do with the contemporary work was, she wrote, “at least 
arguable.” There was seemingly, for Posner, alongside many others, including 
Kramer and Ingraham, no necessary relation between deconstructivism and 
constructivism.
 Many critics nonetheless saw a resemblance between the works. 
Wilson pointed to a resemblance of Coop Himmelblau’s tower to Tatlin’s; 
of Eisenman’s work, to the absolute geometries of Malevich; of Hadid’s 
resemblance to Kandinsky and a sort of theoretical dominance. Gehry had 
design the Los Angeles County Museum of Art show of Russian avant-garde 
in 1980.133 Still, for Posner, more than form, it was a technique that drew 
a resemblance, particularly in the case of Koolhaas in his “complicated” 
apartment building: “His silkscreen shows that this method of analysis by 
drawing—the color coding, the separating out and spinning of forms through 
space—owes something to the investigative method of Constructivism. 
His is a lusher, more seductive version.”134 As Mark Woodruff pointed out, 
Koolhaas had “extolled the virtues of the Constructivist ethic and aesthetic” 
for years as a tutor at the Architectural Association. “Koolhaas, and his 
protégé Iraqi Zaha Hadid, want to intensify the already claustrophobic density 
of urban areas to allow for new ‘hybrid’ forms of social interaction. . . . The 
futuristic designs of these architectural guerillas would look perfectly at 

his followers’ works exist only on paper.”135

 There were still others like Wines who misquoted the references, citing 

like Melnikov and Chernikhov and the Dutch Moderns Rietveld and van 
Doesburg”—references that were absent from the show, though they were 
cited in the catalogue.136
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Formally Inventive, Boring, and Dull

While for some the installation itself was mediocre, even a failure, the 
works of architecture were hailed as either exciting and innovative or boring 

stunning drawings, strange ugly-beautiful objects and provocative ideas.”137 
Hine found the models on display “nearly all fascinating,” and Freiman said 
there was none more “thrilling” than Hadid’s.138 Campbell said, “The show 
offers some of the most beautiful models and drawings, taken simply as 
art.”139 For Ingraham, “the work of the seven architects represented in the 
exhibition is . . . among the most interesting [and provocative] work being 
done in architecture right now.”140 Yet “the exhibition seemed to go out 
of its way to suppress.” For her, the installation “marked a time, date, and 
place but no particular sensibility.”141 Robert Campbell’s position differed: 
“Deconstructivism is a revolt against a consensus that seemed to be forming 
in our culture—against . . . the historic preservation movement, or against 
the notion that buildings should respect their contexts, and be understandable 
to the general public. One may value the consensus more highly than 
the revolt—certainly I do—while still enjoying the brilliance and formal 
inventiveness of this exhibit.”142 As Forgey wrote, it was “visually exciting 
but [a] somewhat vengeful return.” According to him “some of this stuff 
is wonderful and imaginative but almost all of it is slick and intentionally 
disorienting.”143 The work itself stirred the debate, allying and dividing the 
critics.
 If wonder allied some critics, “dumb,” “boring,” and “dull” were 
words that proliferated in the writing of others to describe the models. 
Gastil found they “had an oddly dull effect,” that they were “awkward set 
pieces.” Libeskind, for example, “had been worried too much and too many 
assistants had wrapped everything in shellacked paper; Tschumi’s large piece 
lacked the dignity of his exquisite little ones.”144 Krauss, as Gastil quotes 
her, found Coop Himmelblau’s interesting and Libeskind’s “completely 
boring.”145 And yet others such as Jeffrey Kipnis said “‘these theoretical 
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objects’ should be boring, apparently to show their worth as architecture.”146 
According to Kipnis, as Gastil quotes him, “because of their quality of 
repetition architectural models are often boring.” But this is was a good 
thing, Kipnis said: “It shows that these architect realize that architecture ‘sets 
the stage.’” Vidler, as Gastil quotes him, concurred: “Something that on the 
surface looker much dumber . . . might actually be more important in terms 
of destabilizing architectural codes.”147 Davis described Eisenman’s “string 
of dully conventional laboratories” and Koolhaas’s high-rise apartmenst 
in the Tatlin manner as “eminently practical solutions in their functional 
problems.”148 Libeskind’s work, however, “virtually cries ‘Ich bin ein 
Berliner’ as it edges the nearby wall, looking like a wounded eagle trying to 

 Others found the work enchanting and rich as toys. “Most of the 
models are enchanting,” wrote Gill. “They are exquisite toys, of the sort 
that rich children might circle round at FAO Schwarz.” Eisenman’s model 
for the biocenter was “candy-coloured,” according to Posner, if not “a little 
strange.”149 For Kramer, these models recalled toys but seemingly broken 
toys: “Their work looks like nothing so much as a child’s playroom in which 
all the beautiful toys have been twisted and broken.”150

 Many thought the works jittery and edgy, for Gill notably, it was 
Hadid’s “projectile” out of a pierced museum wall that was “startling,” 
its “plunging earthward at a sharp angle” that “gives us the jitters.”151 
Eisenman’s model likewise made a very “fetching display,” despite the fact 
that a “pathetic fallacy” in reference to a biological graphic code had taken 
over within the pages of the catalogue text. For Davis, the images of Hadid 

public.” Hadid’s model he found “aggressive,” as it “intruded menacingly in 
to the viewer’s space,” though it had already inspired “hordes of imitators” 

152 Coop Himmelblau was 
“unforgettable,” creating their “own presence without the easy reference to 
past models.”153 The Boston Business Journal, which said “the MOMA show 
is exciting, dangerous, exhilarating and on edge,” likewise found it hard to 
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look at, as if it caused pain. “The exhibit,” according to its critic, did “not 
present a comforting picture; it [was] not meant to, chaos and schizophrenia 

154 The designs were futuristic, unsettling, and now and then 
hard to look at. As Horn noted in US News and World Report, “Critics 
are blasting the new style as the latest example of ivory-tower architects’ 
contempt for a public they are supposed to serve.”155 Goldberger said it 
“was not scenographic or picturesque, or pretty. To the contrary, it can be a 
little harsh and mean. The style, if it can be called a style, is constructivism 
dismantled; it rejects even the asymmetrical order and balance that the 
Constructivists achieved—and asks whether any kind of order is even 
desirable in the world today.”156 Such pessimism was lost on others, however.
 Some hailed the exhibition and the work in it a success, despite the 
politics that surrounded it. “The exhibition,” wrote Wines, “is not about 
content, debate, and criticism. It is about politics. Fortunately its greatest 
virtue is that it displays the work of some exceptionally talented design 
professionals, whatever their philosophies and the show’s dubious premises. 
Otherwise, it is merely an attempt to resurrect the moribund agendas of the 
defunct institute IAUS [Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies].”157 As 
Phillips wrote in Artforum, “neither the build-up nor the reported reservation 
of some of the participating architects, nor a questionable organizing thesis 
were able to undermine the superior quality of work on view.”158 The work 
stood out, apart from the negative reviews of the exhibition as a whole.
 Many found the descriptions in the catalogue, and lack of textual 
descriptions in the installation, problematic. There was a dearth of 
information, and what information there was was found to be fallacious, 
bordering on ridiculous. Gill’s description of Eisenman’s ideas is apt: at 

fallacy t[ook] over with a reference to a biological graphic code.”159 There 
was also Coop Himmelblau, whose remodeled rooftop was “infected by an 
alien organism; a project surrounded by confusion, frustration, instability 
and precariousness—all of which in this context, were seemingly words 
of praise.” While ideally deconstructivist architecture arouses emotions of 
“terror” and “not of contentment,” according to Gill, “sometimes humor 
and humor of high spirits, a sunny playfulness is willing to surrender to 
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160 Tschumi, for 
example, was “lighthearted” rather than “dismembered, decomposed and 
(of course) distorted.” Gehry, a minor presence whose gifts were “more 
impressively on display at the Whitney, also yields delight.”161 Douglas Davis 
described Tschumi as demonstrating a “congeniality of mood, if not form.”162

 Different works and architects appealed to different critics, and for 
many, the works were easily decipherable, if not traditional. Carter B. 
Horsely, for example, found Eisenman’s model “most traditional or easily 
decipherable” and Libeskind’s “the most spectacular and intriguing.”163 
Forgey found “with once exception the more persuasive and poetic of 
these pictures are small and midscale: Frank Gehry’s famous house in 
Santa Monica, a live-in sculpture combining domesticity with affectionate 
if starting juxtaposition of odd angles and ordinary ‘non-architectural’ 
materials; Himmelblaus’s explosive, apparitional rooftop . . . and Koolhaas’s 
bold steel tower, cantilevered over a Rotterdam canal; . . . and Zaha 
Hadid’s . . . Peak, a[n] exclusive club building on a sculpted hilltop.”164 
Philips found Hadid most impressive, Libeskind simply “quite a remarkable 
gesture, brilliant displays for a relatively simple idea.”165 Vanity Fair hailed 
Hadid as the 38-year-old heroine, beating out 600 entrants and catching the 
eye of the 82-year-old architectural hero.166 For Hine, Libeskind was the most 
“enigmatic.”167 For both Kramer and Posner, Gehry’s work was the most 

to do with Deconstructivist Architecture” (Kramer).168 His works seem to “be 
cringing at the backmost corner of the show.”169 
 Whether the work was buildable or not was an issue, raised by the wall 
text, by Wigley within the catalogue, and by various critics. The wall text was 
emblematic:

The subversion of pure form pushes architecture to its limits, 

They derive their force precisely from not playing in the sanctuaries 
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of seductive drawings, obscure theory, or uninhabitable sculpture. 
Instead they belong to the realm of building. Each aims at the 
reality of built form. Some have been built, other will be built, and 
some will never be built. But they are all buildable, and as such 
constitute strategic cultural interventions that produce a certain 
disquiet by displacing the conservative institution of architecture.170 

For Forgey, Johnson and Wigley were “at pains” to select projects that were 
buildable. And with such “whopper projects,” he proclaimed, “Heaven help 
the already fragmented cities, suburbs, towns and neighborhoods.”171 Even 
Libeskind, who he deemed an “astonishing tour de force,” Forgey found an 
“intrusive dramatic oddity.” Libeskind, he wrote, “like all the architects here, 

lacking.”172 For Hine, the models constituted “a new way of seeing,” though 
they only gave “the dimmest notion of what a real building would be like.” 
Instead they “propound ideas about the relationship between building and 
the civilization that does the building.”173 Such abstractions Goldberger also 
commented on, noting that “Deconstruction is highly theoretical, designs are 
so self-consciously bizarre, that are not likely ever to move into the realm of 
real buildings.”174 Yet the idea of building was a necessary, strategic position 
of Wigley, if not Johnson. 
 But there was, however, a further problem to this abstract, visionary 
position. As Goldberger pointed out, it seemingly linked these models 
and drawings, even the architectural projects on view, as art works: “One 
cannot make a world out of real deconstructivism. These buildings do not 

well stand as critiques of conventional urban design as they stand as critiques 
of conventional form and space, but they are clearly not the building-
blocks of urban places as we know them. They are objects more than they 
are buildings.”175 For Kramer, this was a blessing. “Some of the projects 
mercifully have not been built,” he wrote, “and—if we are lucky—will never 
be built.” These buildings, as Wilson said, look by some standards “ugly.”176 
Still, for others like Hine, the models could be more delightful than built 
works, even if buildable. Tschumi’s model, he said, “recalls the force lines 
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of a cartoon catastrophe.” It was “kinetic” and “funny” and had “echoes 
of Morris Lapidus at Miami beach.” For Hine, “seeing the model was far 
more delightful than visiting the park itself—the place is rather boring. It is 
a featureless uninteresting park—close to a nightmare, whose message is a 

by the model.”177

 What and who was omitted from the show was seemingly just as, if 
not more important, than who was in. Johnson admitted this in his March 7 
interview with Phillips: “There are a lot of good architects who don’t quite 
belong in the show and are left out,” he told her in reference to Wines.178 
One “curious omission,” as Horsely points out, was also “SITE known for 
dramatically raising basic question about the nature of buildings.”179 Another 

 Some said there was a kind of overdone rhetoric of traditional building, 
and that the projects, although said to be “unsettling, contradictory, and 
multilayers in function and meaning,” did not live up to the rhetoric. Often 
the same works were hailed as being daring and futuristic by one critic 
and considered traditional and naive by another. They were, according 
to Forgey, “far too conventional, sleekly over-scaled and chillingly anti-
human.” Koolhaas’s proposal was “an overdone modernist slab dressed 
up for the 1980s. . . . It’s clever and stylish but mean and brutal, too.” 
And the Coop Himmelblau skyscraper was “wonderfully dynamic but 
just another megastructure.”180 Eisenman’s work was “a set of daring, 
systematic variations on an esoteric theme,” but the result was “visually and 
intellectually complex but also as cold as ice.”181 McGuigan agreed, saying 
“not all the projects in the show looked especially radical, particularly the 
Koolhaas and the Eisenman.”182 The two projects that were “truly gravity 
defying, space-age fantasies, were Hadid and Libeskind,” she wrote.183 
Posner found Tschumi’s built work engaging rather than forbidding and 
easily comprehensible and thought that the Hadid, if built, would be 
“relatively straight-forward.”184 The work was, it seemed, oddly familiar yet 
formally inventively new.
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 Absent, however, was a concern for social needs. The exception was 
Tschumi’s Parc de La Villette, according to Forgey, which was partially built 
in Paris. The park “comprehensively address[es] a social concern beyond the 

plan was “masterful” and his “constructivist-derived steel ‘follies’ (14 of 30 
having been built)” were seemingly “wonderfully airy and upbeat.”185

Bad Sculpture and Baubles of Art

exacerbated by the lack of text within the space of the galleries, as critics 
such as Golberger and Campbell observed. The works took on an air of 
formal autonomy, lacking, even in the best case, a referent in the built world. 
Without any “clues to the human of physical context of buildings,” the works 
in the show become “simply abstract art, communicating nothing except their 
own elegance.”186 For Goldberger, “it muddied the waters.”187 For Campbell, 
it was not only one of the “greatest intellectual messes of our century” but 
“the third time Philip Johnson has promulgated it.”188 For Goldberger: 

Deconstructivism cannot be dismissed as mere sculpture, for it has 
been created with architectural intention. But it hovers on the edge of 
sculpture . . . and given the extent to which so much sculpture in the 
last decade has taken on the agenda of architecture and become an 
exploration of space . . . deconstructivism muddies the waters between 
architecture and sculpture still more.189 

That the work was often perceived as sculpture Campbell deemed 
harmful to architecture, for it undermined its imperatives. “As modest as 
Deconstructivist Architecture is,” he countered, “its assumptions about 
architecture are so deliriously wrongheaded that I don’t see how the show can 
do anything but harm.”190 The fault, however, was “more of the curators than 
of the architects.” The problem was “that this exhibition presents architecture 
as if it were nothing but form-making, nothing but graphics and sculpture 
at a huge scale.” Campbell’s and Goldberger’s observation on the overt 
aestheticism of the show were shared by others, such as Schejdhal, Hine, 
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Kramer, and Posner, who describes Gehry’s own house in Santa Monica as 
“presented in terms of volumes and angles, with no indication of the other 
important things about it (materials, light) or that it is very much (and very 
successfully) a house for a family.”191 For Schjeldahl, it was “a textbook 
example of the ivory towerish, decontextualizing, anti-ideology that has 
always marked both Johnson and MoMA.”192 In all cases, any equation to art 
or questions surrounding the disciplinary bounds are architecture were seen 
as negative. 

wall texts was highly critiqued by Hine, Gastil, and Kramer. It frustrated 
rather than promoting any understanding of architecture or “guiding a 
perplexed public” through an exhibition whose purpose was to questions the 
conventions of architecture. “Eisenman’s sans text is a hamburger without 
a patty or at least without ketchup,” derided Gastil.193 As Hine concluded, 
“If you don’t know what you’re looking at, the exhibition is not about to 
help you, and the catalogue isn’t much better.”194 Explanatory texts were at a 
minimum, reinforcing an overt formalism.

Formalism 

Goldberger claimed that “deconstructivism’s cool, abstract lines, its 
disquieting angles intended as a response to post-Modernism’s increasing 
preoccupation with lavish and highly traditional decoration, turned out to 
be an aesthetic response.”195 Such an aesthetic response was attributed to 
Johnson more than to Wigley. It was Johnson’s position that was not only 
asserted in myriad interviews but had a history that preceded him curatorially 
and institutionally. Seeming to recall Charlotte Klonk’s conclusion, Johnson 
said he was “making a visual connection” in his interview with Philips and 

architecture,” he said. “Forms come from forms.” 196 Johnson was, according 
to Wilson, “highly respected for his aesthetic sense,” which reached back to 
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the International Style show and was seen as a cornerstone of the museum’s 
position.197 Johnson was an admitted formalist.
 While Johnson acknowledged his own formalism, such a position not 
only diverged from that of Wigley, who described to Lynn Nesmith “seven 
artists” who are utterly “independent” and whose work is not “esthetically 
similar” representing an “uneasy alliance”; it pointed to an aesthetization 
and lack of political and economic relevance, if not in the work, then in 
the perceived position of the show. Gastil refers to Krauss, who at the 
“Deconstructivist Architecture” symposium “challenge[d] the work as 
offering little or no critique of the political and economic reality of the 
architect’s pathetic position in late capitalism.” The works were, in Krauss’s 
eyes, “simply baubles of art to distract the public.”198 According to Gill. 
the lack of socioeconomic relevance was not only a critique of the panels 
but also of the audience. A few complained, he tells us, “that the show was 
socially irrelevant because it dealt with clubs for rich people (Zaha Hadid’s 
design for a Hong Kong nightclub was the punching bag of the evening).”199 
“Even works that appeared as possibly political, such as Libeskind,” Wilson 
said, had “no real politics involved,” just appropriations of fashion.200 Hine 
said that the major impact of deconstructivism was in its “aestheticizing the 
high-tech garbage, throwing away in building any social and political tension 
characteristic of modern urban life.”201

 It was nevertheless Wigley who tried to parlay the formal maneuvers 
into political maneuvers, as Gastil understood it: “The claim made by the 
show is that formal maneuvers are political maneuvers . . . that architectural 

202 Such a position—that 
form is necessarily political—is congruent with Wigley’s position today.203 
For Wigley, the question of politics was also a question of ethics. Yet, 
according to Gastil, “when you reduce architecture to morality, you turn 
your back on culture.”204 Despite Wigley’s claim, Ingraham mistakenly 

for architecture: it was the exhibition’s appeal to “formalist virtuosity—
the manipulation of form rather than an inquiry into assumptions about 
form—that makes the Deconstructivist show at MoMA both reactionary 
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and antithetical to the critical project that deconstruction spells out for 
architecture.”205  

Black and White

on several levels—within the space of the installation, in the catalogue, 
and in the installation photographs. In each a black-and-white aesthetic 
predominated, contributing to an abstract reduction of the work. As Gastil 

oeuvres—large models, similarly formatted line drawings, no photographs to 
show which projects had and had not been built, and no information on the 
projects themselves. These are all defensible (but occasionally regrettable) 
decisions.”206 In particular, Gastil notes that lack of color photographs is 
“striking.” “There have been much glossier shows and much glossier books,” 
as Kramer notes.207 This lack of color had a homogenizing effect.
 For Davis, the works seemed undifferentiated due to the very 
cramped installation. Wigley and Johnson, he wrote, could not defend their 
“delicatessen installation” and “forced coupling of a predominately nostalgic 
mode of architecture with the Russian revolution, on any ground other than 
desperation.” For Davis, the projects made “unhappy bedfellows, jammed 

drawings was hung on a door; the models of two Gehry houses . . . were 
divided from each other, with a constant stream of people in between, 
and were overshadowed by the immense Eisenman . . . model at one end 
and several versions of the soaring Libeskind structure at the other. It was 
precisely this indifference to the need for each of these projects to be seen 
or studied for itself rather than as fragments in a larger, highly specious 
order, that encouraged critics like Kramer to suspect the worst—the use of 
MoMA as a platform for old boy promotion.” Given that Johnson, more 
than anyone, knows how to install an exhibition, Davis pondered, “Why?” 

that the exhibition had little to do with the art of architecture and everything 
to do with polemics. The architects were assembled like notes on a debate 
podium—simply to win the day.”208 
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 There were those, such as Janjigian, who noted the exhibition as a 
response to an inherent problem in all architectural exhibitions. Buildings 
cannot be moved into the museum, so one must rely on models and drawings, 

artistic vein. He saw Libeskind’s cover, in black-and-white printed paper, 
making “paper architecture” a doubly meaningful term. He also suggested 
that “a more effective approach to exhibiting would be to alter the museums 
interior, creating a ‘Deconstructivist’ Environment that one could truly 
experience.” Such an attempt was made, for example, by Hadid’s model.

U N H A P P Y  B E D F E L L O W S

It was widely held that the seven architects had no relation to one another—
little “common ground,” as Goldberger would say. They represented 
“fairly different approaches and [were] at substantially different points in 
their careers.”209

Currimbhoy considered Gehry and Eisenman “strange bedfellows” insofar 
as Gehry “reveals in intuition” and “dives happily through the white caps of 
popular culture, picking up an industrial material here, a bright color there 
[and] . . .  . . . 
shun[ned] anything smacking of populist intentions, dream[ed] of fractals, 
and create[d] an architecture of rigidly determined geometries.”210 Geibel 
claimed the selection ad hoc and divergent, that the “deconstructivist 8” 
had been “yoked together, like charms strung on a chain, a captive clutch 
of architectural sensibilities.” Nothing, not even the catalogue’s preface by 
Johnson or the essay by Wigley, dispelled the “popular notion of the show as 
an ad hoc selection of a few gifted architects held together with a patchwork 
of instant philosophy,” according to Currimbhoy.211 As Freiman pointed out, 
quoting Johnson, the architects “‘don’t even know each other’—much less 
share a political or urban program.”212 
 The architects themselves eschewed any categorization as 
“deconstructivist.” According to Woodruff, “Eisenman dismisses the label 
‘deconstructivism’ as merely ‘the latest attempt to package the avant-
garde,’ and contends that ‘there are no styles or movements in architecture, 
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only buildings.’”213 Geibel proposed that “no single viewpoint unites 
these architects . . . rather each began to formulate an architecture based 
on the idea of constant change.”214 “The constancy of change” was not far 
from Johnson’s more tactical strategy, as the title of Emanuel Petit’s 2009 
monograph on Johnson elucidates. Such a comparison raised the question 
of a deconstructivist attitude within his modernist persona, an incongruence 
that could be said to be congruent with the nature of the exhibition itself. 
Wilson was skeptical, citing seven architects who did “not necessarily know 
one another or share any conscious theoretical position” yet ironically “just 
happen[ed] to have a common formal approach.”215 Not only was an uneasy 
alliance—which many describe—Wigley’s point but remarks about the 
architects—regarding their similarity or difference or whether they knew one 
another or not—demonstrated how much writing was pure speculation and 
just how little at times some journalists knew about the architects.  
 According to Nesmith, Wigley called the relationship between architects 
an “uneasy alliance” that was not aesthetically similar, though the architects 
in the show had become known for their “irregular forms, colliding plans, 
diagonals, arcs, industrial imagery and non-traditional materials . . . Wigley 
insist[ed] that the show is not an attempt to suggest that these architects 
represent either a stylistic or ideological movement. He also declines to 

who are utterly independent and whose works is not esthetically similar,” 
said Wigley.216 According to him, “the show was about the uneasy alliance 
between these seven, but it was as much about the uneasiness as about 
the alliance. We are as much concerned with the differences as with the 
similarities”—a phrase seemingly pulled from the deconstructivist handbook, 
if not the title of Derrida’s work. 
 Johnson maintained that the works shared “striking formal similarities.” 
Phillips quoted him: “I wouldn’t even say it shares a common ideology, 
but the forms look the same. And it’s quite amazing. None of the architects 
think of themselves as a group.”217 Johnson continued to point out the formal 
similarities of the exhibitors that “share some of these forms—the crossing 
of the beams, the distorting of rectangles—like Zaha Hadid. They all share 
a visual similarity, although they may resent this connection.”218 Wilson was 
ambivalent, citing seven architects “who do not necessarily know one another 
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or share any conscious theoretical position” yet ironically concluding, “Aha! 
We get it. . . .They all just happen to have a common formal approach.”219 
Posner indicated that this similarity was due to a similar pedagogical 
background emanating from the Architectural Association, as in the case 
of Tschumi and Hadid. “Colleagues” who studied or taught at the AA at 
approximately the same time manage to evolve “similar, albeit individually 
distinct styles,” Posner points out.220 Although there could be said to be “no 
locus for deconstructivism” according to Woodruff, London’s AA, “a school 
long known for its commitment to experimentation and theory,” it seemed, 
was its “breeding ground.”221 
 Although the architects were seen to have different personal styles, 
several critics argued they shared similar social imperatives and a certain 
theoretical alliance. Woodruff, for example, said, “While all these 
architects have personal Deconstructivist styles, they do agree on one 
thing: Postmodernism failed to address contemporary economic and social 
situations.”222 It was marked by a loss of craftsmanship and a preponderance 
of “luxury” materials, as he notes. Sylvia Lavin held that the architects in the 
show and in the Tate symposium, as well as some who were excluded, “share 
both certain ideological and formal elements,” although they “do not consider 
themselves Deconstructionists. Nevertheless the common ground between 
these architects can be related to Deconstruction, although perhaps not to 
what Deconstruction is since that remains per force unclear, but to what they 
say or think it is.”223 Likewise, Goldberger found that the “highly theoretical 
architecture” of Eisenman, Libeskind, Hadid, and Coop Himmelblau “seems 

although the designs of Tschumi and Koolhaas seemed a “bit less determined 
than those of the others to make us ill at ease.” 

Curiously Trendy, Oddly Familiar

By all accounts, Deconstructivist Architecture was, as Wilson observed, 
“curiously trendy and oddly familiar.”224 Questions of newness and the rela-
tion of the architects to one another proliferated. Goldberger described it as 
the “talk of the architectural world for the last season.” Kaiser saw it “as a 
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desperate search for something new.”225 Nesmith and Kimball both wrote 
that it was “not all that new” and had been going on for at least ten years. 
Johnson himself, in an interview with Filler, described it as “late.”226 Wilson 
noted that “in recent years the language of deconstruction has become ir-
ritatingly commonplace in art criticism.”227 Architect and historian Robin 
Evans, likewise, pointed to these directions in architecture emerging out of 
the AA during the 1970s, as does Johnson in his acknowledgement to Alvin 
Boyarsky. As Kimball wrote, “The skepticism, arcane rhetoric, and obsession 
with language that are hallmarks of deconstruction in philosophy and literary 
criticism have been staples of ‘advanced’ architectural theory for the better 
part of a decade.” As Ingraham observed, “All the projects have been around 
for some time—some of them, if anything, overpublicized (especially Zaha 
Hadid’s ‘Peak’ in Hong Kong; Frank Gehry’s House in Santa Monica; Daniel 
Libeskind’s ‘City Edge’ project for the International Building Exposition in 
Berlin; Bernard Tschumi’s La Villette follies in Paris).”228 Like the other is-
sues surrounding the exhibition, whether deconstructivism was new or rather 
signaled an end divided the critics.  
 For Architecture’s Donald Canty, the newness of “deconstruction, 
an ideology born of literature and fashionable in certain architectural schools 

-
seum of Modern Art.”229 Still, for others such as Hine, such a debut signaled 
the beginning of the end: “Deconstructivist Architecture has been around for 
as least a decade and the exhibition proves that its greatest period is over, as 
with the International Style show and the AT&T building.” Still others, such 
as the critic for the Boston Business Journal, noted that it had been around 
in school for quite some time and “is on the verge of making a full-scale ar-
chitectural public debut. It lurks in the halls of academia and on the drawing 
boards of some of most talented avant-garde architects.”230 Campbell said it 
had “appeared suddenly in schools of architecture all over the country . . . 
two or three years ago.”231 Giovannini claimed that these “architects over the 
last decade” had been joined by “hundreds of students in the United States, 
Canada and Europe who were trying to understand concepts. “The idea ema-
nated from Vienna, London, Milan, New York, Chicago and Los Angeles.”232 
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While Campbell noted that “little has as yet actually been built,”233 other 
such as Horn said that the ideas were starting to catch on: “Billions of dol-
lars worth of deconstructivist projects are in the works around the world.”234 
Eisenman’s $43 million Wexner Center for the Arts at Ohio State, Tschumi’s 
$200 million Parc de la Villette in Paris were under construction, Libeskind 
won an international competition for his Tiergarten project in Berlin, and 
even Johnson, “the quintessential postmodernist,” was at work on his own de-
constructivist projects.235 Likewise, Woodruff notes that a number of younger 
architects were experimenting, listing Thomas Leeser’s Gold Bar, Margaret 
Helfand’s showroom for clothing manufacturer Jennifer Reed, and the Con-
necticut homes of AA graduate Roger Bennett.236 PJ Matarchi suggested that 
“anyone interested in these few examples of function following deformation 
may look them up as previously published in the architectural magazines.”237 
Hadid also steered clear of the “implication that deconstructionism “is both 
a recent and American phenomenon,” according to Lavin. She was “quick to 
emphasize that certain aspects of Deconstruction began 10 years ago in the 
studios of the Architectural Association in London.”238 
 There were also those, such as Davis, who, like Wigley, said that it 
did not constitute an avant-garde. Davis prefaced his article with a quote from 
Wigley’s essay in the catalogue: “Even though it threatens this most funda-
mental property of architectural objects [enclosure], deconstructivist architec-
ture does not constitute an avant-garde. It is not a rhetoric of the new. Rather, 
it exposes the unfamiliar hidden within the traditional. It is the shock of the 
old.”239 The show was not about a “new architecture,” according to Wigley, 
as quoted by Nesmith, but “a new way of looking at architecture. It was not 
intended as architecture that replaces modern architecture or postmodern 
architecture.”240 There were still those, like Kramer, who insisted that “in the 
privileged playground of academic architecture where the favorite pastime 

-
construct the avant-garde achievements of yesteryear” there lies “a vain hope 
of something that might impress a gullible public as a new idea.”241 Yet that it 
was not new was maintained by other critics and historians.  
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 Davis, alongside others such as Evans, points to a long history of 
curved and molded geometries during the twentieth century. “Wigley’s as-
sertion that the architects he selected are shocking us by violating geometric 
purity is a preposterous assertion,” Davis writes. “It overlooks that virulent, 
mocking anti-art tradition that has coursed through this entire century cast-
ing urinals to the left and gunshot performances to the right, as well as 
the extremist gestures of the very Constructivist artists who preceded our 
entry . . . It also overlooks a swarming gang of 20C architects who have 
curved, molded and later twitted geometry since 1920, from the rounded 
surfaces of Alvar Aalto and the pitched extravagances of Eero Saarinan to 
the cantilevered ‘late modern’ excesses of Paul Rudolph, IM Pei, Richard 

of SITE and Arquitectonica.”242 “Critical theories extolling ‘pluralism’ in 
all the arts,” Davis concludes, were “the cliché of the last decade.”243 He 
found “the tone of the ‘revolutionary’ projects . . . neither destructive nor 
combative.”244 Moreover, the notion that the projects’ “architecture is no lon-
ger rooted in the widely accepted ethic of design and function, and the chaos 
of the time dictates against the pitched roof” was “hardly breathtaking in their 
originality.”245 For critics such as Davis, deconstructivism could be situated 
within a long lineage of late modern and expressionist works of architecture.  
 Campbell, Kimball, Kaiser, Gill, Goldberger, and even an obitu-
ary in Texas Architect pointed out that the architects themselves were well 
known, in particular Eisenman and Gehry, who, according to Gill, had ar-
rived “at the slippery pinnacle of architectural fame, which is really to say of 
architectural fashion.”246 Gehry had won an AIA award in 1980, was having 
a retrospective at LACMA that would run to May 15 and an exhibition at 
the Whitney that would run to October 2 (and had previously shown at the 
Walker), and had installed a pavilion at the National Building Museum in 
Washington, DC, that would be up until October 16. Four of the ten projects 
were winners of international building competitions and had been published 
widely, as Horn and Canty picked up, implying that not only were these proj-
ects well known but that “a major competition can thrust a building project 
into the built consciousness, establishing it as an event of cultural and art 

242 Davis, “Slaying the Neo-modern Dragon,” 43.
243 Ibid.
244 Ibid., 44.
245 Ibid., 43.
246 Gill, “Deconstructivism.” Campbell, “The Dreaded Deconstructivists.” Kaiser, “New 
Architectural ‘Ism’ Lets Parts Fall Wherever.” “Milestones,” Texas Architect (November/
December1988). Dodds, “Deconstructing Deconstructivism Deconstructing Deconstruction.”
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247

had just been appointed dean of the Columbia University Graduate School 
of Architecture, Planning and Presesrvation at the age of 44 was not lost on 
Wiseman. 

A R C H I T E C T U R E  O N  T H E  C O U C H

The catalogue was seen by some, such as Nayana Currimbhoy, as not only 
“a step toward redeeming the show” but a step toward redeeming the show 
for the imagery, even without text. “The projects included are clever and 
innovative,” she wrote, “and they are beautifully represented in the catalogue 
in the form of drawings and black and white photographs. Freed from their 
philosophical trappings, the projects are a pleasure to peruse.”248 Gastil 

the projects good and valuable, had they been in the exhibition itself. “It 
shows an admirable deference not to have them mounted on the wall,” he 
wrote.249 And though “Wigley’s language—‘threat,’ ‘contamination,’ ‘scar,’ 
‘wound,’ ‘nightmare,’ ‘violent torture,’ ‘interrogated,’ ‘reopened wounds,’ 
‘suppressed alien’—may seem more suited to a news account of an outbreak 
of the plague in a police state than to an architecture exhibition supported 
by Gerald D. Hines,” Gastil nevertheless found “this pile-up of semantic 
casualties . . . apt.”250

 Critics such as Davis, however, saw in Wigley’s essay much of 
the same problems as the formal position of the show and of Johnson 
himself. It divorced the work from social context and any sense of utility: 
“Wigley’s catalogue essay, like the exhibition itself, obsesses with the 
formal characteristics of the work it displays.” Yet Wigley makes “almost no 
references to the function of these buildings, or to the people who use them. 
Beyond occasional laments of chaos and impending disorder of our times, 
in the manner of Eisenman’s now trademark lecture on the Apocalypse, 
he asserts no claim to a larger purpose for architecture, whether social or 
utilitarian.”251 Wigley it seemed fell prey to the very formalism we he denied, 
once again leaving him open to criticism.
 

247 Canty,”Architecture.” Horn, “A New Twist on Architecture.”
248 Currimbhoy, “Books.”
249 Gastil, “Function Follows Deformation,” 66.
250 Ibid. 65.
251 Davis, “Slaying the Neo-modern Dragon,” 46.
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 For those such as Ingraham, the catalogue like the show seemed 
“explicitly to avoid articulating contemporary critical questions facing 
architecture—questions having to do with formalist repression, historical 
reformation, nostalgia, architectural meaning, intentionality, and so on. 
Because these critical questions are left unposed, the so-called challenge of 
architecture to critical theory is also left unposed.”252 Ingraham accused the 
“style of the catalogue and the exhibition” as “wandering aimlessly between 
a loose form of constructivism and a loose form of post-structural theory as 
if it were trying to conceal the tensions between those two positions.” The 
catalogue, she went on to say, “feels like the barely concealed argument 
between people (Johnson and Wigley?) who hold radically different views 
but are afraid, for political reasons, to present a picture of disunity.”253

 Still others found it unconvincing. Gill referred to Wigley’s “verbal 

of architecture to which we are expected to assent without argument, and 
from these he proceeds to leap from metaphor after metaphor.” Campbell, 
however, described Wigley’s argument as “lovely,” much of what was 
“marvelous” about the exhibition and that it revealed the disorder repressed 
in modernism.254 “Modern architecture,” Wigley argued, according to 
Campbell, “is an architecture of freely assembled elements that have been 
marshaled or composed into an order. Such an imposed order contains within 
it the alternative possibility or threat of chaos.”255 
 Still Crosbie said, “Wigley’s catalogue essay tells us more about 
what deconstructivist architecture is not than what it is. ‘Deconstructivist 
architecture is not an ‘-ism,’ writes Wigley.” Nor did it derive from 
deconstruction, as theorized by Derrida. According to Crosbie, who seems 
to be quoting Wigley, “The work exhibited will not promote a certain kind 
of practice or certain kind of architectural objects. It’s not a new style or a 
movement. It’s not a vision of the future. It does not constitute an avant-
garde, and it’s not a ‘rhetoric of the new.’ The work doesn’t derive from a 
cultural condition, from the mode of contemporary philosophy known as 
deconstruction, or from an unsettled world. It’s not a new spirit of the age.”256

 Gill and Posner pointed to a clinical tone in the language of 
the catalogue essay and captions. Posner saw “Wigley’s overheated, 

252 Ingraham, “Milking Deconstruction or Cow Was the Show?”
253 Ibid.
254 Campbell, “The Dreaded Deconstructivists.” 
255 Ibid. 
256 Crosbie, “Deconstructivist Show Opens, Generates Unheated Summer Symposium,” 30.
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unconvincing catalogue essay” as throwing around terms such as “nightmare, 
torture, infection, impurity and contamination, making the architects 
sound like a punk rock group.”257 For Gill, Wigley put architecture, and 
its psychology along with it, on the couch: “The deconstructivist architect 

the symptoms of a repressed impurity. The impurity is drawn to the 
surface by a combination of gentle coaxing and violent torture: the form is 
interrogated.”258 Such “lurid overtones” were, as Kimball observed, “central 
to the ethos of Deconstructivist architecture.”259 Architecture was sick, if 
not psychologically unstable. Wigley took on the role of “internist,” “public 

been stated in such narrowly clinical terms,” Gill concluded. “Architectural 
tradition is observed lying immobile on an analyst’s couch, undergoing the 
anguish of repressed purity—evidently one of the most crippling maladies of 

a deconstructive rooftop as having been “distorted by some alien organism, 
writhing, disruptive, animal breaking through the corner.” Likewise, the 
orthogonal box had become “infected”; no surgical technique can free the 
form; no clean incision can be made; to remove the “parasite would be to kill 
the host.”260 Architecture, it seemed, needed a cure.
 Such vivid language, Gill wrote, was “rarely encountered in the 
Journal of the American Medical Association, much less in a MoMA 
catalogue.” Wigley’s alliterations proposed deconstructivist architecture 

distortion, rather than one of demolition, dismantling, decay, decomposition 
or disintegration.” Such an architecture causes “disquiet.” In short, 
“deconstructivism, is, in strict pathological terms, sick, which is to say 
that it is, in strict Deconstructivist terms, well.” It was also “criminal.” 
“Perfection” was not only violated but was “secretly monstruous.” Perfect 
form had “confesse[d] its crime.” To its imminent canonization by MoMA, 
Gil responds, “In sickness as in health, in Wigley’s terms, so the “crime of 
imperfection, once confessed, becomes worthy of praise.” Nevertheless, and 
given that deconstructivist architecture produces a kind of “indigestion,” we 
are cautioned against emulating it.261

 

257 Posner, “Deconstructive Criticism.”
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 Kramer likewise found more words in the exhibition than architecture: 
deconstructivist architecture was “not so much a show of architecture” as 
it was “a show of words about architecture.” The key words: “instability, 

architecture suffered from severely low self-esteem and self-worth, making it 
very unhappy, depressed even, and unable to take hold or ground. According 
to Kramer, it was designed to “cause pain to everyone except the happy few 
who might make some money or win some fame from it.”262

Kramer noted, “What kind of mentality . . . would be drawn to architecture 
designed to cause pain?” To which he responds that this architecture was 
for the “sort that prefers the latest intellectual fashion to real artistic issues.” 
Kramer shared Ingraham’s skepticism. The discourse of deconstructivism, 
he said, was “a poor second cousin to the literary deconstructionism now 
so much in vogue at university English departments.” Yet for minds that 
preferred fashion and fad, it is “sheer paradise. For the rest of us, alas, 
it is sheer parody.” The references to disorder of violent torture were 
“obnoxious.”263

A N  U N H E A T E D  S U M M E R  D E B A T E

Few reviewers mentioned the symposium, save Gastil and Crosbie, who 
said it generated an “unheated summer” debate despite that “archi-babel” 
that Crosbie said “spewed forth from the panelists.” Despite the moderator’s 
attempt “to start an argument, the evening limped along,” wrote Crosbie. 
According to him, there was a lot of talk about “‘phallic pleasure’ (Hays), 
bidets (Vidler), late capitalism (Krauss), and ‘a breach in architectural 
representation’ (Kipnis).” The critics, he said, celebrated the show for what 
it stood for—Krauss called it “bad sculpture”—and the audience was suspect 

to perpetuate another architectural style.264 Gastil recounts that Wigley—who, 
according to Crosbie was “sporting a deconstructivist haircut”—“bristled” at 
the idea that this architecture was an application of post-structuralist theory 
but rather “one of ‘objects which post a threat’ to all theory, which challenge 
the platitudes.”265 According to Wigley, deconstruction is “a structural 

262 Kramer, “Twerpy MoMA Architecture Show.”
263 Ibid.
264 Crosbie, “Deconstructivist Show Opens, Generates Unheated Summer Symposium,” 28.
265 Gastil, “The Agents of Instability,” 74.
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condition” in the work.266 Wigley had ended the symposium noting that they 
had at least achieved one of the purposes of the show and the symposium: “to 
kill the word off.”267

Couldn’t Hold Up to the Hype

“It looked, at the beginning of 1988, as if the architectural event of the 
year was going to be something called Deconstructivism, that trendy style 
of sharp, angular architecture that was ballyhooed by no less authority 
than the Museum of Modern Art as the thinking person’s alternative to the 
increasingly decorative and clichéd style of post-Modernism. With that kind 
of imprimatur,” wrote Paul Goldberger in December 1988, “Deconstructivism 
seemed poised to take over the world. Why then did Deconstructivism sink 
nearly as fast as it rose?”268 His reply to his own question evidences the 
media’s role in the construction of the show while understating the effects in 
architecture that it would promote: “It turned out not to be the architectural 
event of the year but the architectural media event of the year, hailed in slick 
magazines but ultimately of little relevance to the larger issues architecture 
must confront.”269 With such a position other critics concurred.
 “The hard truth,” Kramer wrote, “is that Deconstructivist Architecture 
is approximately 99 parts hype and 1 part achievement.” It was, according to 
him, “tortuous lubrications of Mark Wigley, pedantry set in motion, abetted 
and applauded by Johnson. Philip Johnson’ s revenge should have been the 
alternate title,” he concluded. “That is what Deconstructivist Architecture is 
all about. Revenge for being taken seriously.”270 Currimbhoy said that the 
unbuilt projects of seven architects “displayed in two small rooms” seemed 
to “lack the depth of the diversity to justify the heated debates among 
the practitioners and press that precede the show.”271 Likewise, Janjigian 
concluded that “the exhibition just couldn’t hold up to all the hype. It was, 
in fact rather small” and “rather dull.”272 “Posturing,” he said, “was what this 

“Now that it is here Deconstructivist Architecture proved to be milder than 
anticipated. Not at all the polemical blockbuster many people feared, it’s a 

266 Ibid.
267 Ibid., 75.
268 Paul Goldberger, “Fashions in Bricks and Mortar Make Room for Conscience,” Architecture 
View, New York Times, December 25, 1988.
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rather modest exhibit. . . . It trumpets no manifesto, heralds no movement, 
glows with no messianic fervor. It merely points out . . . a number of 
architects, all over the world, are working in a strange new style.”273 
 By November 1988, Philips was referring to the “spurious cultural 
event” that “Deconstructivist Architecture will be remembered as this year’s 
exhibition that everyone loved to hate.”274 Wines called it the thinly veiled 
hype to which New York was accustomed. By the end of the year, it was 
hailed as a media event of little or no relevance for architecture, the “much-
vaunted and quickly forgotten exhibition last year,” in Goldberger’s words.275 
The “only thing to be said for it,” wrote Kramer, is that “the show will be 
dismantled when it closes on August 30 and not have to be looked at again. 
What a pity the same can’t be said for the AT&T Building.”276 The show was 
at the time, and despite its notoriety, deemed as incidental to its effect. 

273 Campbell, “The Dreaded Deconstructivists.”
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Chapter 6: Displacing Architecture

Contrary to Catherine Ingraham’s claim that the Deconstructivist Architecture 
exhibition missed the critical project spelled out for architecture, the show 
brought issues face to face in an attempt to displace the institution of 
architecture. As a phenomenon within architectural culture, it displayed an 
overt formalism versus philosophical deliberation, history versus theoretical 
continuum, the proposal of a continuation of modernism alongside its demise 
and the demise of postmodernism. The exhibition did, in fact, what Jacques 
Derrida himself foresaw and proclaimed in the taped interview for the Tate 
symposium—namely, that deconstruction in art and architecture was “at 
the same time very provocative and very problematic” and yet perhaps “the 

1 If Deconstructivist 
Architecture
architecture but as exemplifying a deconstructive discourse in architecture, 
what might it demonstrate? Could it demonstrate what Derrida prophesied, 
“that deconstruction is not simply a matter of discourse, or a matter of 
displacing the semantic content or the discourse of concepts. Deconstruction 
goes through certain structures, social and political structures, meeting with 
resistance and displacing institutions and so on.”2

 Analogous to the philosophical binaries that deconstruction sought to 
override, the criticism of opposition is the very attitude that the exhibition 
embodies, even if inadvertently. There was a perceived and constructed 
homogeneity to the show, constructed by its exhibition aesthetic and through 
the apparatus of the Museum of Modern Art; this obscured the many 

opposition between form and politics, between Wigley and Johnson—a 
seemingly philosophical, theoretical position on the one hand and a formal 

1 Christopher Norris, “Jacques Derrida, Deconstruction in Art and Architecture” (videotaped 
interview, presented at International Symposium on Deconstruction, Clore Gallery, Tate Britain, 
London, March 26, 1988).
2 Ibid.
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position on another—that began to dislodge architecture. What happened 
questioned basic assumptions not only about architecture and architectural 
form but those assumptions about the institution and the exhibition as 
historical forces in the construction of architecture. In this sense, the question 
surrounding deconstructivist architecture is not whether it is modernist 
and postmodernist or not (it can of course be both) but to what effect 
deconstructivist architecture? The exhibition launched a debate that opened a 

become a critical methodology and an analytical strategy” was at the time 
3 And Ingraham’s commentary—that the exhibition 

is “reactionary and antithetical” to the critical project that deconstruction 
spelled out for architecture—is seemingly much less insightful.4 The 
exhibition as an institutional unseating was not lost on others. While most 

canonical effect: architecture shifted directions while at once clandestinely 

 The MoMA press release that quoted Johnson saying that no 
persuasive ism had appeared and that none would arise unless “a worldwide, 
new religion or set of beliefs out of which an aesthetic could be formed,” as 
well as his protests in the preface that this was not a new creed nor a new 
movement, ironically reinforced such shifts through their very denial.5 That 
Deconstructivist Architecture was a new creed, coined a new ism, posited 

great messianic vision here and now.” 6 Deconstructivist architecture was 
“a new tendency, a new sensibility.”7 Wigley insisted on an uneasy alliance 
between the seven practitioners and that “the show [was] not attempting to 
suggest that these architects represent[ed] either a stylistic or ideological 
movement.”8

 Most critics quoted the curator’s claims to the contrary. As Daralice 
Boles noted in Progressive Architecture

3 Sylvia Lavin, ”Viewpoint,” Interiors 148, no. 11 (June 1988): 17.
4 Inland Architect 32, no. 
5 (September–October 1988): 61.
5 ”Deconstructivist Architecture,” press release, June 1988, 3, Exhibition 1489, Museum of 
Modern Art Archives.
6 Patricia C. Phillips, “The Greatest Show Unearthed,” Stroll, June 1, 1988.
7 Lynn Nesmith, “Deconstructivist Architecture Show to Open at MoMA Late This Month,” 
Architecture 77, no. 6 (June 1988): 26.
8 Ibid.
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they admit none exists Johnson and  . . . Wigley  . . . are all disclaimer.”9 
Despite the radical overtones of the wall text “the cutting edge character of 
the architecture itself” was “explicitly denied” by both curators, Douglas 
Davis noted in the pages of Art in America
in their public and written statements to distance themselves from any 
suggestion that deconstructivist architecture represented either a challenge to 
postmodernism’s reverence for the past or a revival of modernity, with all its 
vanguard implications.”10

broad sweeping claims,” according to Lynn Nesmith.11 

T H E  E N D  O F  P O S T M O D E R N I S M ?

“And certainly in architecture there is a new day,” celebrated Davis. “The 
contest that [Hilton] Kramer wrongly believes to be a matter of intramural 

There is hardly a critic, curator or developer left who does not sense the 
impending collapse of the postmodern order.”12 Of the printed reviews of 
the exhibition, 40 percent of the articles heralded the show as the end of 
postmodernism and 10 percent, if not stating it overtly, implied its demise. Of 
these, 80 percent were from the popular press. Thus, Davis, along with Lavin 
and Charles Gandee, and others such as Nesmith, Boles, Peter Schjeldahl, 
James Wines, Roger Kimball, Donald Canty, Lynn Nesmith, Herbert 
Muschamp, Patricia C. Phillips, Roger Campbell, Stephen Holt, Raymon 

Martin Filler, Victoria Geibel, Carter Wiseman, Cathleen McGuigan, Thomas 

show as what Davis described “as an aesthetic reversal of our postmodern 
course,” which proved to be, according to him, an “ideological Trojan 
horse.”13 The “spurious assumption that architecture at the computerized, 
postindustrial end of this century can do no better than clothe itself in the 
motifs of the remote past  . . . has fallen of its own weight,” according to 
Davis.14 

9 Daralice D. Boles, “The Decon Seven: Dismantling a ‘Movement,’” Progressive Architecture 
69, no. 8 (August 1988): 25, 27.
10 Douglas Davis, “Slaying the Neo-modern Dragon,” Architecture, Art in America 77, no. 1 
(January 1989): 43.
11 Nesmith, “Deconstructivist Architecture Show to Open at MoMA Late This Month,” 26.
12 Davis, “Slaying the Neo-modern Dragon,” 45.
13 Ibid., 43.
14 Ibid., 46.
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by the end of the 1980s “was not its ornament but its indifference to a world 

December 1988, but “underneath its fresh forms it offered no real alternative 
to the underlying problem of Post-Modernism.”15

International Style
social content of Modern architecture on the altar of formalism, reducing an 
ideological program to a night of the living if beautiful dead.”16 Architecture 

century” after modernism, “a style masquerading as a social movement,” 
and “postmodernism  . . . whose monuments were virtually festooned with 
ideology.”17 “Instead of feeling outraged, why don’t we just resign ourselves 

wax have always been with us.”18 It was the “lithe, fast-moving Johnson” 
who had “engineered one esthetic switch after another since 1932.”19 

“We’ve seen this happen again and again,” Muschamp rightly observed. 
“Gothic cathedrals. Renaissance palazzo. Baroque churches. Georgian 
terraces. Art Nouveau. One day they’re up, the next they’re down.” There 
was no need, he claimed, “to waste time idly speculating on the rise and 
fall of civilizations, the clash of ideas, the exhaustion of the lines of formal 
invention, the introduction of new technologies.” Such movements came 
down to whimsy and timing. “Who needs all that fancy theorizing when a 
more logical explanation lies so readily at hand?” he queried. “Whenever 

and Philip, hammer and nails in hand, gallops forth in a horse-drawn hearse 
to announce that it’s time for a show—or, rather, a viewing.”20 

the pluralistic tendencies of postmodernism to argue that deconstructivism 

15

View, New York Times, December 25, 1988.
16 Herbert Muschamp, “Ground Up,” Artforum, April 1988.
17 Donald Canty, “Decon Show Opens,” Architecture, June 1988.
18 Muschamp, ”Ground Up.” Peter Eisenman made a similar statement in summer 2012 

up.”
19 Davis, “Slaying the Neo-modern Dragon,” 46.
20 Muschamp, ”Ground Up.”
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shared its imperatives while also being a continuation of modernism.21 

periodization (Fredric Jameson), to philosophical equations (postmodernism 

noted. In America “still the most common, understanding of the term refers 
to the tendency that rejects the formal and social constituents of the modern 
movement and embraces a broader formal language, which is frequently 

22 Deconstructivism, she argued, emerges 
from many of these same imperatives—namely, its rejection of functionalism, 

formal sources; and its emphasis on the formal properties of architecture. 
Los 

Angeles Times critic William Wilson and Taxi 
claimed that deconstructivism was in many ways part of postmodernism: 
“Even its portmanteau title is a bit of a gag to épater les Post-Mods,” Wilson 
wrote. “If I were they, I would counter that Deconstructionism is a revivalist 
style and therefore itself Post-Modernist.”23 Woodruff concluded, quoting 
Thomas Leeser, a younger architect and then associate at Peter Eisenman’s 

which a gently sloping gold-leafed bar rose above an apparently detached, 

ideas.”24

postmodernism was complicated by the social politics that surrounded 

professional and personal persona as an architect, curator, long-standing 

21 Mary McLeod, ”Architecture and Politics in the Reagan Era: From Postmoderism to 
Deconstructivism,” Assemblage
with the author, Venice, June 6, 2014.
22 McLeod, ”Architecture and Politics in the Reagan Era,” 23–24.
23 William Wilson, “Debating Pros and Cons of the Deconstructivists,” Los Angeles Times, June 
25, 1988.
24 Taxi, 
July 1988. 
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banana peel to create a Post-Modern pratfall?”25 
 Johnson’s postmodern “highboy”—the Chippendale-topped 
AT&T building—was “widely recognized as the event that pushed Post 
Modernism into widespread acceptance,” according to the Boston Business 
Journal, “placing a stamp of approval on postmodernism.”26 In addition to 
Time magazine and the 1980 Venice Architecture Biennale, Johnson was 
also categorized as a “postmodernist” by his inclusion in Heinrich Klotz’s 
exhibition Postmodern Visions 27 
In hindsight, it seems that the display in the Arsenale of the 1980 Venice 
Biennale “began with homage to exhibitions dedicated to three of the 
putative precursors of the postmodern movement: Ignazio Gardella, Mario 

é
was put forward for his recent about-turn towards postmodernism.”28 After 
postmodernism had “caught his fancy,” Geibel said, “he was now riding the 
crest of Deconstructivism.”29

to Geibel, always been “the mercurial ability to turn on a cultural dime, 

30

postmodernism.31 Miriam Horn, in US Newsweek and World Report, saw him 
engaged in his own deconstructivist projects, being “once a quintessential 
modernist, then a quintessential postmodernist.”32 Nonetheless, Peter Lemos 
said it was the “decorative historicism” of the ATT building that this show 

25 Wilson, “Debating Pros and Cons of the Deconstructivism.”
26 Woodruff, “Deconstructing Architecture.” Lawrence Bluestone, ”A Salute to Disorder: 
Deconstructivism Rooted in Politics,” Boston Business Journal, August 15, 1988. Thomas Hine, 
” Surroundings: Architecture Show That’s Causing a Stir,” Philadelphia Inquirer, July 3, 1988; 
reprinted in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, July 24, 1988.
27

in the summer of 1987. Titled Post-Modern Visions and organized by Klotz, it included over 

architecture, including the Art Institute of Chicago, the Dallas Museum of Art, and San Francisco 

modernist Architects,” New York Times, August 31, 1987.
28

Venice Architecture Biennale,” (PhD diss., University College London, 2009).
29 Victoria Geibel, “Design and Dissent,” Elle, June 1988.
30 Victoria Geibel, “‘The Unbearable Lightness’ of Philip Johnson,” Metropolis 7, no. 10 (June 
1988): 27.
31 Wilson, “Debating Pros and Cons of the Deconstructivism.”
32 Miriam Horn, ”A New Twist on Architecture,” US News and World Report, July 18, 1988.
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“decries.”33 But the “nostalgic bow to grandeur and ornament” that Johnson 

McGuigan, “old hat.”34 Ironically, though widely credited for having brought 
postmodernism into the corporate mainstream, as Filler mentions, Johnson 
had never done a show on postmodernism.35 
 Johnson claimed, however, that Deconstructivist Architecture did 
not necessarily spell out the end: “It doesn’t spell the end of postmodernism 
or classicism—I’m still doing that—but this excites me more.” It’s the 
movement, he said to Giebel in Elle, “among the comparatively young that 

 . . . It is really 

that has appeared since historical eclecticism (his preferred term for 
postmodernism).”36 Even Johnson himself resisted categorization. People in 

one thing I’m not. But I didn’t object to being in the Postmodern Visions 
show just because Heinrich Klotz called it Postmodernism.”37 This “Modern-
Postmodern debate in architecture” he not only resisted—“It was a not a 
very fruitful dialogue,” he told Phillips—but resisted the term itself.38 “As 
for Postmodernism I can never use the term,” Johnson told Filler, “because 
I don’t believe in calling something ‘post’ something else. Of course, 
names have their own life. . . . So whatever word one might use, I was very 
much for the pluralism of that dispersal.”39 The reason he had never done 
a postmodernism show, he told Filler, was “accident, to a large extent.”40 
Johnson explained, “When I feel an urge to do a show or to proclaim a new 

41 
 There were two further reasons, however, as Johnson explained, 
that were both disciplinary and political. Postmodernism had a plurality 

33 Peter Lemos, “Room with a Viewpoint: Seven Architects in Search of a New Modernism,” 
Vogue, June 1988. 
34 Cathleen McGuigan, “From Bauhaus to Fun House,” Newsweek, July 11, 1988.
35 Interview, May 1988.
36 Geibel, “Design and Dissent.”
37 Patricia C. Phillips, “The Greatest Show Unearthed,” Stroll, June 1, 1988.
38 Ibid. 
39

40 Ibid.
41 Ibid.
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disciplinary group of clear objects to propagandize, to catch on to.” And 
second, as he told Filler, his relations with Arthur Drexler were strained: “I 

 . . . who was a very strong man in 
his own right.”42

Timing

disappointed theater-goer. Such a question left him to speculate that “one 
attended it as one might have attended a doomed musical event, fearing 

43 For Gill, 
part of that answer could be found in the hype that preceded its arrival. For 
those such as Kaiser, McGuigan, and Goldberger, as well as for Johnson and 
Wigley, the reason for mounting Deconstructivist Architecture came down to 
timing, which was integral to its effect.
  Kaiser, for example, indicated that the timing was due to exhaustion 
with postmodernism. It was a “time of architectural transition: . . . 20 years 

search for something new . . .
only to interest critics. Today Deconstructivism seems to be the new answer. 

44 Wigley, as Nesmith 
quotes him, claimed the timing in relation to postmodernism was “ironic,” yet 

forgetting of postmodernism.”45 According to Wigley, “contexturalism [sic]” 
had been used “as a an excuse for mediocrity, for a dumb servility to the 

replaces modern architecture or replaces postmodern architecture.”46

 Others such as Goldberger saw it as a stylistic shift: “The reason that 
architectural fashion has begun to focus on this narrow sphere of inquiry” 

had “celebrated the conventional,” and its practitioners had done “little to 
explore the perception of pure space.” The cool, abstract lines and disquieting 

42 Ibid.
43 Brendan Gill, “Deconstructivism,” New Yorker, September 5, 1988.
44 Kay Kaiser, “Building Houses of Cards: The Word Now Is ‘Deconstructivism,’” San Diego 
Union, February 28, 1988.
45 Nesmith, “Deconstructivist Architecture Show to Open at MoMA Late This Month,” 26.
46 Ibid.
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angles of deconstructivism proposed an alternative to what had become the 
clichéd style of postmodernism, its lavish and highly traditional decoration. 
“Deconstructivism is in part a reaction  . . . against post-modernism’s 
priorities  . . . and the astonishing extent to which post-modernism has 

change” and becoming “instead an accepted approach in the commercial 
world.” Yet such a response, Goldberger also claimed, was nothing more 
than “an aesthetic response” and “the integrity of this architecture comes not 
from its visual style, but from its underlying desire to subvert our system of 
architectural perception.”47 His conclusion—that it is impossible to do this 
seriously within commercial building, although the wall text claimed that 
all these projects were buildable—highlighted what he saw as the visionary 

 For Wines, the timing was a matter of Johnson and Eisenman’s 
personal and social politics. The timing, he claimed, was “perfect” for 
Eisenman, who was waiting for the downfall of Graves, and Johnson 
“needed a cause to round out his career as a taste and style.”48 According 
to Wines, Eisenman, who was then director of the Institute of Architecture 
and Urban Studies and had had a falling out with Drexler, was “somewhat 

pushing for “a continuation of modernism” at the IAUS that was “a bastion 
against the untidy wave of Venturites and Po-mo historicists by emphasizing 

of conceptual artists such as Joseph Kosuth, Lawrence Weiner, and Douglas 

Claude Levi-Strauss, Michel Foucault, and more recently Jacques Derrida. 
Johnson was “a staunch early supporter” of the IAUS. Around 1981, after the 

with a trace of historicism”—the “entablatures, pediments and columns of 
postmodernism” were gone.49

 Schjeldahl suggested that the timing came down to “boredom.” “We 
have had it up to here with boxes, including the begauded Gravesian sort,” 
he wrote.50 Johnson and Wigley suggested that the architecture community 

47 Paul Goldberger, “ ,” Architecture View, New 
York Times, June 26, 1988.
48 James Wines, “The Slippery Floor: Deconstructivist Architecture at the Museum of Modern 
Art,” Platform, Interiors, August 1988.
49 Ibid.
50
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“It’s a small exhibition with a very narrow focus, about a tight set of ideas. 
Because there hasn’t been a big show in a long time everybody is putting too 
much emphasis on this exhibition.”51 Phillips suggested part of this claim was 
exacerbated by the state of MoMA. The architecture and design department 

arguably ambivalent.52

a part of the cultural establishment.”53

 The entry of technology into the production of architecture, in 

press, save for a few writers such as Schjeldahl and Wilson. “God forbid 
anybody should note simply that the appearance of wildly cantilevered and 

be done fairly cheaply now that could hardly be done at all before), and 2) 
boredom,” Schjeldahl notes. “The coincidence of capability and restlessness 
is enough to launch a new style in anything.”54

such “unorthodox methods can be decidedly high-tech, injecting computer-
55 

on technology—“the development of physics . . . [that] has revolutionized 

architecture, and its relation to constructivism and deconstruction.56 
 Still others, such as Tschumi, found the exhibition’s timing 

“Our time and age are not about being comfortable,” said Tschumi, as Kaiser 
and Giovannini quote him, “but about disturbance and uneasiness and stress.” 
The world, he continues, is neither integrated nor homogeneous but “one 
of discontinuity.” For Kaiser, this comparison is seemingly apt, considering 
the AIDS crisis, Austrian president Kurt Waldheim’s alleged war crimes, 

51 Nesmith, “Deconstructivist Architecture Show to Open at MoMA Late This Month,” 26.
52 Patricia C. Phillips, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” Artforum, November 1988.
53

54

55 Woodruff, “Deconstructing Architecture.”
56 Deconstruction: Omnibus Volume, ed. Andreas 
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and the Iran-Contra affair.57 According to McGuigan, these architects were 
“celebrating the chaos of today’s world,” the chaos of contemporary society 

Woodruff, it was unease as much as it was California’s status as a mecca for 
58 

This developing school of architecture was demonstrating that architecture 
could be “as varied and as chaotic as life itself,” according to the China 
Daily.59

other than Kaiser commented on the relationship between deconstructivist 
architecture and the political situation of the late 1980s. Kaiser said that 
Tschumi’s unease pointed to the social crises of the time, not only alleged 
war crimes and the Iran-Contra Affair, but even the American divorce rate. 
“Harmony is as rare as the marriage that lasts 30 years,” wrote Kaiser. 
McLeod rigorously situates postmodernism and deconstructivism amid the 
late 1980s milieu of Reaganomics.60 The Boston Business Journal put it 
simply: “Decon followers believe ‘if society is chaotic and uncertain, why 

61 
But such pessimism, it claimed, was a salute to disorder and dystopian. There 
was no attempt to change the world for the better, no hope was assumed or 
given. The Russians’ departure from Afghanistan, the impending settlement 
of the Iran-Iraq war, and the missile-reduction treaty signed by the Russians 
and the Americans—“almost enough to declare the end of the Cold War,” 
Kaiser commented—foretold a shift in a global mentality toward peace, 

she wrote, had architecture, “the mother art, been used as an irritating, 

such claims to “express confusion and disorder” were disingenuous. This 
architecture was in fact “the furthest thing from real disorder. There is not a 
line, not an angle, not a single detail . . . that is not precisely planned.”62

postmodernism was hotly debated, then it also implied the question as 
to whether it coined a new movement. Such a claim was debated and 

57 Kay Kaiser, “New Architectural ‘Ism’ Lets Parts Fall Wherever,” Bozeman (MT) Exponent, 
April 7, 1988
58 Woodruff, “Deconstructing Architecture.”
59 N.N. “Show displays buildings ‘chaotic as life’” China Daily, September 24, 1988. 
60 McLeod, “Architecture and Politics in the Reagan Era,” 22–59.
61 Bluestone, ”A Salute to Disorder: Deconstructivism Rooted in Politics.”
62
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Modernism.”63 

 Instead of a movement, however, Johnson claimed in an interview 
with Filler, “a convergence.” The show celebrated a “phenomenon 

up “from the air, from the smell”—words that were, according to him 
“perfectly legitimate”—“a series of forms that constitute enough to call it a 
movement.” But he cautioned, “It is not a movement. It is not a creed. It’s a 
phenomenon. In other words, it’s just a crossing, a converging.”64 Regarding 

was “not a new creed, nor a movement,” Gill and Lemos reiterate, “It is just 
one interesting direction. We’re still in the age of pluralism, still all over the 
place,” Lemos quotes Johnson in the pages of Vogue.65 Wigley, according 

these architects represent either a stylistic or ideological movement. He also 
66

particularly given the occasion and the venue. Although Johnson “insists that 

as such, . . . 67 
According to Johnson, there were “wonderful people” in postmodernism. 
“There still are.” That was the point, he told Filler, “of not calling this show 
a movement, it was not an inclusive grouping with a future to it. Because 

68 Johnson’s disclaimers, 
though, had little effect. 
 Then, “why the ‘-ist’ instead of an ‘-ive’?” Jane Dodds queried. 
“Deconstructive architecture would imply a new tendency, disposition toward 

69 “Thus each 
of the projects would be presented as overlapping in some way with post-
structuralist concerns. As an ‘-ist,’ the focus is shifted to the practitioners as 

63 Kaiser, “New Architectural ‘Ism’ Lets Parts Fall Wherever.”
64

65 Lemos, “Room with a Viewpoint: Seven Architects in Search of a New Modernism.”
66 Nesmith, “Deconstructivist Architecture Show to Open at MoMA Late This Month.”
67

68 Ibid.
69 Jane Dodds, “Deconstructing Deconstructivism Deconstructing Deconstruction,” Stroll, June 
1988. Emphasis added.
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individual exemplars/masters of a movement.”70 “If, as it appears, we are 

and Gehry, who have “quietly watched the rise and subsequent fall of the 
Postmodern style.”71 For Goldberger, if there were such “a movement” 
that countered “post-modernism’s love of what is lush and indulgent,” the 
“hermetic approach of deconstructivism” would be remembered “more for 
its sound and fury than for anything else—not as a phenomenon that has 
enlarged the possibilities of architecture, but one that has narrowed them.”

A new ism?

“If I were reviewing this exhibition for an audience as obsessed as I am with 
the relationship between language and architectural form, I would spend the 
rest of this essay trying to expose more precisely what the architectural vism-
ing of deconstruction means—although it would be a gruesome account,” 
wrote Ingraham. There were some who concurred that such a “visming” 

to Kaiser, a good “publicist” and “new isms also sell magazines, especially 

cutting edge.”72 Johnson had, she noted, “participated in all these ‘isms’”—
73 

Johnson, however, denied such intentions twice and any implication that an 

Constructivist drawings,” he states. And then again he claims, “There are no 
-isms around.”74

an -ism or a style out of a multiplicity of ideologies,” Johnson responded, 

Phillips points out is different from ideology. “And, of course, I was very 

75 Johnson reiterates that “the fact that these people are together” 
merely represents “a crossing—a meeting of the minds.”76 Wigley’s position 
differed: “This is an ideological show,” Nesmith quotes him as saying, 

70 Ibid.
71 Woodruff, “Deconstructing Architecture.”
72 Kaiser, “New Architectural ‘Ism’ Lets Parts Fall Wherever.”
73 Ibid.
74 Phillips, “The Greatest Show Unearthed.”
75 Ibid.
76 Ibid. 
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questions.”77 
78 

And Robert Janjigian further queried, “If an ism, the big question is, will 
Deconstructivism become a household term, an accepted entry in the canon 
of architectural ‘isms,’ sprouting a catalogue of spin-offs from Sid Powell?” 

for a Museum of Modern Art show. And when the Museum of Modern 
Art is involved, people listen.”79 Deconstructivism was poised to enter the 
mainstream popular culture.

Was it a new style?

The New York Post’s Carter Horsley and the Boston Globe’s Robert Campbell 

next major “stylistic trend internationally,” and the “the hot trend of the 
moment.”80

for a new style.81 For Gill, Johnson had his “hands on fashion.” including 
postmodernism, though it was the most short-lived. And “never mind that in 
the catalog of this jamboree of fractured, thrusting, jigsawed form, Johnson 
denies  . . . deconstructivism is  . . . a new style,” said Schjeldahl. “Do mind 

 . . . with sights plainly 
 . . . whose tastes Johnson 

82 Such an imposition of a new style on 
the rest of the world caused, according to Campbell, the show to be dreaded 
by many architects and critics, fearing that “Johnson would undermine 
the credibility of other architects and styles and would hopelessly alienate 
the public.”83 Wigley, on the other hand, was not worried about style and 
admitted “it is bound to happen.”84 He explained, denying any aesthetic 

was ultimately bound: “ . . . [T]he architectural world is a world that deals 

77 Nesmith, “Deconstructivist Architecture Show to Open at MoMA Late This Month,” 26.
78 Raymond W. Gastil, “The Agents of Instability,” Blueprint, no. 50 (September 1988): 74.
79 Janjigian, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” September/October 1988. 
80 New York Post, June 23, 1988. Robert Campbell, 
“The Dreaded Deconstructivists,” Boston Globe, June 28, 1988.
81 Phillips, “Deconstructivist Architecture.”
82

83 Campbell, “The Dreaded Deconstructivists.”
84 Nesmith, “Deconstructivist Architecture Show to Open at MoMA Late This Month,” 26.
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with the question of style. So without a doubt a huge reaction to the show 

style.”85

where “style was not a suspect,” the central idea of the exhibition “is mostly 

formal architectural description.”86 
 Lavin claimed that the hegemony of style was undeniable.  
There exists an undeniable stylistic hegemony between the so-called 

and, notwithstanding the profound theoretical chasm that separates them 

or what might stylistically be called Neo-Constructivism.”87 The “style 

the International Style and Johnson who, she said, was the “greatest of all 

‘style’ in the most conventional of ways. If this is not a conventional style 
or movement, then it is subject to conventional forms of stylistic criticism.” 
Lavin nevertheless warned that calling deconstruction a new style was 

on stylist or aesthetic grounds.”88

 Eisenman, at the Tate symposium, may have been successful in 
this regard at dispelling the idea that “Deconstruction is just a style, perhaps 
replacing Post Modernism, perhaps not,” reported Lavin. Hinting at what 

Rossi and an Italian Fascist building that he described as being “‘inhabited 
by uncanny spirits’ … both classicizing stylistically, totally out of tune with 

If Eisenman were to succeed, then he would be successful in arguing that 
deconstruction is not style and that “the notion of style itself perhaps requires 
deconstructing.”89

85 Ibid.
86 Phillips, “Deconstructivist Architecture.”
87 Lavin, “Viewpoint,” 18.
88 Ibid.
89 Ibid. 
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M O D E R N ?

Deconstructivist Architecture to other questions, 
namely whether or not it was modern. This was due to many factors, one of 
which was Johnson’s professed symmetry to the International Style show. 

critics again differed. 
 “The lengths to which Johnson and Wigley have gone to avoid 
expressing a single pro-modern sentiment, or even the barest hint that 

paradoxical denial. What Davis saw as the successor to postmodernism 
was a guise of modernism. It would “of necessity be an idea—or amalgam 
of ideas—that restore contemporaneity in both form and function.”90 

Deconstructivist 
Architecture, “a signal event in spite of itself.”91 Although Davis saw 
the desire to rejuvenate ideas of the modern evident in the practice of 

according to Gastil—was rebuffed by Rosalind Krauss. “What is decentered 
about the projects in the show?” she retorted. “Hadid’s project is just Le 

special post-structuralist twist.”92

architecture after two decades of eclipse.”93 Heinrich Klotz, founder and 

such an alternatives both through Klotz’s 1986 The Vision of the Modern and 
Davis’s Modern Redux at the Grey Art Gallery. Davis quotes a passage from 
The Vision of the Modern: “The purposeless ‘presencing’ of forms is replaced 
by explicit proof of the architectural event: here building contains not only 

90 Davis, “Slaying the Neo-modern Dragon,” 46. 
91 Ibid., 43.
92 Raymond W. Gastil, “The Agents of Instability,” 75.
93

International Herald Tribune, July 2, 1988.
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Second Modernism.”94 For Davis, Klotz’s statement was testimony of his 
own position, stated in Modern Redux: the extraordinary structures, models, 

reject the ideals of the early modern movement, as expressed in its heroic 
phase.”95 For Wigley, the relationship to Russian constructivism lay in the 

Hadid, for example, “revives and transforms the modernist’s dream and 
puts tradition on the couch.”96 The result was, for Davis, “neither a reversal 
nor a deconstruction, in the Derridean sense, but neo-modernity dressed in 
postmodern drag.”97 
 McLeod’s argument for pluralism, simultaneity with postmodernism, 
also argued for a simultaneity with modernism: “As a reaction to 
postmodernism, deconstructivism shares certain aspects with modernism.” 
Deconstructivism developed concurrently with postmodernism, and 
yet, was “in part a vehement reaction against postmodernism” and its 

historicist imagery, its complacent contextualism, its conciliatory and 

and its repression of the new.”98 The fragmentation, dispersion, fracturing, 
and decentering all offer, according to McLeod, an opportunity for 
deconstructivist architecture to gain its critical edge. Thus, it is its “preference 
for abstract forms, its rejection of continuity and tradition, its fascination 
with technological imagery, its disdain for academicism, its polemical and 
apolcalytical rhetoric” that were, all reminiscent of an earlier modern epoch.99 
 Filler also held that in “pluralism,” the “disintegration from 
modernism was not yet complete” and that modernism was “still a very 

100 Such a pluralistic position was 
seemingly in line with Johnson’s.101 “Radical as it is, deconstructivism 
is but part of the pluralistic world we live in,” Johnson emphasized in 
a conversation with Ziva Freiman. “The house of our Lord has many 
mansions,” he quoted with a smile. “Modern architecture is going to go right 
on—and very well.”102

94 Davis, “Slaying the Neo-modern Dragon,” 45. 
95 Davis, “ Slaying the Neo-modern Dragon,” 43.
96 Ibid.
97 Ibid.
98 McLeod, “Architecture and Politics in the Reagan Era,” 43.
99 Ibid., 45.
100

101 Ibid.
102 Ziva Freiman, “Philip Johnson’s Coda: The Architecture of Angst,” Metropolitan Home, April 
1988.
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 The formal bias, other critics concurred, signaled a return to 

Drexler’s modernist/formalist bias.”103

see” deconstructivism “as primarily an aesthetic movement.” He disregarded 
some of the architect’s claims of a social polemic in favor of what he said 
was the real goal of deconstructivism: to “continue the esthetic inquiry that 
modernism began, pushing it to limits that go far beyond those of modernism, 

Russian constructivism seem timid.”104 For Wilson, it was more a matter 
of ironic happenstance: the architects “all just happened to have a common 
formal approach” and dealt “with ideals basic to modernist architecture. . . . 
They just discovered an unexploited facet of a modernist approach so widely 

under the rubric Post-Modern. Purely formal. No argument,” he wrote 
105 For Davis, any return to modernism was emblematic of the 

impossible to detect  . . . in architectural magazines or on drawings boards” 
of student in America or abroad.106

gone to two “dyed-in-the-wool” modernists: Oscar Niemeyer and Gordon 
Bunshaft.107 
 The formalism detached from any social imperative, particularly 
given the history and reception of Modern Architecture: International 
Exhibition did not go unnoticed. Forgey, for example, saw the projects’ 
“guise of 

objects, anti-contextual, anti-conventional, anti-historical.” And the fact 

of social intention or belief.”108

postmodern regionalism, according to McLeod—called it the “terminal 
twitch of modernism,” as Horn quotes him in US News and World Report. 

and historical traditions.”109 Such a return to modernism was, for Alexander 

103 Wines, “The Slippery Floor.”
104 Goldberger, “ .”
105 Wilson, “Debating Pros and Cons of the Deconstructivism.” 
106 Davis, “Slaying the Neo-modern Dragon,” 45.
107 Ibid., 46.
108 Forgey, “Vengeful Architecture.”
109 Horn, ”A New Twist on Architecture.”
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thought [it] was dead and here it comes again.”110

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  S T Y L E ?

The import and status of the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition, in 
addition to the accusation of a return to the formal tenets of modernism, was 
complicated by the exhibition’s perceived symmetry to the scene of Johnson’s 
“youthful coup” and “auspicious debut” in 1932 with Modern Architecture: 
International Exhibition. 111 The symmetry to the format of the exhibition 
has been noted by critics and scholars: Terence Riley, Beatriz Colomina, 

the previous ten years of international architecture.112 Riley and Colomina 
point to the use of media and publicity to propagate a style. A symmetry to 
the “epochal effect” was also “subtlety encouraged” by “some advocates,” 
according to Goldberger, and was the subject of gossip by others who said 
that Deconstructivist Architecture would be as radical in its implications as 
the International Style.113

 The “International Style” show “turned the world of architecture 
on its ear” and introduced “modernism to the United States,” according to 
Campbell.114

show of the 20C,” claimed it “dramatized” the rise of modernism as the most 
“pervasive” new direction in Western architecture since the Renaissance. 
The show had occurred “a full decade after Modernism emerged as a 

institution ushered in a new era in American architecture.” 115 Eisenman, 
for example, had said, according to Filler, that the “forthcoming exhibition 
at the Museum of Modern Art will do for architecture in the 80s what [the] 
International Style show did for architecture in the 30s.”116

 . . . The idea that it is the same as the 

110 Ibid.
111

112 Terence Riley, The International Style: Exhibition 15 and The Museum of Modern Art, ed. 
Publicity and 

Privacy The Power of 
Display: A History of Exhibition Installation at the Museum of Modern Art (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press 1998).
113

114 Campbell, “The Dreaded Deconstructivists.”
115

116 Ibid.
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1932 show is ridiculous.” What started out as “a summing up” and became 
“a prognostication” nevertheless differed from Deconstructivist Architecture, 
which was, in Johnson’s words, “a description”, not “a prescription.” Johnson 
continued:

That show was a cry of faith, a belief in a creed, a belief in a 
mission—a messianic show. . . . We brought the truth to the 
world, a truth which had been discovered by such giants as Le 
Corbusier, Mies, Oud, and Gropius. . . . We were quite late . . . 
because the International Style really started about 1922 with 
Neo-Plasticism. But we came along and [Henry-Russell] 

prognosticate a revolution change in the architectural world. It 
117

Its effect was also not a surprise, as Johnson told Phillips:

convinced that architecture was going to proceed in this 
direction. We were late, in fact; the movement had been started 
ten years earlier. But we sort of summed it up and gave it a 
name, the International Style, which the historians continue to 

118

The International Style became, as Johnson tells Phillips, “a long-lived 

“Most styles die sooner,” he said.119 Forgey concurred with Johnson: “The 
International Style was a prophetic announcement of what would become 

the 50s and 60s. Rarely has a museum exhibition played such a direct role 
in predicting the architectural course of decades to come.”120 Although the 
analogy with “1932 is bound to be made,” Johnson insisted, “it isn’t true. 
This is a crossing of streams that have been around for only about four or 

117 Ibid.
118 Phillips, “The Greatest Show Unearthed.” 
119 Ibid. 
120 Forgey, “Vengeful Architecture.”
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catching an idea that is in the wind.”121

 Goldberger claimed that Deconstructivist Architecture was “in no way 

of vision vastly more limited than the ambitious, utopian dreams presented 
in 1932.”122 For him, the 1932 exhibition stripped the modernist project 
neither of its “all encompassing” utopian and social ideals nor of those to 
which deconstructivism bore a relation. “For better or for worse, modernism 
tried . . .
Deconstructivism, by contrast, is hermetic.” Horn also said that although it 
might remind us of 1932, it was “an equally radical departure from the past” 
that Johnson was “plugging.”123

 Still, there were others, such as Gill, who saw it as a bit of a ploy, 

hype in the catalogue, denying any connection.”124

connection, if not the self-reinforcing canonical effects of the museum, 

‘cubes and rights angles of modernism,’ i.e., by the architectural modernism 
of MoMA—the International Style.”125 Nevertheless Deconstructivist 
Architecture could arguably be said to be a repetition of the former: an 

imperative, which then proliferated through the United States, if not the 

the modernism with the International Style, the question then here was, Was 
Johnson doing the same with the Deconstructivist Architecture show? 
 Parallels to the “International Style” exhibition and the prophetic effects 
attributed to Deconstructivist Architecture because of this symmetry were, 
in turn, complicated by social relations: Johnson’s historical and formative 
relation with Barr. In an interview with Geibel, Johnson called Barr “his 

along with James Thrall Soby, were the only two men with whom Alfred had 

121 Phillips, “The Greatest Show Unearthed.”
122

123 Horn, ”A New Twist on Architecture.”
124 Gill, ”Deconstructivism.” 
125 Dodds, “Deconstructing Deconstructivism Deconstructing Deconstruction.”
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“’completely honest and trusting relationships.’”126 Their relationship dated 

Johnson as to whether Barr was his “best friend in [his] entire life,” Johnson 

being a man who had faith in me personally. He was older than I and far more 
brilliant at analyzing the world. I was a piano player, a politician, and all sort 
of things I was terrible at. Alfred Barr had faith in my ability to criticize and 
evaluate this dream in architecture that interested him, and felt I was good 
enough to do that. He represented not only a friend but a guru and a direction 
in my life.”127 
 While the diagonal was supposedly the formal element that 
accounted for the alliance between the formal purity of suprematism and 

modernism, it was this same formal element—the “twisted volumes, warped 
planes, and clashed lines that Johnson and Wigley claimed intentionally 
violated “the cubes and right angles of modernism”—that contributed to 
the reading of deconstructivist architecture as fragmentary and violating the 

language of Deconstructivist Architecture was promoted as a decided 

Modern Architecture: 
International Exhibition. As Johnson himself concurred in January, Modern 
Architecture Deconstructivist Architecture would 
be [his] last.”128 In its relation to the International Style, Deconstructivist 
Architecture problematized the word style, as Tschumi notes in the preface 
to Riley’s publication: “Today the word ‘style’ is discredited by all except 
critics attempting to reduce serious research by young architects through 
derogatory labels (‘decon,’ ‘neo-modernism’) and such an “obsolete notion 

challenging conceptual devices.”129 

126 Margaret Barr, quoted in Rona Roob, “James Throll Soby: Author, Traveler, Explorer,” in The 
Museum of Modern Art at Mid-Century, p. 182, n.21. As quoted in Sybil Gordon Kantor, Alfred 
H. Barr, Jr., and the Intellectual Origins of the Museum of Modern Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press 2002), 231, n. 171.
127

128 New York Times, January 3, 
1988.
129 Bernard Tschumi, preface to The International Style, 5.
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Modern Architecture: International Exhibition.130 Riley’s account is what 
Johnson described as corrective history—supplanting his memories “as the 
‘true’ story in the early days the Museum.”131 Colomina sees the exhibition 
in terms of media and circulation. Both studies argue for a strong congruence 
between the 1932 and 1988 show. Such a congruence can be considered 
in terms both style and the form of the exhibition itself; that is, both 

to an architectural style, both used the exhibition as a form of media and 

as “an aesthetic medium and historical category”—to shift directions in 
architecture.132 Both relied on an ethos of building; that is, as Bergdoll notes, 

an ethos was driven by “a fear that the public might dismiss modernism in 
architecture as but a dream rather than a new reality.”133 There is, however, 
a further relation, in that, if considered as a tactical ploy to disrupt the canon 
of modernism, Deconstructivist Architecture could only be launched from 

 
exhibition. “Deconstruction goes through certain structures, social and 
political structures, meeting with resistance and displacing institutions,” as 
Derrida would say in his videotaped appearance in March 1988 to the Tate 
and Academy Editions audience.134 

conception and in actual execution with the space of the galleries. Each 
charted developments of architecture during the previous ten years, Modern 
Architecture from 1922, Deconstructivist Architecture, from 1978, in an 
attempt to promote either a “new architecture,” in the case of the former, 
or a “radically new sensibility,” in the case of the latter.135 Each exhibition 
seemingly exported architecture and development in Europe to the United 
States, in which a formal approach supplanted a political, social, and 

130 Riley, The International Style. Riley’s publication was published on the occasion of a 
reconstruction of the exhibition in the Columbia University architecture galleries. The occasion 

according to Tschumi in his preface.
131 Philip Johnson, foreword to The International Style, 5.
132 The Power of Display: A History of Exhibition Installation at the 
Museum of Modern Art (Cambridge, Mass. And London, England: MIT Press 1998), xxi.
133 Barry Bergdoll, ”75 Years of Architecture at The Museum of Modern Art,” A+U 4, no. 451 
(April 2008): 72.
134 Norris, “Jacques Derrida, Deconstruction in Art and Architecture.”
135 Riley, The International Style, 16–17. 
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philosophical engagement to foster a style reduced to formal elements. Each 

a white cube aesthetic—although Modern Architecture drew primarily 
on photographs—to create an installation aesthetic that allies the two and 
perpetuates a modernist viewpoint.136 Each asserted a homogeneity of design 

Perhaps most obviously, however, each exhibition included ten architectural 
projects. Although Modern Architecture included ten architects, and ten 

Architects,” Deconstructivist Architecture included only seven architects 
though ten projects. 
 When the modern movement arrived to the United States in 1932 
via the Modern Architecture exhibition and was absorbed as the International 
Style, the Museum of Modern Art “presented the American public with 
a cultural reality already long in place.”137 The distillation of a social 
movement and an engagement with mass culture that would come to be 
understood in purely aesthetic terms—in a style devoid of “its social, ethical, 
and political content”—parallels that of the Deconstructivist Architecture 
exhibition.138 Deconstructivist Architecture, was in 

ten years.”139 The present of each exhibition—what was seen as the “recent 
past” of the International Style and the new in terms of Deconstructivist 
Architecture—were in fact a summing up. The International Style was, 
as Johnson told Eisenman in 1983, “almost over in 1932, but I was not 
conscious of that. History you can be conscious of, but you can’t possibly 

here was established “by a few masters and masterpieces,” a position that 
would enter strongly into the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition. 

Le Corbusier, J. J. P. Oud, Walter Gropius, and Ludwig Mies van der 

Deconstructivist Architecture 

discern, Johnson was, as Colomina elucidates, following the lineage of the 

136 The Power of Display, xxi.
137 Colomina, “Museum,” 202.
138 Ibid.
139 Johnson, quoted ibid. Wall text, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” Exhibition 1489, Museum of 
Modern Art Archives. 
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being “that the International Style necessarily dies in the very moment 
it is canonized.”140 Deconstructivist Architecture, in its emphasis on the 
singular architect and the ten exclusive moments of architecture over the 
previous ten years, was no different; deconstructivist architecture was over 

representation: the exhibition and accompanying publications.”141 It came and 
ended through its own consumption, through the media in which it circulated 
and in which deconstructivism, 
the museum as high art, left and was disseminated as popular culture.
 What Colomina posits as the aesthetic versus technical or 
sociological dichotomy within the International Style 
a position perpetuated by Deconstructivist Architecture: “[T]he dichotomy 

maintaining a hierarchy between architecture and building, between the ‘the 
aesthetic’ and the ‘technical or sociological’” in the International Style, was 
perpetuated by Johnson as a purely aesthetic, if not formal viewpoint.142 As 
he said in a 1982 interview regarding Modern Architecture: International 
Exhibition,

have an architecture still”—because the functionalist denied it. 

of a social revolution. We thought that architecture was still 

architects should not be worried about the social implications, 

we had only three allies in the modern movement: Le Corbusier, 

he would still mouth the Giedionesque platitudes of social 
discipline and revolution; that is, in Corbusier’s phrase, “If you 
have enough glass walls, you become free.143 

While “the museum may have distorted modern architecture’s engagement 
with everyday life, there is another sense in which it understood that 

140 Colomina, ”Museum,” 202.
141 Ibid.
142 Ibid, 203.
143 “Interview: Johnson and Eisenman,” Skyline, February 1982, 14; quoted in Colomina, 
“Museum,” 203.
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engagement more clearly than anyone else,” Colomina posits. Such an 
understanding came through the use of the media, which in the case of the 

use of the media is indicative of Barr’s belief in the power of the exhibition 
as architecture to promote change, alongside Johnson early promotion 
of advertising in the effect of exhibitions: “Expositions and exhibitions 
have perhaps changed the character of American architecture of the last 
forty years more than any other factor,” began Barr’s introduction for the 
Modern Architecture catalogue.144 That is, he proclaims from the start, that 
exhibitions have been more public than buildings and more effective than 
schools, newspapers, and magazines in shaping the character of American 
architecture. Modern Architecture: International Exhibition The 
International Style were set up as a publicity campaign: “The experimental 
nature of the Show coupled with its timely appearance will undoubtedly 

145

the show, as authored by Johnson, the idea of advertising and the widest 
possible circulation was proposed: “A publicity program, insuring the widest 
possible advertising for the show, is partially completed.”146 The same could 
be said of Deconstructivist Architecture. Not only was publicity for the 

the International Style,147

of Wigley and Johnson, paradoxes within the curator’s own position, social 

importance of the catalogue was as a “propagandistic” tool rather than merely 
a “documentary” source, and that the organizers pointed to its “permanent 

Deconstructivist Architecture, particularly, the resonance and historical effect 
of the catalogue cover.

While Modern Architecture traveled for over seven years, according to 

was made to disseminate lectures in public venues such as the department 

144 Alfred H. Barr Jr., foreword to Modern Architecture: International Exhibition
Museum of Modern Art, 1932), 12.
145 “Revised Exhibition Proposal,” February 10, 1931, in Riley, The International Style: 
Exhibition 15 and The Museum of Modern Art, 219; quoted in Colomina, Publicity and Privacy, 
206.
146 “Appendix One: Preliminary Proposal for an Architectural Exhibition at the Museum of 
Modern Art by Philip Johnson,” in Riley, The International Style, 214.
147 “Revised Exhibition Proposal,” quoted in Colomina, Publicity and Privacy, 206.
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148 
Deconstructivist Architecture had a unique venue. It showed only once, at the 

was almost domestic, made up of private houses—which Johnson singled out 
as the most important vehicle for the popularization of the style—all projects 
within Deconstructivist Architecture, save the two by Gehry, were for public 

out, the “institution art” and now “institution architecture.”149 Whereas 

toward the institution, instead of the private house, as a programmatic interest 

shift, ironically again, by Johnson himself.150 If the Museum of Modern Art 
was, as Colomina claims,151 responsible for bringing the American public up 
to speed for the twentieth century—to effectively bring art into the home, as 
Corbusier desired—then could it be said that Deconstructivist Architecture, 
with its emphasis on the institution, began to propagate a broader 
understanding of the urban effects of architecture, a campaign that, it could 

The New Domestic Landscape, which was arguably as urban 
a proposal as it was domestic.
 At the heart of both shows was nevertheless the idea of media and 
technological innovation. In Modern Architecture, it was not only Johnson 
who espoused “the media apparatus put in motion by the museum” through 
which “the modern house was to be publicized” but also Mumford who 

of media into a “media center.”152 Mumford called for “a new domestic 

153 In Deconstructivist Architecture, media 

148 Colomina indicates that the show traveled for over seven years. Johnson’s proposed 
exhibitors list sixteen venues and a list, dating from May 26, 1944, of institutions at which the 
“International Exhibition of Modern Architecture” indicates fourteen venues, although many are 
undocumented. See Riley, The International Style, 220, 222.
149 Beatriz Colomina, ”Introduction: On Architecture, Production and Reproduction,” in 
Architectureproduction
University Press, 1988), 7–29.
150 Ibid., 17.
151 Colomina, Publicity and Privacy, 209.
152 Colomina, Publicity and Privacy, 210.
153 Lewis Mumford, ”Housing,” in Modern Architecture: International Exhibition
Museum of Modern Art, 1932), 179.
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enters as publicity and the press, as the medium of the exhibition itself and 
as the incipient digital technologies that would not only transform the house 
but also the institution and discourse of architecture itself—the way is was 

Deconstructivist Architecture. It was 
not common practice then, nor is it today, to reproduce photographs of the 
exhibition in the catalogue; and often as in Modern Architecture, there is a 

the historical document in the case of the catalogue. That the catalogue—
which was meant “to explain the aims and achievements of the greatest 
contemporary architects” and thus far surpasses the documentation of the 

of the Deconstructivist Architecture catalogue.154 As Riley points out, the 

was an emphasis on “style”: Johnson in late August 1930 “had characterized 
155

Modern Architecture, 
a sandpit of gossip surrounded Deconstructivist Architecture. Riley points 
to the substantive effects of Modern Architecture: “The introduction of 
the European architectural avant-garde, particularly Mies van der Rohe to 
America; the increased visibility and the acceptance of modernist architects 
before the Second World War; and the postwar emergence of the ‘Harvard 
School’ under the leadership of Walter Gropius.”156 Again, such parallels 
may be drawn to the repercussions of Deconstructivist Architecture: The 
sociopolitical context was one that differed greatly from that of 1932. The 
relation of deconstruction and architecture arose in the post-1968 era of 
the depressed economy of the 1970s, and matured alongside the economic 
boom of the Reagan-Thatcher eras of the 1980s. The exhibition did if 
not, introduce, catapult the careers of the seven star architects alongside 

154 Riley, The International Style, 9.
155 Ibid., 26. 
156 Ibid., 11.
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generation of architects.
 While numerous parallels could be said to exist, in form and in 
concept, three of the most integral include an aesthetic frame of reference, 
a relation to Russian constructivism, and the installation aesthetic and 

Modern Architecture are framed by 
an “aesthetic theory with, at best, vague reference to the social or political 
concerns” and in which “social, economic and technical concerns are referred 

both separately and secondarily.” 157

in the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition and the catalogue. One of 
the few references to sociopolitical context came at the symposium, with 
Wigley’s mention of AIDS during the introduction. Wigley maintained in 
the symposium, and reiterated in recent interview, that “form was inherently 

position” that was “artifact-based connoisseurship”—that is, a formal 
Deconstructivist Architecture by 

reference to context, building, and program. Despite the conceptual positions 

theoretical position, and the declaration in the wall text that these projects 
“radically displaced traditional ideas about the architectural object,”158 the 
object-oriented nature of the models recalled the “artifact-based attitude” 
of Modern Architecture, in which the scale models functioned as “tangible 
objects” and surrogates for an architecture as a set of “actual monuments.”159 

Modern Architecture 
included models accompanied by “explanatory plans and elevations and 
perspectives,” as well as actual buildings shown in photographic panels.160 
Riley speculates that, given that the photographs were intended to depict 

161 He also points out that 
while the exhibition was consistently referred to as an exhibition of models, 
by the time of the installation it would have been more accurately called a 
photographic installation.162 

157 Ibid., 25.
158 Wall text, “Deconstructivist Architecture,” Exhibition 1489, Museum of Modern Art Archives. 
159 Riley, The International Style The 
International Style: Architecture since 1922 
160 Riley, The International Style, 28.
161 Ibid., 28–29.
162 Ibid., 79.
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 In Deconstructivist Architecture
between building and visionary projects. Photographic panels of built 

show added to the perception of these models not as “surrogates for the 

divorced from sociopolitical engagement.163

considered for the Modern Architecture exhibition, Barr attitude’s toward 

impossible projets” 164 It is this relation to 
the Russian avant-garde that Johnson ironically resumes in Deconstructivist 
Architecture, under Wigley’s claim that the architecture itself resumes not 

positions seems antithetical to Johnson’s later position. Ironically while 
“things [that were] actually constructed” were seen to have “much more 
propaganda force that any project could possibly have,” it was just this 
position that was overturned in the visionary nature of the Deconstructivist 
Architecture exhibition.165 Reception was an integral consideration in 
both shows. To this end, there was an emphasis both built projects and an 

Deconstructivist Architecture.166

terms was a critique launched by many of the Deconstructivist Architecture 
exhibition. Yet at the time, and still today, it was Wigley who maintained that 
it was this formal position—causing outrage among critics and the public 

fury? 

163 Ibid., 25.
164 Ibid., 29.
165 Ibid. Philip Johnson to Richard Neutra, October 26, 1931, Museum of Modern Art Archives. 
166 Riley, The International Style, 29.
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